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:This miltary technical traini9,g dourse has been selected and adapted by
The Center for Are?cfitional. Educationi,for"Trial Implementation of a Model System

, to Provide Military Cuiriculumliaterials fOr Use ill Vocational and Technical.
Edupationl" a, project sponsored by the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education,

U. S . bepartment of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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MILITARI CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course

package were selected by the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissent-

ination to the six regiOnal Ctrriculum CoOrdination Canters and

other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of

disseminating these courses was tc make curriculum matels

develoExd by the military more accessible to vocationa-

educators in the civilian setting:

ihe course materials were acquired, evaluatgd by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination.-Materials which were specific to the rilitary

were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or app

val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain

curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support,

vpcational instruction and cuiriculum development. .
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The. National Center :

MisSion Statement
r--fr ,.r...-rir-: ;1 /

. .

*Pk

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,;
arfa organizations to solve educational pro6 .
lems relating to individual career planning,'
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

. Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials 0

WRITE OR CALL
Program information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Eduhtion
The Ohio State University

ru 5
1960 Xenny Road, Columbus., Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848.4816 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)

".1

Military Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Information and Field*
Services Divir;ion

The Pational Center for Res.aarch
in Vocational Education



Milit6ry
.CuiTiculum Materials
DisseTnination Is

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes thd identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air -Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the,U.S. Office of
Education's desigpated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
.National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

7

What Materials
Are Available?

1 4 4 . .:A

One hundred twenty courses-lon microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction;curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &

Construction
Tra9es

Clerical
Occupations ,

Communications
Di al ling
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supervision

Meteorology &
Navigation

Photography
Public Service

6

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented Will eXpand,as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?\ 1isql !Z; ....,.. a...4.,....,. . .u. .,.0 . 4'. .. ..... .-T . . , . ...I

-: : a, " '' , ,, 4

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
'materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you."

MIRK:ULM COORDINATION CEA rEns

EAST CENtRAL
Rebecca S. Douglais
Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
2171782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
StHlwater, OK 74704
405/377.2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625

.609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Ditector
Building 17
Airdustrial Park

. Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D. .

Direêtor
Mississippi State Univeisity

Drawer QX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325.2510

WESTERN ,

Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

Director
176 University Ave.
HonOlulu, HI 9682/
808/948-7834
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Course Description

This course is the second course in a tit/0 course series designed to provide instruction in the following areas. an introduction to masonry, hand,
portabie power, and shop tools, construction and maintenance of masonry structures using cloy, bnck, concrete block, stone, and tile, preparation
o ...oncrete, mortar, and plaster mixes, piacement of reinforcement steel, and the placement and finishing of concrey. This course, Masonry
Specialist, III and IV, consists of two blocks totaling 118 hours of instruction. Masonry Spasalist, I and II (courset-19 in this catalog) contains
two blocks. (Bloc. Introduction to Masonry and (Block 2) Rigid Concrete Structures, totaling 94 hours of instruction. Students should complete
course 3-19 or the equivalent before beginning this second course.

r" Block III Laying Concrete Block, Stone, and Brick contains five lessons totahng 64 hours of instruction.

-- .
Cutting Masonry (6 hou'rs)
Concrete Block Construction (18 hours)
Stone Construction (12 hours)
Brick Construction (24 hours)
Maintenance and Repair df Masonry Structures (4 hours) 45

-

Block IV _Plaster, Stucco, and Tile contains two lessons totaling 54 hours of instruction. A third section was deleted becau se ir,deals with
military security.

Applying Plaster and Stucco (27 hours)
Installing Will and Floor Tile (27 hours)

s.

The course contains materials ftir bloth student and teacher use. Printed materials for the instructor include a plan of instructiont for each block and
lesson plans fy each lesson. These contain an outline of instruction, objectives, activities, materials and tools needed, text assignments, and references.
Student materials consist of study guides add workbooks for efch block. Seven uansparency sets are suggested for use but are not provided.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1

,s AkE OF IN: TRUCTOI
cOURSE TITLE .

Masonry- Specialist

BLOCK MIME ER,
. UI .

BLOCK TITLE .
Llying Concrete Block Stone and Brick

1
COURSE CONTENT

c
2 DURATION

(Haas)

e

1. Cutting Masonry ..
,

.,

a. Working as a Member of a four-man team and using a

ic hammer, brick set,4trowel, .and masonry saw, cut and

s bricks,-blocks, and stone as specifiediti the instructions

provided. All briCks, blacks, and stone must be cut correctly.

STS 6a(2), Ila(1), 1,12(2), 11a(3), lla(4), 12a(1), 12a(2), I2a(3),

... .

6.
(6/0)

Day 20

(6/0)-

le#,

,

.

,

#
..

. ,

12a(4),--134-713a(2); 130): 13a(4). Meas: w_ pc
. '

(1) Masonry tools and,equipment
#

N) Materials usedin masonry construction
.. ..

° (3) Cutting masonry materials
i,

(4) Safety precautions i

.. ..

, i
. .

. /
. .
__--. .

,

.

- .

, /
,

. .
SUFIRVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART 1)

* SIGNATU RE
0 ATE

SIGN ATUR E
DATE

. ,

.
116

.

- ,

PLAN Op INSTRUCTION NO.
3ABR55233

CrATE

12 Novdmber 1975
PAGE.VO.

41

.ATC f0RIA 133AP, 7%

REPLACES ATC FORIIS 337, MAR 73, AND 770, AUG 72, WHCH WILL BE

USED.
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PLAN-OF 1NSTRUCTION/LESSO4 PLAN PART I (C4nfiausthis Sat)

COURSE COM'

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND.GMANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR55233-III-1, Cut asonry
WW3ABR55233-M-1-P1, ManrvIaterlal

Audio Visual Aids .

Transparencies, Cutting Masonry

Training Equipment
Masonry Sox (12) -
Power Mortar Mixer (12)
Hand Tools for Cutting Masonry (2)

Training Methods
DiscusSion (1 hr)
Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance ( 4 hrs)

Multi le Instruaor Re niro:gents
Supervision (2

. Instructional. Guidance
s,

'Identify and name the various toojs, equipment, and materials used in

mascnfry instruction. Divide the clasS into three groups and have them cut
and shape various types of masônry materials. -

The following references should be used when preparing the lesson: CDC
55233, Apprentice Mason, and AFP 88-27, Civil Engineer Handbook.

AtIR: The classwill be divided into three groups for the performance.
Two instructors will be required to supervise, these three groups.

PLAN Or INSTAUCTIOR NO,
3ABR55233 1tRovember 1975 'A NO. 42 A

S. ,
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,--
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

,s

1.-ANC OF INSTRUCTOR
, COURSE TITLE ,

Masonry Specialist

BLOCK/ NUMBER

Il'
LOCK' TITLE

I

Laying Concrete Block -Stone and Brick .

it, COURSE CONTENT

:
/

2
DURATION

Mauro ) 4

2. Concrete Block Constration .

,

,
,

\ .

, .
\

a. Given a sketch of a masonry,project, estiinat the

'number 'of concrete blocks and the amount of mortar required to'

complete the project. Estimations muSt be within -0% + 10%.

STS 7a and 7g.. Meas:, W, PC . .

r . ,.. (1) Blink size

(2) Block shape . ,

(31 Types of block / ,
.

. .
.

, (4) Jolume of mortar .

(5) Estimating procedures
,

.

-)

b. Working as a member of a four-man team'and using

specicic tools,' materials, and instructions provided, lay out a

site for a one-s:ory,concreteblock,masonry
'structure. The site

must be ready for the construction of the building.

STS 7a and Th. Meas: W, PC.

(1) Modular design

, (2) Story pole
,

. g

. (3) Bonds

4 La out .rocedures *

24
(18/8).

Diys ,21, 22,-
and 23

(1.5/1) .

. .

«

.

,

(1.5/1)

.

.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART N)

SIGNATURE DATE . SIGN ATURE
DATE

.

,

Pt. AN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

3A8R55233
CATE

12 Novem ber 1975
PAGE.NO.

43 .
ATC

ORM 133
APR 7S

REPLACES ATC FORMS 337, MAR 73, AND 770, AUG 72, WINCH WILL BE

USED.

a.



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART f(Conthousfise Wm)

COURSE CONTENT

c. Working individually: but as a member of a two-man
team, use conctpte blocks and construct a corner-for a s

one-story masonry building: The finished work must be
within 1/4 inch of proper height and 1/4 inch of being
plumb. STS.12b 12c, "and 12d Meas: W, PC-

(1) Preparing Mortar

(2) Surftce and bed for mortar

(3) Applying morttr

(4) P.ositioning blocks

(5) Horizontal and 'vertical aligiiment

_(6) ggliping mOrtar joints

(9/2)

l

d. Working as a member of a twv-iman team, construct (6/2)
-%,

a block wall for a one-story masonry structure.' The finished
wall^must be within 1/4 inch of proper height and 1/4 inch of.

being plumb. STS 12c, 12e(1), 12e(2), 12e(3), 121, and 1.2.1..
--L--

Meas: W, PC

,

(1). Mason lines

(2) Spreading mortar

(3) Laying block to a line

(4) Metal ties

(5) Inspecting completed work

S .

t

_

,

o

(

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR55233 i Mem ber i97

1 5

PAO! NO.



PLAN OF INiTROtTION/LESSON'PLAN:PART I (CwinieN:a Skfm4%

COURSE CONTENt

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUMANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR55233-M-2, Concrete Block Construction

WB 3ABR55233-III-2-P1, Estimating*Concrete Block Constrtiction

WB 3ABR55233-M-2-P.2, Laying Out a Site for a Concrete Block Wall ,

WB 3ABR552334II-2-P3, Conetructing a Concrete Block Wall

0CDC 55233, Apprentice Mason.

Audio Visual Aids
. .

Transparencies, Concrete Block ConStruction

Training Film: .F1,C1/256, ABCs of Masonry Construction

Training Equipment
Mortar Mixer (12) '

Mortar Box (12)
Hand Tools for Concrete Block Construction (2)

Training Methods
Discussion (3 hrs)
Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (13 hrs)
Outside Assignment (6,hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Supervision (2)

Instnictional Guidance
biscuss and demonstrate the methods of laying out and constructing a concrete

block wall. For criterion objective ,2b, divide the class into three groups and

have each group lay out a site for a one story maionry structure. For criterion

objectives 2c and 2d, divide the class into six groups-and have each group build

a concrete block wall. The following references 'should be used when preparing

the lesson: CDC 55233, Apprentice Mason, and AFP 88-27, Civil Engineer

Handbook

Make the following outside assignments:. tor day 21, have the students study

SG 3ABR55233-431-2. For day 22, have the students study chapter 5- in CDC

55233.- For day 23, have the students review all the material covered,th this

unit of instruction.
,

MIR: The class will be divided into three groups for criterion objective 2b.

Two instructors will be required to supervise these three groups. The class

will be divided into six group-s for criterion objectives 20 and 2a. Two

instructors will be required to supervise these slic groups.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NG.
3ABR55233

ORM
ATC A

FpR I33A

1,Ykovember 1975 45
PAGE NO.

REPLACES ATt FORMS 337A, 14/ R 73, ANO 770A, AUG 72, WHICH WILL

USED.
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PLAN OF
INSTRUCTON/LESSON PLAN PART 1

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR
COURSE TITLE

Masbnry Specialist

84OCK NURSER
BLOCK TITLE

Laying Concrete Block, Stone and Brick

COURSE CONTENT
2

DURATION
(Hours)

.

3. Stone. Construction

a. Given the construction
the amount of stone and
Estimations must be within
Meas: W;PC

(1) Stone size

(2). Stone shape
.

(3) -.Types of stone

(4) Volume of mortar

.1 (5) Estimating-procedures

b. Working as a member
specific tools, materiaLs,
.site for a stoneNall. The
of the wall. S'IS 7a and

(1) Foundations

(2) Header stone

(3) Bonds

(4) tayOut procedures

.

drawing
mortar required

-0% + 10%.

'

of a four-man
and instruction
site must

7b. Meas:

:.
.% . .

t

of a stone wall, estimate
to complete the project.

ST.7a and 7c.-

- .

.

-..

team and using
provided, lay out a

be ready for the construction
W, PC

.,

16
(12/4)

Days 24
and 25 :

(1.5/1)

(1.5/1)

.

k

.

.

:

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II) .

SIGNATURE
DATE SIGNATURE

DATE

..-

.

.-

. .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
DATr

.

3ABR55233' 2-Novem be r 1975
PAGE NO.

ATC FMAP"R 7s 133
REPLACES ATC FORMS 337, MAR 73, AND 770, AUG 72. WHICH WILL GE

USED. ,
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Contioustise Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

4

c. Working individually, buj as a member of a team and
following instructions, construct a stone wall for a one-Story
rnnsonry building. The completed'wall must cdmply with good
masonry prictices. and be within 1/2 inch of proper height and
1/4 inch of being plumb. STS 1313, 13c, 13d 13e(l), 13e(2).
13e(3), 13f. Meas: IV, PC

(1) Preparing mortar

(2) Surface and bed for mortar
)

(3) Applying mortar4

, (4) Positioning stone

' (5) Horizontal and vertical alignments

(6) Installing anchor and rock bolts

(7) Shaping mortar joints
," f

l

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

l I

Student Instructional Materials ,

SG 3ABR55233-III-3, Stone Construction _

WB 3ABR55233-III-3-P1, Estimating Stone Construction
Wt 3ABR5523:3-III-3-P2, Laying Out a Stone Wall
WB 8ABR5523.3-III-3-P3, Constructing a Stone Wall
CDC 55233, Apprentice Mason

Audio -Visual Aids .

Transparencies,. Stone Construction -

Training EquipMent
-, Mortar Mixer (12)

Mortar Box (12)
Hand Tools for Stone Construction ,(2)

4

Training Methods
Discussion (1 hr)
Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (10 hrs)'
Outside Assignment (4 hrs)

PLAN OF INSTROCTION NO. .

3ABR56233

-

(8/2). -

,

PA"1Wovember 19'd ..c1. 48 .



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LEMON FLAN PART I (Cluttinuotir Slum)

COURSE CONTENT

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss and demonstrate the methods of laying out and constructing a stone

wall. For criterion objectives 3b and 3c, divide the class into three groups

. and have each group lay out a site and construct a stone wall. The

f ollowing references should be used when preparing the lesson: CDC 55233,

Apprentice Mason, and AFP,88-27, Civil Engineering Handbook.

Make' the following outside.assignment:
For day 24, have the students study SG 3ABR55233-III-3 and answer the

' -questions at the end of the text.
For day 25, have the students read paragraph 18, chapter 5 in. CDC 55233.

MIR: The class will be divided into three groups for criterion objectives

3b and.3c. Two instructors will be required to supervise these three group8.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

' ATC
rdmhe
APR 73i* 133A

3ABR55233 1°2" ovember 197
PAGE NO.

REPLACES ATC FORftS.337A, MAR 73, ARO 770A, AUG 72, WHICH WILL OE

USEO.



, PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSONPLAN PART I

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR

.

COURSE TITLE
.

.

Masonry Specialist .

BLOCK NUMBER 1 LOCK TITLi . .

UI La in: Concrete-Block Stone and Brick

1
SOURSE CONTENT

DURATION
(Route)

4. Brick Construction

)
.

.

a. ,Using a construction drawing
determine the number of bricks and
required to complete the project.
-0% + 10%. STS 7a and 7c. Meas:

-

of a masonry project,
the ambunt of mortar

Estimation must be within
W, PC .

.

..

four-man team, and following.
a one-story brick building.

window and door openings.
inch of given speciticatio

.

-
-.%\ . .,

t .

., .

32
(24/8)

Days 26,27,
28, and29

(1.5/1)

,

.

(1.5/1) ,

.

.

.

.

(1) Brick size

(2) Brick position
. .

.
(3)Quantities of brick

(4) Volume of rabrtar

b. Working as a member of a
given directions, lay out the site for
Indicate the location and size of the
All measurements must be withi 1'1/4

STS 7a, Meas: W, pC

(1) Modular design

(2)Stdry pole ..
.

(3) Bonds

(4) Layout procedures
.p. .

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
_

4

SIGNATU tE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

. ,
-

I

-- .

,

i .

_

,
4 .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION HO. .
,.

3AB1155233 - _

DATE

12 November 1975
PA*NO. .

51

.ATC
FORM 133
APR 75

,

REPLACES ATC FORMS 337. MAR 73, AND 770, AUG 72, WHICH WILL BE

USED.



.. PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLANPART I (Continuetioa Shea),

COURSE CONTENT
I

-47. -.,
1

c. Working indiv)idually, but as a member of a four-man (972)
team, use brick and construct a corner for a one-story masonry !

building. The finished work must be within 1/4 inch of proper
height and 1/4 inch of being plump. STS 11b,- lic, 11d, Ile(i),

1lle(2), lle(3) and 12c. Mei..: W, PC

(1) Preparing mortar
I

I

(2) Suzface and bed for moltar 4

(3) Applying mortar

(4) Positioning bRickb
, ,

(

.

'a

'(5) Horizontarand vertica). alignments

(6) Shaping mortar joints

d. Working individually, 'but as a member of a team,
construct a briCk wall fora one-story, mabonry *structure.
The finished waltmust be within/1/4 inch Of proper height .

and 1/4 incli Of being plumb. STS 11b, 11c, lld _11e(1), lle(2)?
11e(3), llf 11g, ''and 12c Meas:

, _

(1) Mason lines .

(2) Clean surface and.prepare bed for mortar,

(3). Sprsading mortar

,Sr (4) Laying bricks to:a. line

(5) Metil tiès;

6) Inspecting conipleted w4irk

411

lot..4N OF INSTRUCTION NO.
aABR55233
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DATE
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"LAX: OF INSTRUCTiOWLESSON. PLAN PART I (Continliati.n Shoot)

COURSE CC:INTENT.

SUI5PoliT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SC 3ABR5523341I-4, -Brick Cbnstruction
WB 3ABR55233-III-4-P1, Estimi.ting.Brick- Construction-
WB3ABR55233-132-4-P2, La§ing Out a BrickliVall '
WB 3ABR55233,-III-4-P3, Constructing a Brick Wall
CDC 55233, Apprentice Mason

Audio Viaial Aids
Transparencies, Brick Construction 2

Training Film: FLC 5/125, glements of Brickwork
/

Training Equipment
Mortar Mixer (12)
*Mortar Box (12)
Hand Tools for Brick Constr iction (2)

Training Methods
Discussion (4 hrs)
Demonstration (4 hrs)
Performance (16 hrs)...
Outside Assignment (8'hrs)

'Multiple Instructor Requirements-
Supervision (2)

Instructional Gaidance
6_ t

For, day 26, diseuss and demonstrate how to lay out and construct a brick

Iluilaing. For criterion 4a, have the students complete WB 3ABR55233-III-

4-p1. For criterion 4b, divide the class into three te'6.ms 'and haye them

complete WB 3ABR55233-III-4-P2. For Cgiteriozi objectives.4c and 4d, have

the students complete WB 3ABR55233-111-4433.
Make the following outside assignments:
For day 26, have the students read paragraph 14; chapter 4, in CDC 55244.
:For day 27, have the students read paragraph 15, chLpter 4 in CDC 55233:

For day 28, have the students study SG 3ABR55233-M-4 and answer the

questions at the end of the text. For day\29; have the students review all the
mate,rials covered in this unit of instruttion.
The following references should be-used when preparitig`the lesson: CDC
55233, Apprentice Mason, and AFP 48-27,*Civil.Erigineerilandbook.

MIR: The class will be divided into three groups for the perfdrin'ance.
Two instructors will be required to SupervisOhese three. groups.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR55233

ATC POR7MMAP s 133A

12Vol.rember 1975
PAGE,140.

REPLACES ATC FORMS 337A, MAR 73, AND 770A, A4.03 72, WHICH WILL BE

USED. '
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I.

NAML CiF INSTRUCTOR . .

,

COURSE TITLE

Masonry Specialist
BLOCK NUMBER

UI
BLOCK TITLE

Laying Concrete Block, Stone and Brick

COUF2SE CONTENT
t--,--

2
DURATION

(Hours)

5. Maintenance

a. Following
joints and crAcks
correctly. STS

(1) Inspection

(2) Removal

(3) Mixing
)

.(4) Repairing

.. (5) -Methods
surfaces

b. Following
dampproofing materials
must be completely
12i. Meas: W,

and Repair of Masonry Structures

.

a-
jven directions, inspect, clean, and repair

i a masonry wall, All joints must be repaired
11h in, 12h, 121, 13g, 13h. Meas: W, PC

,

6
(4/2)

Day 30

(2/1i
.

.

.

.

A

.

.

/methods and procedures

of damaged joint or section

mortar to match existing wall joints

cracks and joints

of cleaning mortar stains from masonry

given directions, apply Waterproofing and

to masonry structures. The surface
covered with 'no visible voids,. STS lli,

PC . ..

walls

exteriOr walls .

.

. - . ^

-
'

4 (1). Basement

(2) gxposed
. .

.
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART 11)

.

SIGNATURE DATE .
SIGNATURE . DATE

.
. 42

. .

I

..
,

,

.

,

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3ABR55233

DATE

12 November 1975

,.I.
PAGE NO,

-' 55"

ATC 133APR 75

REPLACES AT.0 FORMS 337, MAR 73, AND 77), AUG 72, WNICH W LL BE

USED.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Centinuatiee $keet)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student.Instructional Materials
S6 3ABR55233-III-5, ,Mafntenance and Repair of Masonry Structuies

WB 3ABR55233-111-5-P1, Inspecting, dleaning, and Repairing Masonry

Surfaces
WB 3ABR55233-III-5-P2, Applying Waterproofing and Dampproofing

Materials
CDC 55233, Apprentice Mason .

.,
AudioVisual Aids - ,

Transparencies, Maintenance and Repair of Masonry Structures
I

Training Equipment -11°

Hand Tools for Repair of Masonry Structures (2)

Training Methods
Discussioft (1,hr)
Demonstration -(1, hr)
Performance (2 hrs)
Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Reqiurements
SuperVision (2)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss and demonstrate how to inspect, clean, and repair cracks and joints in

condrete blocks, stone and brick surfaces. Divide the class into two groups

and have them complete Workbocilp 3ABR55233-III-5-P1 and P2. Make the
following outside assignment: Fpr day. 30 ha-c;e the students studY SG 3ABR5523'3-

III-5 and review all the materials covered in this block.

The following references should ke used when Preparing the lesson: CDC
55233, Apprentice Mason, and AFP Civ'l Engineer Handbook,

MIR:- The class will ke divided into two gr ups for the performance and

each group will require one instrucior.

6. Related Training (identified in the course chart) 2

Measurement Test and Test Critique 2'

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NO.

3ABR55233 12 November 1975
.4.... -. .,, enigma! ivirsi 141111 /II ILI rm a Alla .71 Wineld 41111 , I Orf/\

1.0 A, do.

PAGE NO.

4,04



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LES-SON PLAI4 PART 1 _ 6

tbsme OF INSTRUCTOR,
. f

COURSE TITLE
Masonry Specialist

. -

BLOCK NUMBER
IV

BLOCK T,ITLE.
,

Plaster, Stucco anciTile
i

COURSE CONTENT . 2
DURATION

(Hour.)

1. Applying Plaster
.

.. -....

a. Working
and using given instructions,
or stucco. 'Surface

- STS 7a 9a(3).

and Stucco . _ .
.

- * ,

, .

_

. .

individually; but as a memb r of a team
lay out a lath surface for plaster

Must be ready for a scratch coat of plaster.
,

Meas: W, PC
1

uses and advantages of plaster and stucco

and stucco mixtures

up" characteristi'cs of plaster and stucco
4

.. .

.

and application toolS
#

of 1p.th
: 4

referenbes '

,
individuallk, but as a member of a team and ,.

mix and apply a soratch coat of
must be completejy covered with-no TiSible

for a brown co& of plaster; STS9a(2),,
Meas: W, PC
k ,

coit mixture .,
. . ,

instructions

35
(27/8)

Days3Ithru
34 andhali of

Day 35

(6/2)

.

.

.

,

4

(6/2)

,

,

(1) The

(2) Plaster
.

(3) "Setting
.

(4) Layout

.
(5) Installation

,(6) Thickness

b. Working
using giVeri instructions,
piaster. Surface
voids and be ready
9c(1), 9d, and 9f.

(1) Scratch,,.
-

(2) Mixing
---....---'

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)

SIGNATURE .- DATE SIGNATURE
DATE

.
/

'
,

rl. AN OF INSTRUCTION NO4.
.,

IF i
3ABR55233

DATE

12 Noveinher 1975
PAGE NO

. 57

ATC FORM 133
APR 75

REPLACES ATC FC RMS 337, MAR 73, ANO 770, AUG 72. WHICH WILL. 13E

USED. :
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LVSSON PLAN PART I (C.entimustAn Skim)

CI5URSE CORTNT

(3) Application proce@res

(4) Curing procedures

c c. Working individually; but as a member of a team
and using given instructiOns, mix and apply a brown cW
of plaster. Stirface must be completely covered witli"fio
visible voids and pestiie ready for tiling. STS, 902),
9c(1), 9d, and 9f, Mpas; W, PC s

(1) Brown coat mixtures

(2) MiA.ng instructions

(3). Application ProcedureE
(4)' Neet coat procedures
(5) Curing proledures

d. Working indvikally but as a member of a team,
mix and apply stucco mortar to a prepared surface.
Surface must be completely covered to a depth ofj3/8 to 1/2
inch. STS 9a(2), 9c(1), 9d, 91'. Meas: W PC I

e

(1) Mixingtncco and mortar
.

. (2) Application procedures

s (3) Finish coat

40'

(4) 'Curing

e. Working as a 'member of a-two-man-team, inspect 'WO)
a plastered surface and identify ail damaged areas. Make
-necepsary repairs to brin the- datiaged areas back tO their
original condition. STS (2) 9c(3), 91: Mea,s: W PC

k A

.(1) Inspecting and checking pl.stered surf-aces

t

4.

(6/2)

(6/2),

(2) Repair procedures
(

PL AN OP INSTRUCTION NO. e
.3ABR55233

DATE

1.2 November 197,
s6+

F ACE NO.

,
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pa$,60..ttilitucTiotiiLit.sOti PLAN PART IG,Ithlifetioli ,

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Studenf Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR56133-W-1; Applying Plaster and Stucco

Wt 2M:11155233-1V-1-P1, Preparing for Plaster or Stucco
WB.3ABR55233-IV-1-132, Mixing and Applying a Scritch Coat
WB 3ABR55233-W-1-P3, Mixingand'Applying a Brown Coat

WB 3ABR552334V-1-P4, Mixing and Applying Stucco
'WB 3A13R55233-IV-1-P5, Maintaining and Repairing Plastered Surfaces
CDC(55233, Apprentice Mason

,

Visual Aids
Transparencieg, Applying Plaster and Stucco

Training- Equipment
Hand Tools for Applying Plaster and Stucco (2) .

Training. Methods'
Ditacutsion (hrs)
Demonstration (4 hrs)'
geirformance (18 hrs)
Outside Assignment (8 hrs)-

Multiple Instructor. Requirements
Supervision (2) . z7-
Inatrnctional Guidance .

cuss and demonstrate how to install lath, mix and apply plaster and

stucco,_and.repair plastered surfaces. Dividellie class, isnto two-man groups

'N.,.

and have them complete the'workbooks. Make the follo?ing outside aSsign-
merits: For day 31, have the students study SG 3ABR55233-W-1. FOr
day 32, have the students study paragraphs 21 and 22, chapter 7 in CDC 55233.

Fqr day 3.3, have the.students study paragraph 23, chapter I' in CDC 55233.

For day 34, have the students study paragrapli 24; chagter 7 in CDC 55233.

The following references should be used when prerdring the lesson: CDO
55133, -Apprentice Mason,' and AFP 88-27, Civ41 Engineer Handbook.

MTR: The clp.s will be divided into Six, tWo-:man groups for the rl'formance
Two instructors will beo reqUiied tet supervise these six groups..

PLAM OP INSTRUCTJON NO.
'3AtR55233

.16

ATC 133 A

OATE. .PAOE MO.

jt2Novemberl9l5 59-
REPLACES ATt FORMS 337A, MAR 73, AND 770A, AU0 72, WHICH WILL SE
USEO.
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PLAN OF 14TRUCTION/LESSOKPLAN`PART I

NJOIC OF INSTRUCTOR
.

. .

COURSE TITLE
Masonry Specialist

BLOCK NUMBER BLOCK TiTLE
Plaster, Stucco? and Tile

COURSE CONTENT

DURATION
(Miura) .

' ,

-Installing Wall and

-
,.

a. ' Using both band
instructions, cut, drill,
Completed tile must comply
STS 14a(1), 14a(2), I41(3),

.

(1) Types of

(2) Types and
materials.

(3) Special tile

. (4) ,Ittethods

b. Working as a
directions, lay out an
completed area-must
STS 14b, 14c(1), 14c(2),

(1) Estimating
grout required

,

.
(2) Leveling

(3) Cleaning

.

Floor Tile

and power
and shape tile

with the
142(4),

7'

.

.-
tools and following given

to given specifications.
given specificati&s.

Meas: W,PC
.

application

of bonding

and shaping tile

six-man team, and using
of tile. The

application of tile:
Meas: Iv, pc

oi tile and amount of
.

.

the surface

.

29
(27/2) .' -

Last half of
Day 35 thru. Day 39

(3/2)*

,

,

(670)

.

-
.

.1.4611.51.

tile and their

method of application

working fools

of cutting, drilling,

member of a
area for the application

be ready for the
14c(3).

the number

and smoothing

oil from the surface

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON ?Licit (PART II)

, SIGNATURE - 0 ATE SIGN ATURE DATE

..

.4
0

t
-

.

PL. AN 'or INSTRUCTION NO.
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PLAN OF INSTROCTIOWLESSON PLAN PART I (Groioustioaiitort)

COURSE CONTENT

A

c. Using given directions install wall tile on a specified (6/0)

area. The tile must be installed in a straight line, adhere
securely to the surface and present a pleasing appearance.
STS 14b, 1 4c(l), 14c(2), and 14c(3). Meas: W, PC

(1) Types of wall tile
. 4 ,

(2), Types and .04C7atOn,of bonding agents

(3) Fitting wall

(4) Setting wall tit

d. Usingiven direction, install floor tile on a (6/0)
specified surface. The tile must be installed in a straight line, adhere
securely to the surface and present a pleasing appearance. SI'S 14b, 4c(1),

14c(2), 14c(3). Meas: W, PC.

(1) . Types of 'floor tile

(2) Types and application of bonding agents

(3) Fitting poor tile

(4). Setting floor Web:,

e. Using prescribed-materials and tools, fill tile joints (6/0)

to a specified depth and clean all excess grout from the
polished surface. The joints must be filled to the specified
depth, the excess grout removed and the finished work must
present a pleasing appearance. STS 14d, 14e. Meas: W, PC

-

(1) Mixitires

(2) Application procedures

(3) Wet cleaning

(4) Dry polishing

LAN OF INS-NUCTION NO.
q A TAR cg9.2

DATE F ACE NO.

9. Nirwelmhar 147d R2 1



.1autiam otsTRuctiootiusidw pt.04:rAiT 1 (Cent1nuitieo Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATE`RIALS AND GUIDANCE

-

Student .Instructional Materials
SG -t ABR5523-IV-,2, Installing Wall and Floor Tile
WB 3ABR552334T-2-P1, Cu,t, Drill and Shape Tile
WB 3ABR55233-IV-2-P2, Lay Out an Area for Tile Applicatiod-

WB 3ABR55233-IV-2-P3, Installing Wall Tile
WB 3ABR552337IV-2-P4, Installing Floor Tile
WB 3ABR55233-IV-2-P5, Finishing and Cleaning/rile Surfaces

cpc 55233, Apprentice Mason-

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Installi4 Wall and Floor Tile

Training Equipment
TIle Cutter (3)
Tile Saw (12)'
Hand Tools for Installing Wall and Floor Tile (2)
Training Methods
Discussion (4 hrs).
Demonstration (5 hrs)
Performance (18 hrs)
Outside Assignment (2 hrs),
Multiple InStructor Requirements
Supervision (2).

Instructor Guidance
Distuss and demonstrate how to lay out, but, shape and install wall and
floor tile. Divide the class into two groups and have them complete
workbooks 3ABR55283-1V-2-P1 thru. 2-P5. Make the following outside
assignment: For day 35 have the students study SG 3ABR55233-IV-2.

The following references should be used when preparing the lesson:
CDC 55233, -Apprentice Mason,. AFP 88-27, Civil Engineer Handbook.

MLR: The class will be divided into two groups for the performance
and each group will require one instructor.

0

PLAN OF INETRUCTION NO... 3ABR55M3 12trovember 1975 PAgE NO. 68

Alt giii;45 .133A
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6

COurse Material - UNCLASSIFIED,
BLOCK III - Laying Condrete Block
Stone, and Brick

Cutting Masonry (6 hrs).; Concrete Block
Construction (18 hrs); Stone Construction (12 krs);
Brick Construction (24 hrs); Maintenance and
Repair of Masonry Sttuctures (4 hrs); Measurement
Test and Test Critique (2 hrs).

86 Hours TT

(Equipment Hazards and Personnel Safety Integrated
with Above Subjects)

ATC FORM 44?
APR 73

PREVIOUS EDITION OSSOLETE.
2

2 Hours RT

66 Hours C/L

29 Hours CTT

_
COURSE CHART - TABLE II - TRAINING CONTENT . 3ABR55233

,..t4OTE: inci., l. time spent en technicel treining (TT) (elessreencilelferetery (C/L) end compl.snwitary tedinicel training (CTTI)end relatedtreining (RT . Exclude time spent 11f1 individual essistene. (ierrnmliel instruction). A singleentry of tire. sheent fee unit is Cit. time. ,'When o douivi entry is sheum, tit. seams( vim, is CTT tim.
i4RS PER

WK
OF INC

.

i 21 3 1 A i 5 i 6 1

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED 70 Hours TT' ,

'.
10 Hours CTT

. BLOCK IV - Plaster, Stucco, and Tile
.

.

Applying Plaster and Sttidco (27 hrs); Iristalling Wall
and Floor Tile (27 hrs); Communication Security
(2 hrs); Meakrement Test and Test Critique (2 hrs);
Coufse Critique and Graduatton (2 hrs).
. . ,

(Equipment Hazards and Personnel Safety Integrated
with Above Subjects)

.. 60 Hours C/L

10 Hours .RT
-
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Dept of Civil Engineering Tng
Sheppard AFB, Texas

OBJECTIVE

CUTTING 'MASONRY

SG 3ABR55233-III-1
9 August 1973.

Upon completion ofthis unit of instruction you will be able to identify, maintain

and use masonry tools and be able to cut and shape various types of masonry materials.
-

INTRODUCTION

One pf man's earliest developments was his use of masonry. As early man
started developing, , he discovered that he could use rocks and stones for tools, weapons,

and shelter. The first shelter was a pile of rocks to keep wild animals and enemies out

of hi'v cave. Later he learned that mud packed,between the rocks would keep out the

wind and dold.. Our modern skyscrapers are.a iesult.of this humble beginning.

TOOLS

The masonry field like all drafts, has several tools that are pertinent to this'

'specialty alone. As a maSonr7 specialist, you must know how to use and care for,

these tools.

Power Mortar Mixer

The power mortar mixei(s'eefigare 1) is designed to blend and mix various types
of masonry mortar. These mixers are available in capacities of 3 to 8 cubic yards. If

you,need less than 1 cubic_yard of Mortar it may be faster to mix it by hand. R may
take longer to clean up the mixer after use than to mix the mortar by hand:

Power mixers are usually driven by an electric motor or a gasoline engine. The
electric type must have a power source, while the gasoline engine type can be operated

at r'emote construction sites.
-

Operate these mixers according to the manufacturer's instructions; paying partic-

. ular attention to the safety precautions.

Masonry Saw

The masonry saw (figure 2) is used
to cut block, stone, or brick to an exact
size. It is best to order masonry mate-.
rials in the size required. Masonry saw
blades are expensive and it is time-Con-

. suming to have to cut materialto size:
HoWever, you will have to uie the masonry
saw for 'special applications or when the
correct size material is not available.

Figure 1. Power Mortar Mixer



Figure 2. Masonry Saw

Mortar Ifoe

This tool is necessary when mixing
mortar of any kind by hand. The two,
holes in the blade allow mortar ingre-
dientS to pour through them and increase
the speed of mixing. Figure 3 shows a
two-hoie mortar hoe.

Shovel
A

Square-pointpd, long-handled shovels
are very useful:when it _comes to mixing
mortars or plpters and placing them in
the hod. Short D-handled shovels are also
used as a matter of choice. The long.!
handled, round-pointed shovel also is, very-
useful as a utility shovel. Figure 4 shows
a long-handled, square-point shovel.

2

Figure 3. Mortar Hob

Figure 4. Square-pointed Shovel
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to-

a

Figure 5. Mixing Box

Brick Hod
-

A brick hod (figure 6) is a "V" shaped
container attached to a long handle. It is
used fox stacking scaffolds andk carrying -

brick up ladders. Moving brick with a
brick hod is a hard, time-consuming job..
However,, sometimes it is the only way
to get the job done.

Brick Tongs

A set of brick tongs (figure 7) is the
best tool available fo manually move
bricks. An experienced man can move
several bricks at a time without touching
any of them with his hand.

.10

Figure 7. Brick Tongs

MAxing' BOX
,

.

A mixing box (figure 5) is used to mix
small athounts of mortar. You will use a
mixing box very often for iepair-and small
cOnstruction.jobt. After you use the mix-
ing box, it must be cleaned thoroughly be-
fore the mortar has time to set.

Figure 6. Brick Hod

Brick Trowel -.

Gciod brick trowels are ferged of high-
carbo4 steel, and are taper,ground and
polished tqzive them a high degree of
flexibility and smothness. Brick trowels
are manufactured in several patterns,
shapes and sizes. Several patterns and
heel widths are illustrated in figure 8.

Pointing Trowel

A small.size trowel, known as a
pointing trowel is illustrated in figure 9.

4

(4



PHILADELPHIA LONDON LONDON-
MEDIUM HEEL NARROW HEEL WIDE HEEL

Figure 8. Brick Trowels
k

This small trowel is used to point cross
and head joints between masonry units.
This trowel is often used to fill defective
joints and for repointing and repair work.

Caulking Trowel
Figure 9. Pointing Troyiel

641king trowels oi slickers have
narrow square-vointed steel blades of various widths. A double-bladed caulking trowel,
since it is not in reality a trowel, is often referred to as a slicker. The tools are used
for tooling masonry joints that are flat and flush. Figure 10 shoys both a single-bladed
and a double-bladed caulking trowel.

SINGLE BLADE

Figure 10. Caulking Trowels

Brick (jointers (Sometimes Called Strikers or Striking Irons)

There are several types, shapes, and slaw of jointers. The jointer is used to tool
mortar joints to some shape, other than flat. The joints take on shapes such as V,
convex, concave, and others, depending upon the shape of the blade. The, double-bladed
V and convex tools are called jointers. However,,,to differentiate between them_and
single-bladed jointers ind concave jointers, the single-bladed jointers are often re-
ferred to as sled runners and the aincave tools as beaders.

DOUBLE BLADE

4
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ry.
HALF ROUND CONVEX (SLED RUNNER)

LIGHTWEIGHT

CONVEX JOINTER

GLASS

BLOC*
.CONCAVE

AFigure 11. Brick Jointers

LIGHTWEIGHT

4 Figure 12. Lightweight Beader

Brick Hammer

Beader

Je

The beader is the opposite of the
_convex jointer. A lightweight beadthg
tool is shown in figge 12. .Like other
lightweight jointers, the lightweiiht
beader is usually made 1/8uinch smaller
at one end than at the other so that two
different-sized beids may be made with
one tool..

"A brick hainmer, similar-to but unlike a scutch, is used for both pounding aqd
cutting. It has both a cutting blade itct a square peen for Pounding or breaking and*.
splitting btick at block. A brick hammer is shown in figure 13.

f

5
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Figure 13. Brick Himmel.

Bevel Edge SetN''.°4

Figure 14.. BeVel Edte Set

A bevel edge 1?rick set is used to cut and shape brick. Sometimes a scoring saw
is used to cut a groove in hard brick, then a brick set 6f this type and a brick hammer
are used to complete the job of cutting. Brick that is soft may not need- to) be scored
first. Figure 14 shows a bevel edge brick set.

e t.
rFlat chisels are used for buttingsbeet metal. qape chisels are.used to cut'

,grooties,:slots, and keyways. Round nose chisels c round grooves and diamdnd
point chisels are used to out V-shaped grooves.

Far CAPE

Fligure 1,5. Flat Chisels

Joint Rake

A joint)rake (figure 16) Consists of an aluminum frame on wheels. A common nail
head end down, is used as a raker blide. The nail is inserted in the tool and lOcked IA
position by means of a thumbscrew.. The nail rakes out mortar as the joint rake is
pushed and pulled over the joint with*the wheels running on each side of the joint.

Wire Brush

. \of
bIAMOO

POINT

Figure 1-6. Joint Raltu

-

Many different stypes of wire bruihes are us, ed by masons for cleaning masonry
and concrete surfaces. The type selected depends upon `the cleaning job to be
and also upon which bne the mason. likes to use. Figure 17 shows setreral types of
wire brushes, one of which has a scraper attached to the front end.-
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Figure 17. Wire Brushes

Self-thalkilig Line Box and Plumb Bob

A self-chalking line box and plumb bob is
used to lay a chalk line osras a plumb bob.

Spac ing Rule

A mason cin use a spacing rule g. 19)
to determine how much mortar it w take to
construct a wall using standard size brick
and uniform mbrtar join

Modular Rule

This iS an aluminum rule similar to the
one abdve, but'talibrateid for.Engineers,,
Economyi_and -Modular Roman, as well is
for dta.n5.rd brick.. Figure 10 shows an
aluminum modular rule.

Spring Joint Zig-Zag Rule
111'

r
Figure 18. Self-Chalking Line

Box and Plumb Bob ,

'
illustrated in figure 18. This unit can be

4.

.
0-1,9 ;

Figure 19 Spacing Rule

mai
Figure 20. Modu* Ride

,

jOINTS

The masons uses this type of rule more
than any other. _He carries it with him
con0antly, when 'at>erk; and makes most

liis measuremenis with itt. -Thoe rules'
which are fitted with a,.slide in one end may

-.be used for inside measurements as well as
outside measurements. A-zig-zag rule., with,
the slide extend shown In.-figure 21.

,

-
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Level

This tool is uSed to check,surfaces to determine if they ar.e perfectly vertical or
horizontal. They are also, used,during construction to aid in positioning units so that
they will be plumb (vertical) or level (borizontal). Sane levels may be adjusted so
that specific angles may be obtained.

Different types of spirit levels or plumb rules are used by brick mason's to plumb
and level their work. Most of the levels ,are made from mahogany with a full angle
brass binding. Some levels 'have depressions in the body of the level to fabilitate
holding, and some ave hand holes. Three types of levels are. shiown in figure 23.

40

Figure 22. -Measuring)Tajie

Ms5.-Slitintir

Common sizes di steel measuring
tapes are 25, 50; 75, and 100 feet long.

, The tapes are useful in,malc.ing long
measurements when establishing building
lines. The steel tape is shown in Fig. 22.

,111

TURCH.FAR

STRAIDHTEDGE

STRAIGHTEDGE JAMB
Figure 23. Levels

Vials installed near the ends of levels give plumb readings. Vials installed at the
center of the level give level reaclingi. Double vials are installed in most brick levels

- so that readings may-be obtained regardlOs of which edge is placed against the
material. Vials are ordinarily made of glass and filled with a spirit of some type that
freezes_Lonly at very low temperatures. A type of vial consisting a a thick plastic disc
which ha-been-drilled laterally to bold the spirit is being used.

Glass vials in levels should be protected by glass or plastic windows cemented in
position oyer the vials on each,Side,of the level. Some levels, however, are not fitted
wAh glass windows and the glaSs'vials often get broken. The full angle type of bincing,

-'and the plastic disc type of vial are shown in figure 24.

Story Pole

Mortar joint thickness is specified by the architect or structural engineer in the
building plans. Thetrick mason lays out the height of each course .(including the bed
joint) on a strip*of wood called a story pole .or rod, so that the height of each course
may be checked againSt the rule as the brickwork prOgresseg. Figure 25 illustrates
how a story pole is used.

8
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BUBBLE 'FULL ANGLE BINDING

:

BARREL SHAPED
CAVITY

MARKERS
PLASTIC DISC

PLASTIC DISC VIAL

Figure 24. FUll Angle Binding and Plastic Vial

Line

Brick masons use line to lay out the limits of constructions. The lines are white
ef or colored, and are made from cotton and nylon. Cotton line often comes in hanks or

skeins. Nylon line is usually wound on tubes or on winders. Nylon, lines com'monly
Used are 40-pound. test, while cotton lines are 100-pound test.

. .

. 8.

. r
6

5.
-4.

Figure 25 Story Pole

Line Winder .'

Figure 26. Line and Line Winder

Some line winders are made of cardboard. Others are constructed of thin plywood
and have a line cutter installed on the winder. Winding line on good wooden winders is
the best method of keeping a sufficient amount of line available for immediate use, and
keeping it in good condition. Figure 26 showa line wound on a line winder.

Vine Pin

Line pins are,placed between masonry-
units .to hpld the brickmason's line. The
pins- mu:* be very strong, so they are made
of temperedlool steel. A pair of brick-
layer's line pins are shown in figure 27.

Figure 27.. Line Pins



Line Block

Figure 28. Line Blocks Cia.-0117

Line blocks are often used bistead of line pins to hold the bricklayer's line. These
line holders, Which are placed over a corner or around a corner on the other wall,
eliminate snarls and knots in lines, and the need for sticking pins in the mortar. Two
types of lineblocks are shown in figures 28 and 29.

Line Twig

Figure 29. 'Line Blocks

Line twigsiarre used between line
pins or corner blocks to keep the line

.from sagging, and to keep it the correct
distance away from the block course.
After a twig has been clipped over the
Line, a masonry unit is placed upon the
twig to hold it in position on the'wall.
A pair of.line twigs are shown in Fig. 30'.'

MATERIALS

Figure 30. Line Twigs

<-1

Mortar

Mortar is defined as "a combination of cement, sand, and water mixed in the
correct proportions to produce a,mix of workable consistency."

The mortar commonly used for laying misonry units is made with masonry cement.
If this cement is not available, you use normal portland cement and hydrated lime
mixed in the proper pr8portions. The recommended amount of materials proportioned
by volume for mortar mixes is shown in figure 31. Mortar made with these mixtures
will produce a strong bond between masonry units. Good mortar is necessary for good
workmanshiti.. Since mortar must bond masonry units into a strong, well-knit, water-
tight wall, it must contain a number of desirable properties. Let's examine some of ,

them.

10
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WORKABILITY. Murtar is said to be workable 'When it spread's easily and remains
firmly.in the mortar joints. A workable mortar will always adhere to masonry units.
There Is no need to add agents (lime, etc), to mortar made with masonry cement, =

because the cement itself produce& the.desired workability. The workability also de-.
pends partly on good mortar sand. '

_

One sack-of masonry-cement = one cubic foot - approximately 70 llis.

Type of Service Cement Mortar sand. .

in damp,
loose

condition-

Hydrated
lime .

t

For ordinary
service

1 - masonry cement
or

1 - portlazxl cement

.

2 to 3 .
4 to 6

,

,

1 to 1 1/4
,

Subject to heavy
loads, violent
winds,, and se-
vere frost action

1 - masonry cement
phis 1 - portland
cement

or ,

P - portland' cement,

4 to 6

2 to 3 0 'tä 1/4

Figure 31. Recommended Mortar Mixes

One sack of portland cement = one cubic foot - approximately 94 lbs.

One sack of lime = one cubic foot - approximately 50 lbs.

WATER RETENTION. Mortar made with masonry cement alsq has good water
retention which prevents,rapid lqss of moisture when used with dry masonry units.
Good waterzetention will permit the_mortar to remain soft and plastic long enough to
aline and level the masongxu/As. To a ,oid the rapid loss of water from suction,
some,masonry units'must be Moistens efore they are used(

Never wet the concrete block to control the loss of moisture, Concrete block
'will not absorb water frOm the mortar fike other types of masonry units. Masonry
units, such as clay brick, tile, 'etc, must be wetted before they aie used. The use
of entrained air will add. to the workability and water reterition of the mortar.

AGGREGATE._____Ta_make_a_good_morta.r,i_t_is necessary to use sand that is free 'of
dirt, vegetable matter., and salts. lIf the sand is uniformly graded and proportionately
mixed, an even better mortar can be produced. In a well-balanced aggregate mixture,
a certain percéntage,of the sand milst pass through a sieve Of a-givensize. The sieve
numbers and the percentages of sand that should pass through the sieves are shown in
figure 32. There are sevefal types of mortar sand, each having its own characteristics;
so, it Would be difficult to specify the exact amount to use in preparing mortar. There
should be enough particles of fine sand so that, when coated with cement paste, they

I.
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fill'the major voids.between the coarser sand particleS. An excessive number of
fine particles requires mdre cement paste than a well-graded mixture.

,e

Sieve Perceniage of Sand
Number Passing Through Sieve

4 100
8

16 84
30 50
50 27

100 6

Figure 32. Graded Mortar Sand Mixes

WATER. The water used for making mortar should be as pUre_a_s drinking water.
It shoidd be free-from chemicals, such as salts and alkalies. Laritramounts of these
chemicals or organic matter will affect hydration and the quality of mortar. To have
the best possible mortar, the materials must be properly wetted_and_thoroughly_mixed.

MIXING. Machine mixing Should always be used except on jobs where the require-
ment or mortar is small. After the proper ingrEtdients have been proportioned and
placed. n the mortar box or mixer, the quality of mortar will depend on the mixing time.
The qi4lity of hand-mixed mortar can be improved by mixing it for a long period of time.

IThe sake toolsgre used to mix mortar and concrete.

Mortar that has stiffened on the mortar board should be retempered to regain its
workability by remixing =I adding more water. After mixing, the mortar shauld be
used within 2 to 2 1/2 hours if the temperature is 78°F, or higher. If the temperature
is below 78°F, the mortar should be used within 3 1/2 hours. Any-mortar Aot used
within the time indicated should be disposed of.

Concrete Blocks

Concrete blocks are designed for use in all types of masonry construction. Some
of the uses are:

Exterior 1oad7.-bear1nfr walls

Interior load-bearing walls

* Fire and curtain walls

Partition and panel walls

Backing for brick, stone, and facings

Fireproofing over structUral members

Fire-safe walls around stairwells, elevators, and other enclosures

12.
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Pierd arid columns

Retainingwalls

Chimneys

eS of Coharete-Masonry Blocks--

HEAVY AND LIGHTWEIGHT BLOCKS. The different types of blocks are.made with
heavyweight or lightvteight aggregates and are referred to at-heaVyweight and-lightweight
blocks. .A hollow load-bearing concrete block of 8" x 8" x 16" nominal size weighs from
40 to 50 pounds when made with heavyweight aggregates, 'such as sand, gravel, crushed
stone, or air-cooled slag.

Concrete blocks made-with lightweight aggregate weighs from 25 to 35 pounds and
are made with coal cinders, expanded shale, clay, slag, or natural lightweight mate-
rials such as volcanic cinders and pumice. Heavyweight and lightweight blocks are'
used for all types of-masonry construction. The choice depends on availability and the
requirements of the structure under consideration.

SIZES AND SHAPES. Concrete building blocks are sized and shaped to fit different
construction needs, as shpwn in figure 33. Unit sizes usually refer to-their nominal
dimensions. A unit measuring 7 5/8-inches high, 7 5/8-inches wide, and 15 5/8-inches
long is referred to as an 8- x 8- x,16-inch unit. When it is laid in a wall with 3/8-inch
mortar joints, the unit will occupy a space exactly 16 inches long and 8 inches high.

Reinforring--Materials--

Because the strength of concrete block masonry in tension-is low, as coinpared
with its compression strength,, reinforcing steel is used when tensile stresses are to
be resisted. In this respect, block masonry and concrete construction are identical.
The reinforcing steel is placed in the horizontal or vertical mortar joints. Reinforced
block masonry may be used for beams, columns, walls, and footings in the same
manner as reinforced concrete. Structures built of reinforced block masonry have
successfully resisted the effects of earthquakes intense enough to severely damage un-
reinforced block structures.

There are several types and shapes of 'reinforcing materials used in concrete
block construction. A few of the common types of reinforcing materials are:
1/4" steel rods; 3/8" and 1/2" deformed steel; wire mesh; and horizontal reinforce-- ment made of twb deformed #9 or heavier longitudinalyires.

13
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DOUBLE CORNER
OR PIER

FULL CUT liEADER HALF CUT
HEADER

SOLID TOP sr:ETCHER
42 CORE)

rv
eoR 6"

PARTITION
BEAM OR LINTEL

""s

STRETCHER CORNER CHANNEL

STRETCHER JAMB

STRETCHER

CORNER

3Ver .

CORNER CHANNEL STRETCHER
(MODULAR)

PARTITION

FLOOR 'SOFFIT FLOOR ,SOLID SOLID BRICK ,FROGGED BRICK

Figure 33. Shapes and Sizes of Concrete BlOcks
14



STRUCTURAL CLAY TILE

Clay tile units are>designed and made for use in various types of masonry con-
struction. Some of its uses.are for:

Backtmtor brick, stone and facings

* _ExteriOr and interior ldad-bearing walls-/
* Fire and curtain walls

* Fire-safe walls around stairwells, elevators and other enclosures

* Farm buildings such as-silos and dairy barns

* In walls where low heat transfer is required

* Tile and concrete floors at grade level

* Ceilings

Types of Clay Tile

- POROUS TRRA COTTA. Porous tea cotta tile is made of brick clay mixed With
some organic material such as strawasaw4st, or other similar material. The

organic-material isklaurned away andleaves_thetile porous. The tile holds plasterviell
and can be nailed. Mod porous terra cotta tile produces a ringing sound when tapped
with a hammer. The shell (outer wall) of porous terra cotta hollow tile is normally
about 3/4 to 1 inch thick, and the web (partition) about 1/2 to 3/4 inch thick.

\-HARD TILE. Hard tile is made of fire clay mixed with pottery clay or one of the
tougher better grades of brick cray. Is tile is formed under heavy pressure to make
it very dense.

VERY HARD BURNED TILE. This tile is:used where resistance to moisture is a
factor. .It is a vitreous tile that will absorb approximately 8 percent of its weighi when
covered with water for 24 hours. This tile is harder than that required for the ordinary
tile wall which is to be stuccoed or veneered with other masonry units.

STANDARD BURNED TILE. This tile is ordinarily used as a base for stucco and
as a backing for veneering masonry.

....

MEDIUM BUI&ED TILE. Medium burned tile will absorb more than 12 percent
orita weight -in-water--;iir24-hours it is-used walls-where moisture and-heavy-loads
are not a.problem.

DOUBLE mud., TILE. Double shell tile has two sets of walls, one set inside of
the other. Each wall is separated from the,other.

15,
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--Nominaland,Actual,Sizes-

Some strtidtural hollow clay tile units are occasionally'referred to by dimensions
,which are pot their actual measurements. For example, a tile which by actual meas-
urement is 3 5/8-inches thick, 7 3/4-inches high, and 12-inches long may be referred ,

to by some as keing a 4-inch by 8-inch by 12-inch tile. This is Its nominal size. The
fractions are cleared to the nearest whole number to obtain the nominal dimensions.
This is not good practice, however, and should be avoided whenever possible. The
practice tends to cause errors.

The use of nominal dimensions probably stems from laying common sized tile units,
such as the one which is 3-3/4 inches by 7-3/4 inches by lie inches, with 1/4-inch
mortar joint".4. The size of the unit plus the mortar joint is 4 inches by 8 inches by 12,
inches.

When a different thickness of mortar joint is' used with the unit, or when a slightly
diffelent sized onit is used, the result is different. Mistakes in planning, designing,
and 1 ying tile unit6 can result when nominal dimensions are used.

Shapes of Tile and Their Uses

LOAD -BEARING UNITS. Load -
bearing hollow tile units may appear
to be the- same shape as nonload-
bearing or partition units; however,
the shells and webs are tl4cker.
Figure 34 shows two shapes of load-
bearing tile.

. ,

PARTITION UNITS. Partition
structural hollow tile units, having
thinner webs and shells than load-
bearing units, are similar in shape.
Figure 35 shows two shapes of partition or
nonload-bearing hollow tile units.

BACKUP UNITS. Back4.units are
load-bearing structural hollow tiles which

ck or ut e. IL ". a
masonry materials. It is also used to
construct solid and cavity (hollow) tile
walls, and to build disposal drain lines.
Figure 36 shows a typical backup tile
unit.

' Figure 36. A Backup Tile Unit

16

Figure 34. Load-Bearing Clay Tile Units

12'

Figure 35. Partition Clay Tile Units
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FURRING UNIT'. Furring.units are
placed over structural members as lire-
proofing. They are used to cover interior'
surfaces of concrete, brick, and other

. masonry surfaces to provide a keyed sur-
lace for plaster. Figure 37 shows one
shape of furring 'unit. '

Figure 38. A Corner Closure

UTILITY UNITS. Utility units are
tiles which may be used in walls .as whole
tiles or used as corner closures. Each
tile is formed so that it can be easily
broken into closures of different lengths.'
Figure 39 shows a smooth utility unit.

Figure 37. A.Furring Unit .

CORNE R C LCISUrt ES. Corner clo-
sures are-used to make tile wall corners,
and they may be placed:around openings
to form jambs. They ke.particularly
useful as corner Units when.,constructing
load-bearing wallS. Figure 38 shows a
corner closure.

JAMB UNITS. Jamb units of struc- Figure 39. A Utility Tile Unit
tura-I-clay tile-are-specially-shaped-to
accommodate the installation of window
and door jambs. Some units are made
for metal frames or sash, while others
are made for wooden jambs. The tiles'
al'e laid in the wall around the window
and door openings to form the masonry
jambs and headers of the openings.
Figure 40 shows two typical jamb units.
One is for a metal, and, one is for

,wooden jambs.
...)

HALF-JAMB UNITS. Half-jamb units,
414'with two cells, are only' "6-ha1f as long

as jamb units. The uni are used around
openings for herding the 'steel frames for windows-.

Figure 40. Typical Jamb Units

HEADER UNITS. Header units are primarily shaped for headers and sills in walls
having a brick lacing and tile backingigure-41-stiows-a-typicel-hea4er-un4t.

T UNITS. T-shaped tile units are used in, solid tile walls or tile walls faced with
brick. The unit is commonly laid in the wall so that the larger cells are in the backing
up tier of masonry. Figure 42 shows a typical hollow clay tile T unit.

17
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Figure 41. A typical Header Unit

Figure 43. Cluster Units

JUMBO UNITS. Jumbo units and
closures of suitable site are used for
fine tile construction. It is used in all
tile wall construction where good ap-
p-earanct-mvst-be-considere-Figure---
44,shows a jumbo unit which looks like a
long brick, and which is sometimes
called a jumbo brick.

Figure 45. A Flat Arch Floor Unit

SHOES. Shoes are structural clay
tile units ipecially Shaped to fit over
Ahe flanges_stfabeams. They_are_typical
fireproofing tile units, and one spch unit
IS illustrated ln figure 46.

Figuré 42. A 'Typical T unit

CLUSTER UNITS. Quster units are
used in conjunction with T units to close
the starting point of the wall. Closures of
appropriate shape and size may also be
used along viith cluster units. Figure-43
shows a typical smooth cluster unit;

Figure 44. A Jumbo Tile Unit

ARCH UNITS. Several shapes of
flat arch floors. Figure 45 shows a
special unit of clay tile which is shaped
to fit over the flanges of I beams.

Figure 46. A typical Tile
Shoe Unit

ROOFING TILES. Roofing tiles are manufactured in various shapes afid
The general contour of Some roattiles is flat. Other roof tiles, are shaped to roduce
a corrugated effect.. The tiles themselves are of solid construction and contain
cells or cores. They are shaped to overlap each other, and are usually wired nailed
to roof members by the carpenter.

Surface Finishes

Glazed tile units with smooth surfaces are used on the interiors of hospitals,
industrial plantsi dairies, homes, and other places where there is: the problem of
maintaining cleanliness and good appearance. Glazed tile units, called face tile,
which have smooth surfaces are used on the exterior of buildings. Others of these
tiles are made having surfaces to imitate stone.

18
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WALLBOARD OR

.PLASTENBOARD

FURRING isTRIP

CLAT
TILE BACKUP

FACING BRICK

'1:IEADERBRICK

Figure 47. USing Structural Tile
for Backup Figure 48. Ho* StrUctural Tile are Used

STONE MASONRY

Muc-hafthe earth's surface consists of stone-formations from width many varieties
of building stone are quarried. Other stones lie on top of the ground and are picked up
for building purposes. The stones are found in varying degrees of hardness, depending
mainly upon their chemical composition. So building stones are very hard, and some
are very soft.

Types of Stone Used in Construction

When classified according to the principal mineral component in its formation,
building stone falls into three general classes. The classes are siliceous stone,. talcar-
eous stone, and argilliceous stone.

, SILICEOUS STONE. Siliceous stones are those which contain a coziiderable amount
of silica. Some stones in this class are commonly known as granite, gneiss, and trap-
rock. Granite is a ha.rd durable stone containing quartz (hexagonal silica crystals)
which has been farmed in the earth by heat. It is of varied colors which are primarily
reds, grays, or whitish. Gneiss, similar to granite, is found in laminated formation
created by heat or accumulated sediment. Traprock is alSo found in sheet-like masses
in stairstep föiiiiations It is ihard fine-grained stone-containing-silica-which-has
been formed by being fused together with other minerals, by heat, to forth a durable
rock. 2

CALCAREOUS STONE. Calcareous stones are those cominonly known as limestones
and marbles. Lime is the main component in these stones.

19
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ARGILLACEOUSSTONE. Argillaceous stones are thoseyhich are-clay-like or4consist of clay. Common stones of this claSs are clay_or shale, slateancLporphyry. .
The latter is a dark red tQpnnle_r_cek_thatliasion,loirned_by_lteat-within_the_earth_. . .,

LIMESTONE. Limestones are composed chiefly of-carbonate of lime or varying
proportions of carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia. The stohes may be close-
grained, mediwn-grained, or coarse-grained, depending upon whether *clay, sand, and
shell are included in the forMation. ,Generally.speaking; the stones are deteriorated by
the action of fire and-abundant amounts of,acids in the air.

SANDSTONE. Sandstones are composed of grains of sand cemented together by
silica; alumina, carbonae6 of lime, i an oxide of iron. -The stahes may be of varied
colors orcrearn, blue, pink, red, grey, and brown. The best sandstones are those
w1ilhaie Oki-se-grained, dhiëh coritain siliceous cementing material. Sandstones
,containing lime are susceptible to acids in.the air, and to fire actibn. Those containing
an oxide of iron may stain.

GRAyITES, Granites 4re composed chiefly of quartz, felspar, and mica. Those
containing.a greater proporffon of quartz are the strongest and most dttrable of building

l'stones. For these reasons, granite stone is used for foundations, bases, facings. t
columns, paving, and other like structures.

SLATES. Slates are composed chiefly of clay and sand which have been combined
into a close-grained stone by earthly actions of pressure, heat, and water. It is in
laminated form and can be split into sheets, and cut to size for roofing facings, black-
boards, and other forms of building stone.

lot

Selecting Stone

The main consideration of the architect or structural engineer in selecting building
stone is the cflinate. Stone found to he very durable under mild climatic conditions may
decay quickly when subjected to gaIty air and driving winds. Acids in the air of industrial
cities has a decomposing effect upon calcareous stone stich as the limestones and sand-
stones Ontainingsubstantial amounts of lime and magnesia. Siliceous stone such as $
slate resIsts adverse weather conditions and acids, in the air. It is fine-grained stone
that is hard and tough. - It ie also nonabsorbent, and therefore, is used primarily for
roofing.

-STRENGTH. Building stone which supports heavy loads must be strong. The
weight of.the masonry anti the loads transmitted to it by roofs, floors, and other struc-
tural part.4 of a building result in great pressure on the stones. The pressure is espe-
cially great on the lovier courses of stone. The lower the compressive strength of
building stone is, the thicker the wall has to be to ;support a given load.

DURABILITY. The durability of stone depends greatly upon its physical structure
and chemical composition. Durability of stone varies greatly according to the nature .

. and magnitude of atmospheric conditions to which it is subjected. Consequently, a
building stone that is durable under certain atmospheric conditions may not be durable
under different 'weather conditions.

COST. The lowest priced stone which will meet building requirements should be
used, unless cost is not a problem. . r
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APPEARANCE. Appearance is- a requiremeWof hltilding. its:mil_ _because Aci_teipo ,

s historically representative of,hlauty in buildins:onStruation. : Wile that contains rauOlf '
iron should be avoided, becauSe oxidation of the ii.'On.bY atniosphelic q9ditons .may.

. _
cause the building to ;be marred by rust'.staips.1:1

, . .-'-,

Type of Finiih ,
, ..

ilding stones ard those which are ,used in theirliatnTral State or 'as they,cOme-
from. tkie quarv. Rough stones are uSed extenSiVely iniconstruCting the walls, of.inia1V
buildits and in fenCes. lif iriaiWlocalities-thettonts-have-ibreen picked up-o'fi the 144d

and used in the construction of the buildings and other Structures there. Rdugh stone.

, proVides for the simple bond and pattern of rustice'stonW4onstruction, whicii IS coin-.

. 6
.monly used. / . .

. . . . 0

,Classification or Stone-Masonry .. . ., . .
... ,,

- ( Stone masonry may be classified in several wayd. Classification may be nitade on
the basieof kind of stone, with regard to finish, or from the standpoint of bosnding. One,

y.ray of classifying stone, hoWever; Nibkich is ofteii uSed,is_ with regard to.the degree withq° ,

which thestones are square% or dressql to apprpach tt,r 1-keral sliape. StOnes whtch

are not worked are called unsquared stoineS or'rubble. Stones which are partially.' .

. worked are calle 4 44:41y,pquared stones. Stones which are Worked until they are
square and fairly smooth e called squared stones. Stones whiCh are completely and
accurately squared and sm e ll thed are called Out stonei. Rubbie masorly consists'of
unsquared rough stones fro the quarry, beach; and fields, or cobblestinics from the
garth. The irresularities of the stones are compensated for by filling the space be-

4 tween the stones with mortar as they are set. Rough stones from the quarry are
preferable because they com nearer .being rectangular than the othe s, mid form a
betteitmond.

4'

ew:

iRICK MASONRY

Definition of Brick "I' , 1

C\--, -. . N

') The ordikar is a unit of; clay approximately 21/4 by 3 3/4 by 8 inches in
size that has 1ifi air.-tdried or burned. A portion of a brick is commonly called a bat

or brick bat. More specifically one-half ola brick is known as a 4 1/2'neh bat. Any
length of biick that is shorter than full length, but longer ihan 4 1/2-inchtbat -is known

i°#.° 6 as a three2quarter bat... ' .
,

,

. Killi run brick includes bricks hard enough for exteriors of,structures. They are
known by ames such as hard, common building, pavin d building, oaside, bard

: lied, ictly hard, Select hard, rough hard, hard was iln run hard, arid common
h brick.

. .

f / a

... Soft or salmon brick' includaS bricks not har gh for exterior Walls of
structures. They are known bY suph names_as soft salmon, backing-up, pale ligW
6himney, filling-in, inside Wall, and, founii_ry brick.

Ott, Sizes of Brick

),.

There are two standard sizes recommLed fpr ordinarybrick, Common brick
6r

and ro,gh-faced should he.2 1/4 by 3 3/4 by 8. inches. That is, a brick this size is

21
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2 1/4 inches-high dr deep, 3 314-inches wide, and 8-inches long. Smooth-faced bricIt
or pressed brick should be -1/4hy 3 1/8 by &Inches. The size of the brick will vary
slightly from these sizei because of shrinkage during the buiming process. Aside from
the two sizes mentioned above, briclare, however, made in other sizes. Firebrick

.is.ordinarly made 3,1/4 by 4 1/2-by 9 inches in size.

Weight of Blick

The weight_of brick will vary acCording to the size, the amount of burning, and:the
types and processing of materials lased in their manufacture. The approximate weight i
of a common brick is 4 1/2 pounds.

Brick areavailable in forms other than standard dimensions. They are manu-
factured in special-forms for special applications. Some of the specialized forms and
their niomenclatnre are shown in Iigtire 49.

HEADER STRETCHER FLAT STRETCHER

LIPPED STRETCHER QUOIN FLAT QUOIN

LIPPED QUOIN CLOSERS

BULL NOSE FLAT BULL NOSE BULL NOSE QUOIN

DOUBLE BULL NOSE OCYAGONS

Figure 49. Niarious Tms of Brick
22 .
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Kinds and Use

COMMON. Comrron bricks are made of the most common typgs of clay, and are
burned in kilns in the t1ual manner. They do not have special markings, scoring, nor
do they have special co rs or surface textures. Grades of common brick will vary in
different localties. In s me sections of the country the bricks are marketed without '
grading as to hardness a1d strength.. In,other sections the bricks are graded and sold
as front and back bricks. The front briCks are those which have been burned to a higher
degree of hardness. In St l other sections common bricks are graded as hard and
kiln-run bricks. In nearly;Il localities, the overburned brick are called clinkers.
These bricks are hard and urable.

In some cases, manufactirers will classify bricks according to their position in
the kiln. Such terms as arch,\ clinker, rough-hard, red, well-burned, straight-hard,
stretcher, soft, and salmon ar.e applied. Arch, clinker, and rough-hard bricks are
hard and durable:and may be Slightly irregular in shape. Red, well-burned, and
straight-hard bricks are well burned, but not overburned; and the most select of these
bricks in size, hardness, and durability arexalled stretchers. Soft and salmon brick,
farthest from the fire, are underburned and are not as strong and durable as the other
bricks. (However, clay from certain localities'will produce strong and durable salmon.
bricks. )

4.

Other names of classifications are given common bricks, but the most important
thing is to know the hardness and durability of the brick before it is laid. Hard and
durable brick should be laid in the exterior surface of the wall exposed to the elements.

In general, common brick is used in the backing courses for other kinds of brick.
The harder, more durable common bricks are always preferable to the softer, less
durable bricks, even for backing. High graderof common brick are somktimes used
satisfactorily for exterior tiers in walls not Nisible from the street or in walls tLt 'are
to be stuccoed. Also, selected common bricks that are well burned and have pleasing
uniform colors of red or tan are used in the visible exteriors of walls with surprisingly
good yesults.

The poorer grades of soft aixi salmon brick should only be used as backup bricks
in nonbearing walls and partitions not exposed to weather. The good grades of common
brick work well in walks, piers, garden walls, columns, steps, and other similar
Masonry construction.

FACE. Face brick is made of selected materials that are burned under controlled
conditions so that hardness, size, strength, color, texture, etc, wiy be uniform and
all brick of high grade classification. These have surface markings' or scorings to give
them a pleasing appearance.

Face brick is generally used for exterior tiers in walls exposed to the weather,
particularly those visible from the street. It is also usied for veneering, walks, steps,
garden walLs, etc, where beauty is desired and expensd ip no object.

PRESSED. Any brick made by nit dry-press procesi,is called pressed brick. The
bricks may be common, faced, or other kinds of bricks depending upon the clay, color-
ing, and burning. (Some clay mixtures must be processed dry to avoid cracking or

23



crazing the surfaces of the bricks during burning.) Only the'better grades of common
brick are pressed brick. Manufacturers press many of their face brick.

'Pressed bricks are excellent for the exterior tiers of brick in outside walls.
-Burned pressed bricks are uniform in size and adhere more closely to standards of

'size, and are used in structures built to exact 'dimensions.

FIREBRICK. Firebrick is made from special clays which withstand high tempera-
tures.without cracking, and are commonly used to line interiors of furnaces, fireplaces,
and other surfaces exposed to extreme heat.

GLAZED. A glazed brick is one that has had one or more surfaces cOvered with a
transparent glass-like vitreot1r coating. When a colored coating is desired, a vitreous
enamel of the desired color is. used. Glazed brick are used in exterior tiers of walls or
partitions In bathrooms, dairies, hospitals, kitchens, and other places wheie cleanli-
ness and ease of cleaning are essentiaLt

IMITA,TION. Imitation brick is similar in size and shape to clay brick, but is
made primarily of portland cement and sand. Imitation bricks are not burned, and
have the same qualities of good cement mortar. The bricks may be used where comtnon,

rfred,anii pressed bricks are usech

. CUTTING MASONRY

Masonry Saw

A masonry saw is used to cut blook, tile, stone, and brick to exact size. Follow
these operating Instructions:

I. Safety Precautions_

a. Remove all jewelry.

b. - Check the electric motor for ground connection.

c. Keep hands' away from saw blade.

d, Keep work area free of debris.

e. Wear face dhield or goggles while operating saw.

2. Preoperational check

a. Check tightness of bAade movability of table.

b. Check electric motor for proper grounding and for frayed Zards and connections.

c. Check water supply.'

d. Check water pump for operation. .

24
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3. Operational Check

a: Tu# power switch to correct voltage, 110 or 220.

-

1,

A
b, Turn water-on for blade.

c. Proceed to cut material 'slowly and smoothly witbout jerky motions.

4.- Postoperating check

a, Shut off motor.

b. Shut off Water.,

c. Visually inspect machine.

d. Clean and service as required.

Figure 50. Masonry Saw

,
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BRICK HAMMER

Splitting Brick

The-initial line of split is made by
hammering lightly around the brick with
the head of the brick hammer to assure
a better split. The continuation of
hammering around the brick following
the lihe of indentation will catfre the brick
to split. Figure 51 shows how a brick is
split with a brick hammer.

Trimming Brick and Block

Block and,brick may be trimmed with
the peen of the brick hammer by using
short, sharp blows. Figure 52 shows how
the uneven face of a split brick is trimined
with the peen of a brick hammer.

Cutting Brick and Block

Figure 51. Using a Brick
- Hammer to Split Brick

Figure 52. Trimming a Split Brick

.USING A SET. A brick set may be used
to cut a block and brick square across or at

*sbeafteeihgléh...'"Tfiegiliale.-set 1ga6ecrori
the brick with the beveled edge of the tool to-
ward the portion of the brick beihg cut off.
When the set is placed in the correct position,
it is struck with a brick hammer as shown in
figure 53. Marking and cutting the brick and
block on all four sides obtains smoother cut
edges.

Trowel

USING A TROWEL. The trowel is
sometimes used instead of the brick set to
cut brick. It is used, to make square cuts
of common brick or block. The trowel and
the brick must be held in certain positions
to successfully cut the brick. Figure 54
shows how the trowel and the brick should
be held when cutting brick with a trowel.

26
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HAMMER

Figure 53. Cutting Brick
with a Brick Set

Figure 54. Cutting Brick with the Trowel
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Eye.Sfety .

Not wearing eye protection while cutting masonry is the major cause of eye
damage to the mason.

SUMMARY /

, There are many kinds of Construction dale with concrete materials; therefore
there areilifferent types, shapes, and sizes of concrete blocks, structural tile, and'
stone to meet the various construction requirements. , The selection of the proper
blocks or stone is a problem of the architect or the structural engineer. It is your
responsibility to know the various types so that you can be sure to use the proper block
or stone as shown in the blueprirts and specifications.

It is also.your responsibility to,know the Various 'tooIs and their application to your
job as a masonry specialist. Then use the proper mgerials and tools to complde the
constructionlcb to meet all specifications set by the architect or construction engineer.

All additional information can be fobnd in CDC 55253, Mazy Specialist,
Chapters 4 and 5, pages 42 through 67.

.;UESTIONS

1. List five uses of concrete masonry blocks.

2. Explain briefly why masons need a spirit level of some type for doing their work.

3. What use doeb a mason make of a plumb bob?

4. Name-five of the seven types of construction listed in this study guide.

5. List two reasons for,the holes being in the blade of mason's hoe,

6: What is considered the dimension of the ordinary brick?
L-/

7. What factors may cause brick to vary in size and quality?

8. What makes the mortar hoe a unique tool?

9. What is the primary purpose of the spacing on modular rule?

10. What is the purpose of a line block?

1
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OBJECTIVE

\

CONCRETE BLOCK CONSTRUCTION

Upon completion of this unit of instruction you will be able to
4

a. Estimate the amount of materials required for a masonry project.
, .

b. Lay out a block wall for a one story masonry structure.
,

c. Construct a block wall for 'a-one stOry masonry structure:

INTRODUCTION
1

,

No construction material has developed so rapidly over the past 25 years as con-
crete blocks. The introduction of new materials and improved methods of manufacturers
has created an immense market for these units.

It is estimated that approximately 50 percent of exterior walls today are constructed
of concrete block units. The use of high production machinery, capable of making up to
a thousand blocks per hour, along with new materials, has increased the demand for
their usage. Block and tile are popular because they are easy to handle, easy to lay,
and are economical. A concrete block wall can be constructed in much less time than
other construction methods. It is very durable, light in weight, ratproof, fireproof,
rustproof, and termite,proof and is not damaged when in contact with water or chemi-
cals: Although structures of great strength and durabiiity can be constructed of stone,
stone construction is usually limited to uses where appearance-is important. .

This study guide is introductory in nature. More comprehensive information may .

be found in the references listed at the end of the text. ,

ESTIMATING\ MASONRY MATERIAL

Use the following tables when estimating the number of blocks and the amount of
mortar required for a specifi' masonry project.

Block Size
.......-

Whole block 8" x 8" x 16"
Half block 8" x 8" x tf%'
Partition block 4" x 8" x 16"

Block Shape

Corners
Stretchers
Half
Partition
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Types of Blocks

Concrete
Cinder
Clay
Structural tile

;

Estimating the Number of Blocks Required

In estimating the number of whole blocks needed for a specific project, use the
following formulas:

(1) Length

Multiply the length of the building-(in feet) by 3/4. It takes three blocks
16 inches long to cover 4 feet.

Example: No. 1

How many 16" blocks will it take to cover 96 feet?

96 x 3/4 = 72 blocks needed.

(2) Hei,ght

Multiply the height of the building (in feet) by 3/2. It takes three
blocks 8 inches high to make a 2-foot wall.

Example: No. 2

How many blocks will it take to make a wall 10 feet high?

10 x 3/2 = 15 The wall will be 15 blocks high.

QUESTION

How many 8 x 8 x -16 blocks will it take to make a wall 96 feet long and 10 feet
high?

ANSWER:

There will be 72 blocks in each line (Example No. 1) and there will be 15 lines
(Example No. 2). Therefore, by multiplying the number of blocks per ling (72) by
the number of lines (15) we can determine that it will take 1380 blocks to make the wall.

72 x 15 = 1080 blocks needed.

4.40

elr
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Estimating th,e Amount of Mortar Required

The ideal recommended mortar mixing is one sack of masonry cement to three
cubic feet ol sand. In the dry state this mix has a volume of 4 cubic feet. By adding
one gallon of water to the mix It wilt reduce in volume tb-3 cubic feet.

This three cubic feet 61 mortar will lay approximately 35 full size blocks.

Example: No. 3

How much`niortar is needed to lay.1080 full size blocks?

31 one sack mixes.
35 A080

Estimating Man-Hours needed

One mason with a helper can lay approximately 150 full size concrete or 175 full
size cinder blocks in 8 hours.

Example: No. 4

How long will it take one mason (with a helper) to lay 1080 full size concrete
bloats?

7.2 hours needed
150 /1080

LAYOUT FOR BLOCK WORK

The mason must do considerable planning before he starts any masonry project.
He must determine the number of blocks needed, the amount of mortar required and
how long it will take to do the job. In addition to these items, he also needs to deter-
mine where to start the construction and how much mortar to place between each block
to make the length and height come out a full or half block.

Modular Design

Modular design is the art of determining how Much mortar to place in joints and ,
between courses to make the finished line or course come out.an even full or hall-block.
There are two types of rules (see figures 55 and 56), used for this purpose. The spac-
ing rule is used with standard briCk and the modular rule with engineer's, economy and
modular roman blocks.

Figure 55. Modular Rule

So'

.FigUre 56, Spacing Rule

1



Story Pole

Before starting actual instruction, a masolt_should prepare a story pole. (See
figure 57.) The story pole should be prepared on a piece of wood about 1/2 inch thick,
1 inch wide and a foot or tWo long. The marks shoimId indicate the top of each layer of
blocks. A story pole can also be used to indicate the height of,window sills, doors,
and other openings.
Layout Procedures

The first step to take is to lay out the
corners. To locate the corners of a wall,
drop a plumb bob from the lines on the .

batter boards (where the lines cross) to
establish the corner points. Corners being

v."

located in this manner are shown in figure
58. You should first mark these points on
the foundation witka chisel or a.chalkmark,
and then strike a chalkline from corner to Figure 57. Story Pole
scorner. A combination self-chalking line
box and plumb bob is shown in figure59. The chalkline establishes the outer edge
of the first course of bri'Ck, and the length of the course.

SECOND BATTER BOARD

CORNER BRICK

CONCRETE FOOTING

Chasing Oüthe Bond

The bottom course in the first tier of blocks should be laid out dry in bond, the
length of the wall to b'e constructed: This procedure is often-referred to.as chasing
out the bong. It enables the mason to dettrmine the exact number of blocks required.
The first block is placed on the foundation where the corner will be. A rule or stick,

CHALKLINE

CORNER BRICK

Figure 58. Corner Location

FIRST BATTER BOARD
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the thickness of the mortar joint, is
placed against the first or corner block
and the second block put in position
against the rule or stick being used as a
.mortar joint gauge. The process is
repeated until the first course of the wall
is laid out. The last whole block in the
wall should fit within the outer dimension
of the foundation. Cross joints or head
joints may be adjusted slightly for thick-
ness when absolutely necessary.

When the bond is laid out, each mor-
Figure 59. Self-Chalking Line Box tar joint should be marked with chalk on

and Plumb Bob the 'edge of the foundation. If the job is
not too large, the bond may be laid out

around the complete foundation. When all joints have been on the foundation, the job is
ready for mortar (Or the first bed joint to be spread on the foundation.

Openings for doors and windows can be left out and marked on the foundation for
future reference.

Block Corner Construction

Mix mortar to the recommended quantities of one sack masonry cement for three
cubic feet of dry sand, then add enough water to obtain a workable mixture.

SURFACE AND BED FOR MORTAR. Sweep the foundation off with a good broom,
then rinse off with water to insure a good clean surface for a better bonding of blocks to
the foundation.

APPLYING MORTAR. Mortar is first spread on the foot or foundation for the
corner unit. The mortar is spread to provide a bed for the shell of the unit only. There
should be no mortar under the webs of concrete block or tile. Figure 60 shows .mortar
spread on a footing or foundation preparatory to laying a corner unit.

CHALK MARK
MORTAR

BUTTERING STRETCHER. The end
of the wall unit stretcher which will adjoin

6
SHELL WIDTH

CHALK MARK the corner block is buttered belbre it is
--kfe t placed on the mortar bed. The mortar

should be buttered and spread on both lugs
of the block until it is about 1 inch thick.
Figure 61 shows the buttered end of the
stretcher.

4

FOUNDATION

Figure 60. Spreading Mortar for
First Corner Unit

33
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Figure 62. Correct Numerical Order of Laying Up the Corner

POSITIONING BLOCKS. Figure 62 shows the correct procedures used in laying
block for the corner. Spread the mortar in the direction of (1, 2, 3). Use enough mortar
to place three blocks as a full unit. Then level the unit of three blocks (1, 2, 3) and
plumb the unit on each end. Then straightedge the unit of blocks. Repeat the same pro-
cecktre for the following units: (4, 5, 6), (7, 8, 9), (10, 11), (12, 13), (14, 15), (16,
17), (18), (19), (20), (21).

LAYING THE FIRST CORNER BLOCK. The corner block (Number 1, figure 62),
should be laid on the mortar with its fasit edges on the chalk mark. Be sure to lay the
corner block and all other blocks with the thicker edge of the face shell up. This pro-
vides for a larger-mortar bed for the aext conurse of block. The block is pushed down
until the bed joint is the thickness specified. Excess mortar is cut off with the trowel,
and the corner block is checked bor aligmnent. The block should be laid lever and be
made square with the chalk marks on the footing or foundation.

LAYING STRETCHER. The buttered stretcher is placed, pressed and shoved,
and presseddown until,the head and.bed joints are the correct thickness. Excess
mortar is cut off with the edge Of the trowel blade after the stretcher is laid. -

LAYING. REMAINING STRETCHERS IN LEAD, The remaining stretchers are
uttered and laid in .the'Same manner as the first stretcher.

orizontal and Vertical Alignment

Figure 63 shows the corner block in position pn the footing or foundation, with
dotted limo indicating the positions of the level (sometimes called plumb rule) for
checking the levelness of the block. Lines A and B indicate the positions in which the
level should be placed tor checking the levelness of the corner unit. Any adjustments,
such as tapping or pressing down, required toAring the block into alignment should be
made before the mortar sets to any extent. Otheiwise the bond between the mortar
and the block be broken.

LEVELING STRETCHER. The Stretcher is Check for levelness in the same
manner as the corner unit, and any adjustment of the block is made to make it level.

LEVELING LEAD. The lead (consisting of blocks (Numbers 1, 2, and 3) are checked
for levelness-, and the necessary adjustments to align the blocks are mule.

34
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.141:1CaTEDbING LEAD. The, camblefled.firit court' lead, on'the line side,
should be stiraightedged by,placing thestraightedge along the face of the, lead near the top
edges of the blocks. (See figure 63.,

a
CHALK
MARK

.
fOUNOATION

C.
el.10

/.,
SQUARING COIthER. The first'courser- **I

intthe corner lead Should he chec with a . .

square to see that the line lead and efurn
lead form a square corner. The I
should also be chetked to see that the units
are alied,wi,th the chalk mark on the foot-.

-ing or foundation. .

TE'ST1NG HEIGHT OF COURSE. The height .01 the first course should be checked
with the story pole to insure that if is the correct height. .

SPREADING MORTAR. The'nqt st in raising the first corner is 'to lay the
second course of blocks. Morb../.45'spre d on the shell edges of the corn6r block ind
the first stretcher (numbers 1, 4, 5, and ; figure 62).

/ LAYING OTHER SIDE OF FIRST
OURSE. The stretcher orstre chers

(in this tase, numbers 4, 5, 6 gure ,

64) are laid in the same/ mannei as he
other Stretchers.,

-7-,

Figure 63. Checking the Levelness
of a Corner ;Unit ,

1

MORTAR

FOUNDA

Figure 64. Spreading Mortar
for Second Corner Unit

Figure 64 shows mortar spread on
these units preparatory to laying the cor-
ner block (numbeel, figure 62) of the
second course.

LAYING. CORNER BLOCK IN 'SECOND
COURSE. The second corner unit is
placed'on the mortar, pressed and shaved
and pressed dowrruntil the bed joint is of
the corredt thickness. The corner unit
block No. 7 shown in figure 62. Note that
it is in a positimi reverse 4-im that of the
corner:tirdt in the first cor.frse. The mbr-
tar is cut-off iirldr to leveling the block.

LEV,ELING CORNER BLOCK IN SECOND COURSE. The corner block is checked
for livelness in the same manner as other blocks were checked. Any adjustments
required to bring the blarsk into proper alignment should be made during the check.

PLUMBING THE CORNER, BLOCK. After leveling, the corner block should be
checked with a level or plumb Tule for plumbness. The levershould be placed irr the
positions indicated by lines D in figure 65. r

ADJUSTING CORNER BLOCK., 'The seconetorner block is adjusted byLtapping or,
pushing it down to make it plumb.

,)
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c.

SECOND CORNER
0 UNIT

FOUNDATION

-Ci

LAYING REMAINING STRETCHERS.
The remaining stretchers (numbers 8 and 9,
figure 8) in the second colirse are laid in
the same manner as stretchers in the first
course were laid.

LEVELING SECOND COURSE. The
stretchers laid in the sedond course are
leveled and adjusted, if necessary, to
bring them into proper alignment. The
leveling is done with the leyel as previously

Figure 65. Plumbing the Cornei indicated.

PLUMBING SECOND COURSE. The second course is plurntied with the level to
insure that it is in vertical alignnient with the first course.

STRAIGHTEDGING SECOND COURSE. The second course is straightedged ana the
units aligned in the same way as the first course was straightedged. The straightedge
should be positioned slightly above the bottom edges of the blocks:

TESTING HEIGHT SECOND COURSE. The second course is checked with the story
pole to make certain that the course is the correct height above the foundation.

PLUMBING CORNER. The corner should be checked again, after straightedging
and striking or tooling the mortar joints, t9.insurethat none of the blocks'have been
moved out of position.

LAYING THIRD couRsz.. The third course consisting of the corner unit and the
stretcher or stretchers (in the case, blocks Nos. 12 and 13, figure 62, are laid in the
same II:lamer as similar blocks in the first course were laid.,-

T6TING THIRD COURSE. The third.course, should be checked for levelness,
squareness, and plumbness in the same manner as accomplished previously on other
bloOks. The third course should also be checked for proper height above the foundation.

ADJUSTING THIRD COURSE BLOCKS. Concrete blockS which are to be adjusted.
as a result of testing, must be moved while the mortar is still plahtic. Blocks moved
after the mortar has set causes the bondlietween them and the mortar to be broken. A
pond, of this type, once broken will not reestablish itself.

There are several masonry construction features illustrated in figures 66 through
76. StudY these pictures carefully as they will help you in learning to lay concrete"blocks.

-

,
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Figure 66: Stringing out BlC.cks
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Figure 67. Spread and Furrow
Mortar Bed

Figure 68. Position Corner Block
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Figure 69. Blocks Buttered for
Vertical Joints

Figure 70, Positioning Block
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Shaping Mortar Joints

1

Mortar joints are finished by a iirocess called strieking. Stricking does to a joint
what troweling does to concrete.' A masonry joint is ready to strick (finish) when the
mortar is thumbprint hard.

BAUSHING-DOWN CORNER. The corner lead should be brushed down to remove
parJf6les of mortar and foreign matter from the blocks. Granules of mortar sticking
t faces of the concrete blocks are brushed off before they harden to the extent that they
are diffitult to remove.

,

TOUCHING"-UP JOINTS. Mortar joints should be examined at this time, and any
holes should be filled and struck or tooled. Other defects in joints that have been pre-

.viously struck or tooled should be smoothed out with the trowel or jointer.

When,building corners, each codise
is stepped back a half block. You can
check the horizontal spacing of these
blocks bK placing a straightedge diagonally-1

t ^

across the corners,of the blocks, as
shown in figure 77.

RAISING SECOND CORNER. ,The
second corner is raised in the same
manner as the first corner. On the job,
thesecond, third, and other corner leads
ma'y be raised at the same time that the
first corner is raised. This depends upon
the number of mann and apprentices

Figure 77. Checking Horizontal Spacing working 6n the job.

FORMING CONTROL JOINTS. Control joints are used to ntrOl cracking in
masonry walls. Control jointS are, continuous vertical joints buil to walls at points
where these stresses might concentrate. To forim a continuous ye ical joint, full
half length blocks are used.

Block Wall Construction
. ,.....-- .

To fill in the wall between the, cornerS, stretch a line from corner to corner (for
each course) and lay each bloCk with the top outside edge parallel to the line, as shown

, , .,in figure 78. . : .

.

,

! .
Rtmning d' line from corner ta. corner identifies the top of the block for the course

...-06- being laid. (See figure

CORNERBLOCK
LINE'

CORNERBLOCK

-11

'sr

11 ,
Figure
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Figure 19. Intermediate Lead
II

The linepould be fastened so that
1/32 inch exists between the =line and the
top outside edge of the blocks to be placed.
The line must be tightly drawn to present
a straight and level reference. If the
wall is too long, thenintermediate supports
should be strategically placed to maintain
line straightness (see figure 79).

Figure 79 illustrates the approximate
position of the line to the block being
placed.

SPREADING MORTAR. To eliminate the probability of the mortar stiffening and
losing its plastic quality, never spread mortar too tar ahead,of the actual laying of

[the block. After laying each block, cut off all mortar extruding from the joint..
In soine localities, depending upon climatic conditions and other cri eria; a full

mortar bed may be specified for all concrete.block construction. In thi case, place
mortar on the crosS webs of dig block as well as the face shells.

LAYING BLOCK TO A LlNE. Balance the block evenly in each hand (as illustrated
in figure 80) and set it in place. Tap it gently to align it with the line. See figure 80.

Figure 80. Laying Block to the Lin

hammer. Score the block with the c
until the block brealta.

LAYING THE CLOSURE BLOCK.
The closure block is the last block.laid
in a course, as shown in figure 80. To
install the closure block, butter all four
vertical edges of the block with mortar.
Carefully lower the block into position
making sure atll mortar remains in
position.

, If walls and other structurakdetails
are properly planned, block cutting is held
to a minimum; however, there are times
when just part of a block will be needed.
Cut the block with a broad chisel and a

sel where it should break, then use heavier blows

Sometimes blocks need to be cut for concealed plumbing and electrical switch or
outlet boxes. This cutting can be done by using a small cold chisel and a hammer.
Score the out 'ne of the hole, then strike heavier blows until the block breaks on the
line. When sing this method, use the part of the blade near the handle where it is
stiffest. If ccuracy is very important, use a masonry saw. Mark the lines on the
block for the portion to be cutpaway, and place the block on theisaw table in sudh a
position to enable an accurate and safe cut. i. . ,
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TYING-IN INTERSECTING WALLS.. When load bearing or nonloadbearing walls
meet or intersect, they should be tied together with Metal tie bars. See figurA81.
An_ intersecting wall being tied together is shown in figure 82.

ri Ih
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Figure 81. Metal Tie Bar

A TIEBAR
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8 FILLING CORE WITH MORTAR

Figure 82.. TieingIntersecting Bearing Walls

INSTALLING ANCHOR BOLTS
1

After the concr,ete block wall has been completed some provision mus be made to
anchor the top of the building to the wall. The top is attached to or anchored by wooden
plates fastened to the concrete block wall with anchor bolts. However, the sii
recommended is 1/2 inch in diameter and 18 inches long. The anchor bolts ar usually

placed-1n cores of the top two cours of
blocks. After the anchor bolts are .

placed, fill the cores with mortar. (See
figure 83.1

To retain the concrete or mortar in
the cores, place a piece of metal lath in
the second horizontal mortar joint (under
the first two blocks in the second course

,C4 from the top) and under the cores to be
filled. The threaded end of the bolt must
extend above the, top of the block far
enough to pass thro-Ugh the holes in the

Figure.83. 'Setting Anchor Bolt
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Laying Lintels

To support concrete
the modern concrete blo
To uniformly distribute the
lintel.

ck over openings, steel lintel angles are used. In some of
s ructures precast concrete lintels are used over openings.
lintel load, a Mil mortar bed should be spread over the

. .

CORRUGATED METAL TIES

Anytime masonry m ial is liked in
veneer onstruction, some means must

)be made ter bond the onside veneer with the
structural parts of the building. Corru-
ated metal ties are used for this purpose.
hese ties are made from 16 or 18 gauge
etal, aboUt one inch 'wide and 8 inches

These ties are installed as illus-
trated. in figure 84.

SUMMARY

STUD

CORRUGATED
TIES

Fi

AIR SPACE

re 84. Installing Corrugated Ties

It is important to learn proper blocklaying procedures as an apprentice masonry
and concrete worker. The proper way to prepare a bed for mortar was also discussed.
The method of spreading mortar for block construction varies considerably from that
of spreading mortar for brick.

*Ma..

Getting the corners of a building started properly is one of the major steps in any
masonry construction. Without the corners beizjg started properly, the structure would
lack strength and would tezxl to be a very unattractive unit when finished.

QUESTIONS

1. What bonding material is generally used in concrete block and tile wall construction?

2. What is the value of a story pole in concrete block and tile wall construction?

3. Why should a straightedge be placed diagonally across the blocks when raising a
concrete corner?

4. When laying concrete block having a face shield thicker on'one side than the other,
which side of the block would be placed up? Why?

5. When fs the best time to tool the mortal joint of a concrete block or tile wall?

to'

6. For acturate cut of concrete blocks for p g, the mason should use The

42
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7. ., Name three tools normally used to cut concrete blocks. ,
/

8: How many edges of a closure block are buttered?

9. When laying block or tile, the mortar should be used within to

hdurs as the outside temperature is 78° or above.

10. What is the njeximum time for any mortar to be used after mixing, even with
the cooler'temperatures?
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STONE CONSTRUCTION
4

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, You will be able to

-

SG 3ABR55233-111-3

,

* use a construction drawing to estimate the amount of stone and mortar
iequired to complete a masonry prOject.

* lay out a stone wall for a one story building and indicate the location and
size of the window and door openings.

* 'construct a stone wall for a one story masonry building.

INTRODUCTION

Stone laying is perhaps the ultimate skqi in masonry. A good stone mason is in
great demand. It is a highly skilled art to.select the stone, cut it, match it. bond it ;
and.lay it so that the finished wall is both strong and beautiful.

Stone Size

Stone comes in many sizes. It would be impossible to estimate how many stone_
would be required for a given project. Stone is normally estimated by volume, either
in cubic yards (27 cu ft) or,0 the perch (24 3/4 cu ft). The normal size of a perch of

, stone is 16 1/2 feet long, -1 foot high and 1 1/2 feet thick.

Stone 'Shape ,
IBuilding stones may be left rough, they may be roughly squared and dressed before

they are used, or they may be accurately cut and highly dressed. Before building stone
is laid, it is sometimes necessary to face (chip) it with a facing or napping hammer so
it will be uniform. Rough stones are used extensively for constructing walls of small
buildings and for fences.

In many localities, _stones are picked up off the ground and used for constructing
buildings and other structures. These rough field stones produce the simple bond and
pattern of rustic stone construction.

Types of Stone

There is 5. variety of typed of stone Used lor bUildirig puziosei the.main thing
to consider when selecting stone is availability. It takes a lot more time and effort to
lay stone than it does to lay blocks or bricks. Therefore, unless the stone is readily
available and cheap, it is usually better to use blocks or brickl I

Listed below are some of the types of stone that are used for building purposes.

, /

t
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Granite - This is a very hard, strong stone that makes a very good building
material. However, it is so hard that it is difficult to cut and shape. Its use is not
recommended for general construction bat it makes an excellent background for
carving and lettering.

Limestone - This stone is found in sheets. It is relatively easy to quarry, cut and
shape and is used extensively in some areas.

Marble - This stone is as hard as granite but has a very pleasing appearance,yhen
polished. It is usually cut to exact size and used as a facing where appearance is a
factor. Pure marble is white; streaked with veins of black, gray, green, red, or
yellow.

Sandstone - This stone is soft and easy to work. It is used for the same purposes as
limestone. Sandstone that is well cemented with silica is both durable and weather
resistant.

Slate - This fine-grained stone can be easily split into thin slabs. It is used for
roofing and flagstone flooring. -

Mortar

A normal masonry mix (one sack of masonry cement to three cUbic feet of sand) is
usually usesllo_lay slone.. HoweVer,, if a stronger mortar is required, use portland
cement instead of masonry cement.

It is very difficult to estimace the amount of mortar needed to lay stone. A good
thumb-rule to use is 9 cubic feet of mortar for each cubic yard of wall.

FOUNDATIONS AND BONDING ,

No wall or building is better than the foundation on which it is built. The footing
or foundation is wider than the wall itself. The larger stones should be used in it to
give the greater strength and lessen the danger of settlement. Footing stones should
be as long as the footing is wide, when possible. The stones for the first course should
be laid in a mbrtar bed of about two inches deep and all spaces between them filled with
mortar and smaller stones.4

It is also possible to construct a footing of dontrete and reinforcing Materials.
This method will result in a better control ofosettlement as it would give a firm baSe.

Bonding in stone masoilry is just as" important as it is in block masonry and other
types bf masonry. To assume good bonding in stonework, the header stone must ex-
tend through at least two-thirds the thickness of the wall. There must be a header in
every five equare feet of foundation wall surface area. Vertical joints in a stone
course must be staggered with the vertical joints in the.courses above and below it.
The lap of vertical joints must be at least four-filches. The largest stones should be
used in the lowest course. Stratified or laminated.stones should be laid with the layers
positioned flat or horizontally.
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UNCOURSED RUBBLE

Uncoursed rubble, also called cobweb
rubble, is a suitable bond for structures
such as small buildings and fences.
Figure 85 shows stone courses in
uncoursed rubble bond.

RANDOM COURSED RUBBLE

The bed joints in this rubble bond
begin to become distinguishable,as the
thickness of the stone becomes more
uniform. Figure 86 shows sibne couraps
inrandom coursed rubble.

COURSED hUBBLE

The thicknesses of stones in coursed
rubble bond are nearly uniform. This
causes the bed joints,to be more or less
horizontal and parallel with each other.
The faces of the Stones should be hammer
dresset to some extent; as they are laid.
This- makes the vertical joints nearly plumb
and uniform in stagger. Bond stones should
be laid approximately every four-feet in the
course to improve the strength of the bond.
Figure 87 shows courses'of stone in coursed
rubble.

Random Rustic Rubble

The random rustic pattern is developed
when uncoursed rubble bond is used inthe
wall or when a bond is veneered with field
stones, beach stones, or cobblestones.
Figure 88 shows rough-finishedquarrystone
laid in uncoursed rubble bona to form a
random rustic rubble pattern.

Random Coursed Rubble

ECHOING STONES

Eir

CI A -P33A

4

Figure 85. Uncouised Rubble Bond

Figure 86. Random Coursed Rubble

Figure 87. Coursed Rubble Bond

The random coursed rubble pattern is formed on the surface of a stone wall by .

using the random coursed rubble bcticiT Figure 89 shows rough-finished quarry stone
laid in random coursed rubble bond to form a random coursed rubble pattern.

Placing Stone

Stone masons, called stone cutters, specialized in the art of cutting stone, work
them to produce the various finishes, shapes, and sizes. Other stone masons, callea
stone setters, make a specialty of setting the prepared stones.
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Figure 88. Random Rustic
Rubble Pattern

,Figure 89. Random Coursed
Rubble Pattern

Stone setters require special tools and equipment to pl ce large stones on a pre-
pared mortar bed. Small stones can be.placed by hand by the stone setter; how-
ever, when placing some of the larger stones, the setter may require the help of an
apprentice.

Laying Stone

Cement mortar is difficult to work; consequently, stone setters prtfer a plastic
cement-lime mortar. Any mortar, though, which contains.ordinary cement may stain
the stones. In the case of tine stonework, where staining is a problem, the architect
or structural engineer will specify a nonstaining mortar. A nonstaining cement-lime
mortar is obtained by substituting white portland cement for ordinary portland cement
in a formula for cement-lime mortar suitable for stonework.

The mortar for stones is 'spread on the footing, foundation, or another stone course
in the same manner as.'it is for blocks. (Great care must j3e taken to avoid smearing
mortar containing cement on faces of the stones. ) Also, in stonework, as in block
work, it is important to have the joints completely full of mortar after the stone is
laid. This is equally applicable to vertical or lead joints to make them water resistant.

The sides of stones are normally coated with mortar after tlpy are set in final
pgsition on the mortar bed. In the case of some irregularly shaped rubble stonei,
however, the stirfaces which éannot be readily buttered after the stones are set should
be buttered priOr Oi being:placed on the mortar bed. Mortar is 'cut off the mortar
joints in the same manner as for blockwork. Mortar joints for stonepork may be
struck; however, tooled mortar joints are usually specified.

MAKING BED,JOINTS. The thickness of bed joints will, depend upon the stone used.
When making bed loints, spread enough mOrtar on the stone below the one being p,laced
to fill the space between the two stones completely. 7

MAKING HEAD JOINTS. Head joints in stone walls are made after three or four
stones have been LIM. You make these joints by slushing mortar (with your trowel) in
the small spaces between the stones. Fill the larger spaces between the stones with
small rock (gravel) and mortar. He sure to form the head joint8 before the mortar in
the bed joint has set.
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POSITIONING STONE. A crowbar is used to position large stones after they are
laid. and a carborundum stone (rub brick) is used to smooth rough edges of the stone.
The size of the stones should gradually diminish toward the top of the wall. Porous
stones should be moistened before being placed lithe mortar bed to prevent the stone
front absorbing water from the mortar. .

Bond stone (headers) should occur at least once in each 6 to 10 square feet of wall.
Foundations must haVe a header in each 5 square feet. These stones pass all the way
through the wall or at least two-thirds through the wall thickness.

Each head joint should be offset from adjacent head joints above and below as much
as possible.

Stones are aligned using the same tools and methods as when aligning concrete
blocks. Use a string, level and a story pole when laying stone.

1

ESTABLISHING CORNER LEADS. If the wal being constructed must be exactly
plumb and erected to a line, corner posts of wood should be erected to serve the purpose
of corner leads to hold the line in place. Because of the different shapes of stone, some
parts of the stone will be farther away from the line than other parts. Each stone must
be laid on ,its broadest face. If appearance is to be considered,, ,the larger stones should
be placed in the lower courses.

Anchor BOlts

Anchor bolts are often installed in stone walls: Such bolts may be L-shaped or
the coMmon square-headed bolt. Normally, the bOlt is installed at the header. Unless
the joint is eXtremely large, the corners of two Of the stones diagonally frorn each other
must be trimmed to prevenjthe bolt shank protrUding through the joint. If an L-shaped
,bolt is installed,: the bolt Ia urned so that one of the stones lies over the short legof
the,t.

4

ROck Bolts

The only difference between andhor bolts and rock bolts is the way they are installed.
Rock bolts are installed by drilling an anchor hole in a large rock and then setting
(with cement) a large bolt in the hole. The bolt, extends completely through the wall
and acts as reinforcement.,

Shaping Moqar Joints

It is much more difficult to shape joints in stonewOrk than in bricl or block work.'
The joints are odd sized and irregular.. Therefore, it takes alot of time and practice
to shape the joints. The math tools used are the pointing and cap ing trowel and a
beaCer. The joint should be compacted to make it strong and trrtight, then finished
by striking and brushing.

SUMMARY

The same general rules apply to setting stone as laying block. -Although stones
are not all uniform in size, as block and tile, Stone setters must pay close attention
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to the bond to be certain that,the finished wall will have strengthNind durability. He

will also check the spacings very closely, since stones vary in width. Strength.

1 durability and appearance must be kept in mind at all times.

QUESTIONS

1. What determines the length of a header stone?

2. Uncoarsed rubble is suitable for what type of structure?

3. How much should vertical joints overlap?

4.
5. Why should stones containing iron be avoided in stone construction?

*
What shouldbe the length of header stones?

6. What type of stone1vould be used as roofs?

7. What is the most Common type of mortar used when laying stones?

8. GIve another name for a header stone?

9. What is the physical condition of rough stone?

10. Where would the larger Atone be used when building a stone wall?

REFERENCES':

1. The Building tstimator's Reference Book, Frank R. Walke-r Co, 5th Edition,

2. CDC 55253, Masonry Specialist
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_ __OBJECTIVES

-*

BRIC(. CONSTRUCTION

-Vpon completion.of this study-guide,

estimate the number of bricks and t
to- complete a masohry project.

SG 3ABR5523-III-4

amount of mortar required .

lay out a brickcivaIl for a One story brick building,and indidzate the location
and size of the window and door openings.

constiuct a 'corner and wall.
;

OTRODUCTION

.001"

-The bricklayer is considered ihe mast& of the mason professton. 'Bricks:are
sinalt indá bridkayer inust'have great èkill in be ableciiiplice and bond brick-to make
a strong, durablez aileattractive-Structure. "

Brick, .uitid either als a lOad-bearing wall or as a veneer overt, 'oter surface muse
be laid 'out and bonded properly if the structure is to properly serv its design function., ,. -

Layout -.and bonding techniques have been,disdussed in previous.lesssns. This
lesson_ wille concerried With the .ereCtion-of a brick-structure:-

ESTThJATON FOR BRICK AND IrORTAR
.

Brick Size .

, . e .;,
The ordinary brc i isa unit of clay appioximately 2 1/4*,3 V4. by Es inches in- ..

size that has been air ied or burned. A portion of a brick isiconimonlyvalled aio:t
or bria bat. More'specifically one-half-of a brick is known as a-9r-1/2-inch bat. Any
length'of brick that is, shorter than full lerlth,,.,but longer than'4 1/2-hsch bat is known__

."aira three-quarter b#. .

-. .. .
There are two standard sizes repornmended for ordinary brick. ,Common brick I

1

. . , .. -

, and rough-faced should be 2 1/4 by 4 3/4 by 8 inches. That Di, a brick this size is
2 1/4 incheg high or deep; 3 3,61. inches ikide, and 8 liic hes long. pnwth-factdit.
brick or pi-essed brick should be 2 1/4 by 3 7/8 by 8 fnches. The siz& of the brick, will/
vary Slightly from thesesizes because of shrinkage dur: gthe,burning process. Aside

t from the two sizes mentioned above, brick are, h ever, made in-other sizes. Fire-
brick is ordinarily made 2 1/4 bi 4, 1/2 by 9.1nches in size. 6, -

-
Bricks come in 'various shines/for various purposes. Stme of the most comnioh

iligges of a brick are illustratedlin figure 1.

I I;
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Brick Position

Fiigure 90. Brick Shapes

,

,re

,-
. . e" .

It is necessary to.place.bricg in. different positions for different purposes. Figure
illustrates ways of placing bricks. The soldier course'is used over door and window
openings: ahe rowlock course ii used for window sills.

4-

f
N.1

,2
Quantities of Brick

4 The most accuiate method of eslriatIng brickwork is to determine as nearly as
possible the actual-number of briCk fo be used. ,Thisls done by obtaining the thickness,
ieight, and length ofjeach waltand,determining the.number of square feet of guAade on
one gide Of the Waltte-Thentlie number of brick in one squard'Ioot -of wall thickn6ss
should be courited'and the figure multiplied by the number_ of square feet of warkSnrface.
The square footage:of opening must be deducted -from the total amount -of wall's' laCh.

SOLDIEft 'COURSE, ROWLCkCIC9R5E,

Figure 91. Brick Positions
V

,
Brick in objects suckas chinineys and fireplaces .containing voids (hollows, de-

!, pressions,. and recesses);may be best estimated by lguring the wall as being so 'd and
determining and subtracting the sum of the voids from-that figure.

J . _

Estimated values-taken from estimation tables will be accurate and very hefpful
- whenthe specifications and conditions upon which the, table is based are equivalent to
those of the job forjvhich the materials are being egtimateth. In other y/ords, numerops

# tables must be available to provide an accurate value for differences in brick size,
/ joints, bonds, patterns, WalIthickness, ,etc. Such tables are found in reference-books

on estimating building construction.

The common brick required per square fooi of different wall thickness, having
1/4-inch vertical jointst are shown in figure 92,

;Y.,
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Wall Thickness -,
s. 1 Bed -Joints

Inches Brick 1/8" 1/4" 3/8" 1/2" 5/8" 3/4"

4,4.5 1 7. 3 - 7 6.7 6;3 6.1 5.8
8-9 - 2 14.7 14 13.3 12.7 12. 2 11. 6
12-13 3 22. 0 21 20.0 19.0 1 18.3 17.4
16-17 4 29:3 28., 26.7 25.3 ..- 24.3 23.2
20441 '''. 5 , 36.7 35 .. 33.3 31.7 30.4 29.0
24-25 6 44 42 40.0 38.0 36.5 34.8

. i
.

gurf 92. Common Brick fora Square Foot of Wall

The modular brick required per squareloot of different wall thickness are shown
in figure 93.

.
Size Brick COursesl(Heights) Jointil Wall T.hickness

_

Inches -'
.

Inches Brick liei9t Width 4" 8" 12"

2-1/5 X 3 1/2 X1 1f/2
2 1/4 X a 5/8 X ts/a
2 5/1-6 X-'3'5/8 X 7 5/8
2 1/2X 3 1/2 X 7 1/2
3 1/2 X 31/2 X 7 1/2

8
8
8

12 -

12
,

,
3

'3
3
4
3

2 2/3"
2 2/3"
2 2/3"'
3 "
4 "

1/2"'
5/12".
3/8" .
1/2"
14"

6.8
,,, 5.--8-

615
6.0
4. 5

13.5
"13: 5
-13.5
'12.0

9. 0

20.3
20. 3
203
18.0
13. 5

-Figure 93. Modular Brick for. a Square .Foot of Wall.
-

To determine the num er of brick needed to build a wall, multiply the length by the
height and this will glve yo the total amber of square feet of surface. Using ordinary
brick 2 1/4-inches high, 3 3 yil,ches _wide, and 8-inches long, you will find that it takes
about seven bricks '(using 1/4 nc a ortar joint) to cover 1 'square foot. We will figure
eight bricks, and this will allow for eakage and cutting bri,ck. You multiply thetotal
number of square,feet by the number of rick needed to Cover 1 square foot, and thie
will give you th..Ai'ft1 number of brick eded for the surface.-

Let's say, for instance, that we are constructing a partition wall 20-feet.
long, 6-

feet high, and 4-inches wide. By multiplying the length (20 feet) by the height (6 feet),
and you will have 120 square feet of wall stface. By multiplying 8 (the number of
brick needed to cover Jrsquare foot) by 120 square feet, you will get-4 total of 960 .

bricks. This is the tKmber of brick needed, including 1/4-inch mortar joints and
'breakage to complete the job.

4.
If the wall were 8, 12, 16, etc, inches wide, you would have, to multiply 96.01

by the nuniher of brick in the width of the wall. In other words, i,f the wall ,viere 16- , .

inches wide (4 courses wrde), it would take 4 x 960 = 3840 bricks to complete the wall.
IIf the brick wall or k?uilding has any openings, suoh as doors and windovitts

square footage of the openings must be deducted from the total amount of the. watt
surface.

.
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Volume of Mortar

'The ideal masdnry mix is pne sack of masonry cement to three cubic feet of sand.

One sack masonry mix dry makes a volume'of 4 cubic feet (1 cubic foot of mason

cement and 3'cubic feet of sand). When one gallon of water is added to this mixture,
it consolidates to 3 cubic feet of mortar'. One sack masonry mix (3 cubic feet of

mortar) will lay approximately 200 face bricks. .

Tb delegmine how muli mortar is needed, divide the total number of bricks re-
quired (3840)-ty 200. Your answer (20) (always 1.18e full sacks) is the number of one-

.

sack mixes required for this job.
0,.

Ordinarily one yard of Sand and the usnal amounts of cementitfous materials and

-water will make approximately one-cubic yard of mortar,. Factors such as the size and
shape and,maionry units, the-thickness of mortar joints, and the type of bond, howevr,
will affect the requirements for mortar. Consequently, unless the requirements are
the same as the conditions Specified fqr a proportions table, the values given in the table

cante nothing Jnoreothan 'approximations. Also, because of differences in cementitious

materials and aggregates, no accIttrate set of values can be cabulated for all conditions.

Proportions of mortar, for -making one cubic yard of mortar (using loose, damp

sand), whichliave been tested, thed, and found to be generally good, are shown in

-figure 94.

Mix
Proportions

Formula
.,

Cement (Wt - Vol) Lime -(Wt - Vol ) Job
SandPortland Masonry Hydrated Qincklime

Lbs Bags4 Lhs Bags Lbs -Bags Lbs
.

Bags Lbs Cu Et

Very strong
1:1/1:3

Strong -

- 1:1i6

Average
1:2:9

4f
Weak

1:4:15'
1

.

839

,..

442 .

.296

1,78

8. 9

4.14'

_ .
3.1

1. 9

.

.
.

,

.

89

235

315

379

1. 8

4.7.

6.3

7.6

,,,'

48

127e-

170

205

- ....

O. 6

1.6

2.1

,
2.6.

2142

' 2256

2270

2274

26. 8

, .

28:2

28.4

28.4
x

.

Figure,94. Cement-LimetMortars

To give you some idea of the volume of mortar required by the brick masoeto
lay masonry units (excluding covering the inside face), a few values of a general
nature are suggested in figure 95.
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Building Brick (1/2" Joints) - . Glazed Brick
Mortar Size 1/4" 3/8"

Bond (Cu Ft) (Inches) Joints Joints
.

Flat stretcher 1.2 2 1/4 X 8 0.6 0.9
Edge stretcher 0.8 5 X 8 0.8 1.2
Header 4t 1.5 5 X 12 1.0 1:5 .
Rowlock 1.5
Soldier 1.2 .

Labor Estimation

Figure 95. Mortar for 100 Bricks

. It's very difficult to correctly estimate the amount of_ labor<to lay a brick wall..
The time varies with the thickness and height of the walls, as wil as the tylie bond
used and the weather conditions. A man can lay more bricks on a nice warm day than
he can an a cald,....windy day with sand blowing in his face_all the time,

Normally, a,highly skilled mason should be able to lay 600 to 800 standard bricks
in an 8-hour workday. .

,
Layout for Brick Work '

The first step.to take is called clhasing the bond, or measuring the,bond. This
consists of laying out the firist tier or course 9f brick, without Mortar, the length of the
wall to be constructed. To 6hase (measure) the bond, place,the first brick on the foun-
dation where the corner will be located. Then place a rule or stick, the desired thick-
ness of the vertical mortar joint, against the corner brick and place the second brick in
position agThst the rule or stick. V'

I Follow this process until the first course is laid (Pit. The last whole brick in the
wall should fit within the outer dimension of the foundation. If the last brick fails to fit
by 1 or 2 inches; you can adjust the thickness of the dead joints accordingly. If the
corner brick fails to fit by 4 inches or more, use a whole brick on the corner and cut a
lirick of the proper size tb4use as a closure, two or three bricks back from the corner.

.r"
, . .

MARKING THE HEAD JOINTS. After laying out the bond, chalkmar the,position of
each head joint on the edge of the foundation. If the job is not too large, you can lay out
the bond around the complete foundatiop. After marking all the head joints on the, foun-
dation, you can establish th. liel..c.zis. (

.f
..&

.
Spacing Rule

, With a spacing rule, a mason can tell
how much mortar he should use with standaird
sized brick to construct uniform mortar joints
and courses of specified thickness. Figure 96, ,

shows an aluminum spacing rule. '''Some spacing .
rulei are made of wood.
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Modular Rule

This is an aluminum rule similar to the
. one-to the right, but calibiatetfor Engl eers.

Economy, and Modular Roman, as we
for standard brick. Figure 97 showffan
aluminum mocillaerule.

5.

E.

1

F1gt6e 98. Story Pole

Laying Out the Bond

5

Frgure 97. Modular Rule

Story- Pole

Mortar- joi nt. thic kness..is spec ifi 4 by _
the arehitect or structural engineer in the
set of building plans. The brick mason
lay out the height of each course (including
the bed joint) cin a strip of wood called a
story pole or rod, so that the height of each
course may bechecked'against the rule as
the brickwork progresses. Figure 68 illus-
trates how a story pole is used.

Eight-inch brick walls are used in many small structure one or two stories in
height. Under normal loacYconditions, they are thick enough. This is, however, for
the architect to deade. Sewalponds for eight-inch walls are shown in figure 99.

Figure 991t Bonds for Eight-Inch Walls

The bottom course in the first tier of
bricks should be laid out, in bona, the ,

length of the wall to be construcad. This
procedure is often referred to as chasing
out the bond. It enables the bricklayer to
determine the exact number of brick re-
quired to lay out a tier of brick. The first
britk is Naced on the fciundation where the
corner will be. A rule or stick, the thick-
ness of the, mortar joint, is placed against
the first or corner brick and the second
brick put in position against the rule or
stick being used as amortar joint gauge.
The process is repeated until the first .

course of the wall is laid out: The last
whole brick in the wall should fit within the
outer dimensipn of .the foundation. Cross
joints or heacijoints may be adjusted
slightly for thickness when absolutely
necessary.

When the bopd is laid out, each mortar joint should be marked with chalk on the
edge of the foundatio4. If th ob is notloo large, the bond may be laid out around the
complete foundatiOn. When all joints-Pave been spotted on the fotindation, the job is
ready for mortar for the first bed joint to be spread on the foundation.

'55
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A line is stretched from one exl.or corner of the foundation wall to the other to
- act as a guide in keeping the wall straight. The first portions of the wall to be laid

are called leads. Inese are raised at the.ends of corners of the wall and at intermediate
, points in between, when the distance between corners is long. The leads establish the

bond and-pattern, the brick are laid between (Iilled-in) the leads in the same bond and
pattern.

Masonry Tennis

Tile masonry field (like all crafts) has certain words and terms that mean specific
things to the mason. To be able to communicate with other masbns, you must know the
meaning of these terms. Some of these terms are explained and illustrated in figures
100 and 101.

4

BULL HEADER

4040"c*BULL STRETCHER

111111*14.k

Ira
ot-

Figure 100. Masonry Units and Mortar Joints

V
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Figure 101. Some Types of Brick Masonry Bond

BONDDNG BRICK

L The purpose of bonding brick in masonry work is to make the brickwork strong,

solid, and durable. To do this it is necessary to place the brick in such a manner that

they are all tied together in a cohesive mass. 'Mortar joints tie all brick together to

some extent;but unless the.bricks are Faced ta'form the prOper bond', the, structure
will not haVe the strength to support heavy loads. Bonding or breaking joiritlis accom-
plished by lapping one brick over two bricks in the course just belovi it. Figure, 102

shows how oneheader rests over two, stretchers in the course below; also, how one

stretcher .rests over two headers in the course below..

Lap

Since the brick of one cotirse must
overlap the brick in another course, the
natural consideration is how much should
tpey lati. In bricklaying, the practice is
t4 make a brick lap other bricks 1/4, 1/3,
1/2, or 3/4 of its length. A prick shoutd
not lap another brick less than 1/4 brick
length. Figure 103 shows how mortar
joints are broken by lapping the bricks.
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Figure 102. A Correctly Bondea Eirick Wall
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Figure 103. Lapping Brick

twom'Arp

3/4 STRETCHER
QUOIN

'/3/4 BAT,
CLOSER

U4 BAT

WHOLE HEADER
QUOIN

\ It is necessary in bricklaying to give
special attention to maintaining lap. As
work progresses, lap may be lost because
of irregularities in the size of the brick
and vertical mortar Apt thickness, unless
special attention is given to maintaining
lap. Each vertical Joint should be kept
perpendicular or directly over the vertical
Joint two or more courses beloW. This
process of keeping vertical joints perpen-
dicular is called keeping tlo perpends.
Sometimes it is necessary to use qUoins,
bats and closers to maintain the lap (see
figure 104).

WHOLE CLIPPED

HEADER QUOIN

3/4 CLIPPED
HEADER QUOIN

I/2-BAT--
CLOSER

MEM
afikilf,*-14AUE.

KING CLOSER

TO LEVEL
SAGGING COURSE

Types of Bondi;

-4 SPLIT
CLOSERS

I/4BAT
CLOSER

QUEEN CLOSER

Figure 104,1Use of Quoins, Bats, and Closers

STRETCHER. Stretcher bond is so called because the.bricks in', all of the courses
are laid as stretchers. Figure 105 shows the stretcher bold.

dEADER. Header bond is so called because the bricks in all the courses are laid
as headers._ Figure 105 shows the header bond. Header bond can be used to advantage
in curving' walls.
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-COMMON.OR AMERICAN, Common or American bond is probably the most used

of any of the bonds. It is a combination of the stretcher and header bonde. -It cOmbines

adrobtages of both bonds and is stronger than either one used alone. Usually; a header

course is laid every Sixtil.course, the other courses being stretcher courses. Brick
masons, however, will sometimes vary the header course and lay it every fourth,
fifth, or seventh course.

The common or American bond,is used extensively in walls, particularly when

donimon bricks are f6eing used. The variatiork-in this bond tends to help straighten the

brickwork. It is the bond often used to back up face brick or other masonry materials,
used-in-the-exteriortier of-a- wall; The.header toUrse Of the-bond is laid. as shown in

figure 105, and the stretcher courses are laid as shown in figure 106.

Figure 105. Stretcher Bond

Preparing 'Mortar

% BAT CCOSER

HEADER M 8AT CCOSER

% QUOINS'
CIA.04311

Figure 106. Header Bond
,

Mortar is defined as "a combination' of cement, sand, and water mixed in the correct

proportions to produce a mix of workable consistency. 1.-
RECOMMENDED MIXES. The mortar commonly uhMfor laying masonrx units is

made with masonry cement: If this cement is not available, you can use normal port-

land cement and hydrated lime mi,ixed in the proper.proportions,. The recommended

-amount-of materialSvroptartiofird by vbrume r61 mortar mixes is shOwn inligure 107.

7 Mortar Made with these mixtures will`produce a strong bond between masonry units.

G 041nortar is necessary for, good vhzrkmanship. Since mortar 'must bond masonry

1s-into a strong, watertight wall, it must contain a number of desirable

properties. -Let's examine some of them-:

Desirable properties. One necessary property is workability. Mortar is said to

be workable when it'spreads easily and rezpains firmly in the mortar joints. A work-

able mortar will always adhere to masonry'units. There is no need to add agents

(lime, etc) to mortar made with masonry cement, %because the cement itself produces

the desired workability. The workability also depends partly on good mortar sand.

Mortar made with masonry cement also has good water retentiOn, which prevents

rapid loss of moisture when used with dry masonry units. It will also remain soft and

plastic long enough for you to aline and level the masonry units. To avoia the rapid

loss of water' from suction, some masonry units must be moistened before they are used.

The use of entralnea air will add to the workability and water retention of the mor-

tar. ,Now let's discuss the other materials you will use to mike a good mortar.
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Materials. To make a good mortar, you must,use sand that is free of dirt, vege-
table matter, and salts. You can even produce a better mortar if the sand is uniformly
graded and proportionately mixed.

There are several types of mortar sand, each having its own characteristics; so
it would be difficult to. specify the exact amount to use in preparing mortar. There
ihould be enough particles of fine sand so that, when coated with cement paste, they fill
to. avoid the major voidsbetween the coarser sand particles. An excessive number of
fine sand particles requires more cement paste than a well-graded mixture.

Type of Service

,
-

Cement
,

,

Mortar sand
in damp, loose

conditions
Hydraked

lime-

For ordinary
service

1masonry cement
or

1portland cement

2 to 3

. 4 tt- 6 , 1 to 1 -1/4

Subject to heavy
loads; violent
winds, and se,7-
vere frost
action

4

1-- masonry cement
Plus 1 portland
cement .

. ot
4.- portland Cement ,---

4 to 6
.

,...i.
2 to 3 0 to.1/4

Figure 107. Recommended Mortar Mixes

In a well-balanced aggregate mixture, a certain percentage of the sand must pass
through a sieve of a given size. The sieve numbers and the percentages of sand that
should pass through the sieves are shown in figure 108.

The water used for making mortar should b as pure as drinking water. It should be
free from chemicals, such as salts and alkalies. Large amounts of these chemicals or
organic matter will affect hydration and the quality of mortar.. To have the best possible
mortar, the materials must be properly wetted and thoroughly mixed. Tye amount'

Sieve
Number

14rcentage of Sand
Passing Through Sieve

4. 100
8 g7

16 84
. 30 4 50

50 27
100 6 .

Figure 108. Graded Mortar Sand Mixes
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of water is determined by wetness of the sand. Add just enough water to. make the

mixture plastic.

Mixing. Machine mixint should always be used excePit on jobs where the,require-

ment formortar is small. After the proper ingredients have been proportioned and

placed ill the mortar box or mixer, the quality of .mortar will depend on the mixing

time. You-can improve the quality of hand-mixed mortar bY mixing it for a.long period

of,time. The same tools are used to mix mortar and concrete. '

Remixing. Mortar that has stiffened-on the mortar libard'should be retempered to

regain Ay/workability by remixing and adding more water. After mixing the mortar,

you should use it within 2 to 2,1/2 hours if the temperature is 78°F, or higher. If tfie

temperature is below 78°F, the mortar should be used within 3 1/2 hours. Any mortar

you don't use within the time indicated should be disposed of.

Spreading Mortar

Bricklaying begins by distributing mortar on the foundation. This operation is

called "spreading the mortar.' To start the spreading stroke, bring the trowel of

mortar to a horizontal position slightly ahead of where the depositing is to start. With,

a quick arra and wrist movement, turn the trowel toward the body to a vertical position.

The mortar should slide off the trowel at an even rate and is deposited over the area

with a uniform thickness and width. The throwing sequence is illustrated in figure 109.

Figure 109. Throwing Mdrtar

Guttering Mortar .
Guttering mortar consists of runiiing;the point of the trowel down the centeriof the -

,
Mortar. This spreads the motkax. 'Work ale mortar to just 'Short of the edge of the

brick or foundation. The guttering operation is shown in figure 110.

Figure 110. MortaBeing Guttered from Start to Finish

n
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Cutting off Excels Mortar,
Mortar that oozes out from. under the

brick should Ili cut off with the trowel
in such a manner asnot to pull out 137, addi-
tional mortar. The trowel should be flush
with the outside, hrick surface,. as_shown,
in figure 111.

BUttering Brick

Butter-the end of the brick with enough
mortar to cover t brick end and to achieve the joint thickness specified in the Wilding
plans or job spec- ications.The joint thickness inay range from 1/8 to 1/2 inch. Joints
1/4 to 3/8 inch t ck are more common, 4owever, since they provide greater strength
and More water, resistance.

Cutting off Mortar'

Positioning the Corner Brick

Position the first brick slightly away frozn its final resting place. As/the brick
touches the mortar, press and shove it with adownward motion to as near its final
resting place as posdible. With the palm of, the hand, press the'brick down until
mortir is squee2ed,out around the edges of the brick. (See figure"112,)

rjoRESSI MG

AMP

SHOVING

Tap

iligure 112. Laying the Corner Brick
,go

The brick is exactly in its final resting place, thus further mOvement is unnecessary.

Tap the brick with trowel handle.

Laying LeadeiBricks .

Butter and position bricks 2, 3, and 4 on
the line side, and 5, 6, and 7 on the return
side In the same manner as the corner brick
is laid. Maintain the same joint thickness
while maintaining alignment with the chalk
marks on the foundation. (See figure 113.)

", V s.
+It 62

Figure 113. Arrangement of Bricks
. in Stretcher Bond Corner Lead
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, Theecond course is laid in-reyerle of the first course. That is, he first brkk
is laid lengthwise on the return side succeeded by bricks' 9, it 0, en 11 12, 1p on the .

line side. The corner bricits are alternately installed lengthwis on the:line side) then'

on &return side, -until the firit brick olthe.seventh course-is; Jai . s prOCedure

not only sets the, band pattern for the remaining stretChers but secure nds the
,

corners: , - - . - -
.

, r

. ,

CORNERS AND INTERSECTIONS. "A corner is formed whenthe -ends of two walls

meet, and it iszhere tharthe bond starts. rorners may be.classed as being square,

acute, or obtuse; or they may be4lassed as being 'outside or inSide corners. T.-A stidate,

corner-is a 909 corner. Anacute corner is one that is less than- 900 and- an obtuse .

,- corner'is over 900 and less than180°.' Figure,114 shows the various 4rpe`s-of dornerp,
7

. . 07111

.

eciai arrangements for brick and special briCk shapes are required to obtain the
proper lap when starting a bond. .The arrangement required in a:4-inch wall starting '

' with the stretcher bond having one-half lap and three-quarter lap,is shown in figure 115 -

,
A'

-the end brtek should nevei be less than a brick wide..

,

WHO4 HEADER OKIN
1/2 LAP

3/4 STRETCHER QUOIN
1/4 BAT -a0SER

VINO MENEEMOL.

3/4 LAP

S/4f QUOIN

1/4 BAT

kfNG CLOSER

HEADER
BONDING
COURSE

.HEADER_
BON DING-

'COURSES

e-'1.15. 'Corner ArikngementS for Stretcher-and Am'eficanZonscl
/

OUTSIDE
, CORNER 7:

_ Figitre1.14., -Types of Corners

Figiire'116. Aligning a tomer Lead"

When &pranging brick in a corner,
yournust take into consideration bothwalls.
In some casts) the end of a wide Wair may
meet the end of A narrower wall to forma-
corner. Figure 115 shoWithe arrange-

, ments of standard and special bricks re-
quired in an 8-^-irich aad 12-inch wall,.

_-oineeting at a corner, -to start an America
bond corner. ,.

Measuring Brick for Levelness

Each Course must ie leveled before
thenext<course is installed. k bricklayer's
level _is placed near the outer edge and
acrosS the top of the brick from the corner

, to the edge of the lead, as indicated by
arrow A in figure,116.. -
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Straightedging Lead

The leads must also be aligned with the foundation, as well as with other bricks in
the same course. A straightedge is placed. along the vertical surface of theybrick from
thern corner to the end of the lead, as shown in figure 116. Again, each, course must be
aligned before the next course is laid.

Phunbing the Corner

-- Arrow C in figure 116 iridicates the line of plumbing for the corner. Tap the brick
in or out as 'required. 4

Squaring the Corner

Squaring thd corner is accomplished by setting a framing square to the outside
surface of the brick.

C.

'Regardless of what adjustments must be made, they must be accomplished before
the mortar sets. Otherwise, the bond between mortar and brick will not reestablish
itself. Therefore, avoid laying more brick thanwhat can be adjusted in the time span

-available.

Shaping Mortar Joints

After laying a few courses of brick, you should stri p or finish the joints. To make
flat or struck joints, use a brick trowel holding its face almost parallel to the face of
the brick, pulling the trowel along the joint after you cut off the overhanging mortar. A

,flat or.flush mortar joint is shovin in figure 117.. .

WALL,
f1LCE

JOINT

WALL
FACE

JOINT

WALL
FACE

JOINT

WALL

FWAN-31012VI
7 A FACE

JOINT

W A

Figure 117. /Types of Mortar Joints

To fform an inclined or wea er-typejoint (like that in figure 117), turn the trowel to a*
slight angle and strike the joint downward with the top'edge of the blade. To form a
raked joint, rake out a portion or the mortar in the joint with a flat jointer which is simi-
lar to those shown in figure 117. 'You can form a flush concave joint (like that in figure
117) by compressing the mortar in the joint with a conveX jointer.

c.
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BRICK.WALL CONSTRUCTION
.

Mason Lines es.

LAYING THE STRETCHERS. Stretchers are the bricks which eventually form the
wall. T,hey are buttered, laid; and adjusted in the same manner as the corner leads are
laid. Additional aids are einployed to insure levelness and pIumbness.when the wall is
a long one.

USING A LINE. Runninga line from corner to corner identifies the top of the
brick for the course.being laid. (See figure 118.)

$

Figure 118

The line should be fastened so that
1/32 inch existi between the line and the.
top outside edge of the bricks to be placed.
The line must be tightly drawn to present a
straight and level reference.. If the wall is
too long, then intermediate sipports should
be strategically placed to maintain line
straightness (see figure119).

Laying Bricks to A Line

USING kLINE. You should use a
tightly drawn line, secured by line holders

Figure 119. Intermediate Lead di. (pins,, corner blocks, etc) to help you
.

obtain a true wall surface.- (Corner blocks
used to secure the line are shown in figure 120.) Fasten the line so it is approximately
1:32 inch outside the top edge of the brick and level.with it. Place bricks between
corners Without touching the line to that the line will not be shoved or crowded out of
line each time a brick is laid.

A linp 'stretched between leads is shown in figure 120. When the distance is long
between Corners, use an intermediate leid (twig) held in place by a brickbat to.help
support the line between corners. An intermediate lead is shown in figure 121.

To avoid disturbing the line, grasp the brick as shown in figure 122. The left view
shows how the brick is grasped when.you are standing outside the line and laying the'
brick across the line. The tight view shows how the brick is grasped when you are
standing inside tlie line.

65
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Figure 120. CorneiBlocks Figure 121. Laying Brick to the Line

LAITING THE REMAINING SYRETCHERrCOURS,ES. Lay the remaining stretcher
courses (two, three, four, fivd, and six) and level and straightedge the wall and strike
and tool the joints as the work progresses. Before the mortar has set, touch up the
joints and brush down the Wall. Lay the brick in the backup Jourse in the same manner
as you laid the front course or face brick up througkthe sixth course. Lay the headers
in the seventh course in the seine manner as the headers in the fii;st course. The -
corner bricks iii4the eighth course will aid in holting the corner blocks and line in place
when you lay the seventh course.. .

Figure 12.2.

Figure 122 illustrates the approxi-
mate po4tion of the line to the brrck being-
placed. (

Another method of determining brick
alignment is by sighting along the surface,
using the corners as references. Brick
that are out of alignment can be readily
identified. Sighting acrs the top will
enable dips or huznps to be spotted.

I Naturally, using the sighting technique
requires considerable practice to perfect
the skill.

Setting Brick to Reference Line Anchor Bolts

Anchor bolts are often insealled on
8-4ndh waU. Stich bolts may be L-shaped or the common square-headed bolt Nor-
=ally, the bolt is installed at the header of four adjacent bricks. Unless the joint is
extremely large, the corners,of two of the bricks diagonal from each other must be
trithmed to prevent.the bolt shank from protrudiz* through the joint. If an L-shaped
boltis installed, the bolt is turned so that one of the bricks lies over the short Ieg
of the L..

( ...

Metal Ties , \ 'A 14%.
, Metal ties are used tO strengthen masonry by helping.to fasten the several units in

the wall together or to tie them to an adjacent structure. There are many shapes and
sizes of metal.rods, bars, and strips which are used as ties, Rod or bar stock 1/4 4nch
in diameterr is commonly used for ties. A tie should be at least 2 inches long after it fias
been forme4.,
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Metal ties shoukl be covered with a coating of concrete grout (1 part cement and
2 parts fine sand). The action of lime in the mortar will destr6 zinc coatings when
the mortar is in direct contact with the ties. Mortar should be spread for the bed Joint.
and the ties well embedded in the mortar. Generally, metal ties are laid 2 feet apart
every sixth or seventh course.

Metal stock for "U," "Z," "0, "-corrugated, and other like ties shoukl be bent at
right angles so that the ends of the ties will run parallel with the masonry courses.'
The "Z" tie is probably the most used of the ties, although the "0" or rectangular tie
is-very good and is often used.- The corrugated tie, made of metal strips, is best
adapted for tying masonry veneer to wooden framework. These ties an4 several others
are shown in figure 123.

6;op
"L. TIE

STU

clr- .... LII
-..=

"Z" TIEPREFA TIE .1). TIE "0" TIE
. CORRUGATE 0

TIES

RAPER

'Qtr.T

"1E."(111%
I

0

==10

AIR SPACE

Figure 1-23. Types of Metal Ties

BONDING TECHNIQUES

Bonding techniques may differ, depending on the function, thickness and wall design.
The wall discussed n the eailieApart-of this text consists of a single row of Bricks
laid'horizOntally. -Brick may be laid vertically, on-edge, and-end facing out. Brick may
be used tc; build walls 4 inches wide or more. No matter what.the specifications are, the
mason must determine the type of bonding technique he will use in the structure.

Bonding the brick quite simply means arranging the brick in such a way as to create
the greatest strength for the structure. Once started the bonding technique should be

. applied throughout the wliole structure.
.

Variations in bonding may be required when the structure has ,o,dd shapes or when
,making provisions for doors, windows or ornaments. ,

Figures 124 and 125 illustrate standard bonding and flashing around a window.
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Figure 124. Soldier Course Above a
Window Opening

6. How should corner leads be laid?

Figure 125

SUMMARY

Bricklaying is an art ail by itself.
Determining bond, laying corners, level-
ing, plumbing, spacing the stretchers
all become critical when erecting a brick
wall. COASiderable practice is necessary
to rieerform all these functions skillfully..
Even after erecting the wall, the mason's
job is not finished. Mortar and cement
stains must be rernoved with muriatic
acid.

QUESTIONS

1:

3.

What is a lead?

How a,corner located?

How do you guttermortar?

4; What are the'more common joint
thicknesses.

5.. What is butfering the 1.3rick?

7. Whatis useci to check the height Of Ruh C.Ourse?'"

8. Hbw.are guidelines attached,to corner ,brick ?

I 101



9.. What purpos'e does a line serve in bricklaying?

10. When are adjustments made in bric rk referring to alignment and plumbing?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-4, Maintenathe and Construction Methods for Buildings and Structures

2. CDC 55253, Maspnry Specialist
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A SG 3ABR55233-III-5

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF MASONRY STRUCTURES

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, you will be able to:

.inspect, clean, and repair joints and cracks in masonry walls.

apply waterproofing and dampproofing materials to masenry structure's.

INTRODUCTION

Planned preventive maintenance calls for crews of skilled individuals who can find
defects and fix them. The job of the mason, on such a crew, is to inspect properly,
install replacements, and make repairs on stone, concrete block, cinder block, brick,
concrete, and, other types 4of masonry walls, chimneys, foundations, Walks, floors, and
like structures. Also, to repair and replace defective tile, plaster, firebrick, cast
material, fire day, mortar, and other similar materials. Major repairs beyond the
scope of preventive maintenance and defects involving skills other than masonry are,
reported to the proper supervisor or other designated authority within the organization.

REPAIR OF JOINTS AND CRACKS

Holes are forced through block walls
by impact and are also created by the decay
and disintegration of units within the wall.
-Broken, loose units and exposed mortar are
removed from the damaged area in such a
manner as to form a toothed or blocked hole.
Figure 126 shows a hole in a blockwall after
it has been cleaned out and toothed.

Settled foundations are the cause of
many cracks which occur in masonry walls.
The settled wall should be forced back into
position, and the defective portion of the

, foundation and wall rebuilt. Rebuilding,
however, is .not always feasible, and
masonry units in the defective section of
the wall are removed and ttie area, rebuilt.
ina block wall. _

c=,

IOW .6117.1iiiiii
C

IVO agi. 011.111

_100 I le 10I a 0 1-
stroti

Figure 126. Cleaned out and
Toothed.Hole in Blockwork

Figure"127 shows a typical cracked condition
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Figuie 127. Typical Cracked Condition in Blockwork

METHODS OF REPAIRING CRACKS

Loose and broken masonry units and all
exposed mortar are removed, and the hole
is toothed or blocked to tie the newly laid
blocks into the-wall. A toothed-hole result-
ing from the pattern of removal of bricks
and mortar from the area of the crack is
shown in figure 128.

Masonry units and mortar, can be
removed from the damaged area with a brick
hammer, brick set, and other suitable
chisels. Mortar is cleaned off .masonry
unitp in a wall first by catting through the
mortar with a beveled edge brick set, as
shown in figure 129a, and second by tilting
the set and driving it under the mortar, as
shown in figure'129b.

,

00011fri

0,10,-,,.__-
%

0"'

Figure 128. Cracked Area in Blockwork
Cleaned and Toothed ,

Figure 129. Cleaning off Mortar with a Brick Set
*71



The old masonry uniti around the edges of the toothed hole and the new units are
generally wetted before the masonry work starts. This, of course, will depend upon the
types of units and mortar used, the weather conditions, as well as other factors which
affect the rate of suction and the setting rate of the mortar. The backup units are laid
in the hole first and the units in the facing tier are laid last. The Mortar, used in the
fresh masonry should be protected against all adverse conditions in a convenient manner.

Snn 11 cracks aglaging mortar between masonfy units may be repointed to improve ,
the watertightness ol the martar joints and the appearance of the block work. The old .
mortar is removed from the joints to a depth of 1/8 inch to 3/4 inch as required.

The old mortar is removed with
hammers, thin chisels, rakes, and other
tools required to do the job. A stiff
brush or compressed.air may be used to
remove the dust and loose garticles from
the martar joints. Figure 130 shows how
mortar joints look after they-have been
chiseled out and raked to a uniform depth.

JOINTS RAKEO

Figure 130. Mortar Joints Cleaned
of Old Mortar

Fresh martar is applied to the mortar
joinls by the tuck pointer with tools made,
for the purpose. Generally, bricklayer's
trowels are used. T.h e. bricklayer's
trowel and painting trowel are used when
the mortar joint is made flush with the
face of the block. Figure 121 illustrates the

/NNW IN,
1 1

procedure for repointing with a pointing Figure 131. Repointing-with
trowel. a Pointing Trowel

Tuck pointing may be done with a-cement -Aortar mix containing 1 part cement and
1-1/2 parts of fine sand. The dry ingredients should be mixed with water until the mor-
tar is of puttylike consistency. Approximately 1/4 inch a mortar should be pushed off

... the hawk or large trowel into the mortar joint
at one time. Mortar joints which are to be
tooled are nornially filled with a calking
trowel and finished with a jointer of appropri- , cfrit iC,C3 c..1---)

down and cleaned in a conventional manner.
ate 'shape. The masonry should be brushed I tt 11011) i

1 = Crr-,.

.\.--,-.

P,
ii

,
,

I

Stone walls containing decayed or damaged t I

, CVECSUIC-units and replacing them with good stones. Or \_....

stones are repaired.by removing the defective 9
-instead of stones, the hole may be filled with
concrete or brickwork similar to that shown
in figuie'132,

72

Figure 132, Stone Wall Repaired
with Brick
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.. ... .- .- ,

A jaulty masonry faundation in which
many of the' stones'are decayed should he ",
repladed in whNe or,-.part With solidnon-

.crete. Greaf cale, hOweiierilmust be ,
taken td-suppott:-,the,stone_fotindation while-
the doncrete foundation is constructed.','-'

-- :

A
AdaiManii

I I
-; II

I
t

11,)

4

r A stone tolinda,on` in fair condition _,-

Figure 133. Strengthening a
Stone Foundation,

-.may be strengthened _with a thick cOncrete
veneer placednver tfie stone:faces.

'Defective stones are -first-removed frnm
the foundation and.the hole filled with tan.;

. crete. Then, *the cdticret, veneer is-
placed on each side of the foundatibn in the
Mannershowa in figure,1,33.

J.')v.

CLEANINGESIDVE AND STAINS
. t ..Newly laid stone, particularly quarried stone, ,weathers and changes colorslightty;

changed to a similar uniform color Of mellow tone. There willbe
unsightly blotchy stains. Theie stains árè normally caused,bY
sources other pan the stone_itself(stone,containing an oxide of
mev)hat).

*
SmallceMent tains on new stonework are sometimes left:to bleach out under the

actions of the elem ,nts. However, mortar and films of soot and dirt may'be washed offthe suifaces of the new stonework with soap putty. The putty is bide by boiling strong,'
laundry soap flakes in water until Ole mixtdre is of thick consisteniy. Three tablespoon-
fuls of household ammouia per gallon of Water are mixed in , 'afterthe liquV.soap has
,cooled. Enough white sand is then worked into the mixture to make a putty:like
substance. The substance\ is used by working it into the stained surface of the stone,
and scrubbing the treated surface with a stiff-bristled fibei brush. Then, the soap is
Wished from the surface with clean water.

Pronounced stains of various, types 'may be remOved from stonewprk (where white
stone and white cetilent are not used) with a 10-percent muriatic acid;water solution.
A 5-percent phoSphoric acid=water solntion or a 5-percent sulfuriC acid-water solution
should be used when the stOne or the mortar.is white. This ,avoids- the slightly 'yellow
discoloration which may result from the use of muriatic acid on these materials.

It will:however, be
. none of the intense,

mortar, fittings,' or
yon may disColor\ so

few

.

All stone surfaces treated with the acid solutions must be thoroughly washed with
clean lvater to neutraliZe the acid.and stop further chemical action. An-additional pre-
caution may be taken to netirialize acid solutions by washing the exposek5urfaces with
a 5-percent household ammunia4water solution . After the surfacea are neutralized
with the solution, they must-be-flushed again with water to stop the chemical action.
Protective clothing, sat as goggles, rubber gloves, apron and boots, should I4e worn ,
when cleaning With chemicals.

Concrete blodk and-tile walls should be scrubbed with a stiff bristled brush. In
some cases, it inay be necessary to use a 10-percent muriatic acid-water solution and
a stiff fiber-bristled brush to remove excess mortar and stains from tile faces of some
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r .
,..-Masonry units. Surfac-es trlated with the acid should be flushed with water to stop.y.

further chemical acition after the surfaces have been cleaned sufficiently. Acid on the
masonry surfaces may be neutralized with a,5-percent solution of househoy atp.monia

- .. . - and Water."' .. . .

. ...
CLEANING BRICK.

-bifferent types of briishes May be used
for pleaning masonry and congrete surfaces,
The surface finish, as well a the,joints;

. .

should have'sufficient time to set before
cleahing. The type of brusl used depends
on/the type ,of cleming, job to be done..

niuriatic acjd.may be applied to the
bridk surface, as_well as On olu-
tibns,, 'with any of the brushed illustrAted

= in figure 134. Long-handled brushes are
best.

tesing ohe of the steel' brushes, heavy
cement .mortai. deposits may be removed .
Apply the-brush to the surface with a
scouring action. The brushes are also
used it.:1 cleaning mortar joints Wh e n' repairs
Are required.

In cleaning-newly erected walls,-care
should be exercised not to removealty mortar

-froin the joints.

SEALING JOINTS

Figure'134. Types of Brushes

.01d brick walls which have been weathered for a period of time may become
,coracked. ,It may be necesSary to remove the old mortar and point up the joints.

First, remove the old Mortar to a minimum depth of 1/8 inch with the small end
Of a brick hammer and chipplhg tool. A small or narrow chisel can also be used to
remove the old mortar. The joint should then be cleaned with a stiff abdr brush to. _ ,, . ,. .'',--- --retifo:ve any.loo-Se partitles. _

-,

Mortar may then be' replaced and tooled to match the Surrounding joints'. It is A '
good practice to wet the joint prior to placing the mortar as thishelps to form the bond.

Amportance is placed on the mortar adhering to the joint and that joint'finished comple-
ments the surrRunding joints. .. . ,

Cleaning is the final operation i1c erecting a brick wall. Cleaning inVoIves remov-
ing mortar cement and otheribaterials that have stainedThe surface. Brushes, applied
with vigor and aided by cleaning solutione, remove stains and other matter, and give
tlie wall its final attractive appearance.

..-
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Removing/cracked mortar is required before new mortar is applied. Thisot only
eliminates the appearance of advanced stages of deterioratio seals the moitar joints
and returns the wall to its original strength and beauty eaning the repaired area, is
accomplished with the same tools and techniques used on, new walls. In either case,
cleaning should nortake place until the mortar has set.

'

WATERPROOFING AND DAMPPROOFING

When concrete blocks and structural clay tile are used below ground level, they
should be dampproofed oi waterproofed no matter how well therafe laid. There are
several methods used to help eliminate 4W-dampness problem.

Hot 'Tar Method
4

is is the simplest method, and it consists Of aprilying hot tar or asphaltum to thej
outde surfaces below ground level. This method is preferred Lor mild_ conditions of
dampness.

Membrane Method

This method is used where excessive
dampness occurs and consists of applying
hot tar or asphaltum with two or more
layers Of membrane It or roofing paper,
fo9 example). F4gdre 135 illustrates this
method; Note that the joint where the wall
attaches to the footing is filled ewith cement 0 ,

to form a slope, allowing the moisture to
drain away.fromthe footing.

Tile Drain Methodit

Figure 136. Waterproofing - Tile
Drain Method

43)

ASPHALTUM
OR TAR

MEWBRANE
APPLIED WTM

T1,R

CEMENT PLASTER SLOPE

Figure135. Waterprdffing - Membrane
Method'

This method, as shown in figure 136
, (to the left), is normally used where-damp-

ness is a big problem in high.rainfall
areas. The. walls should also be treated--
as in the membrane method.

__

Clay or concrete tile are laid around
thl sides of the footing with a gravel or
cinder fill covering it to the depth shown.
The fill material allows the water to flow
dirVtry to the tile, where it collects and

,dridhs off to some point' away from the
wall where it can do no harm.
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Cement Plasiter Method

Another method is used when soil
conditions are such that excessive water is
present. The method consists of applying
'a 1-inch-thick coat otoement plaster to
the exterior surface, as shown in flgure137.

Any of these methods can be-used
separately Orin conjUnction with each other.
The amount of rainfall, location of the wan,
and soil conditions are the factors used to
determine the method to use.

" FORMING CONTROL JOINTS

CEPAENT

ScRAT
PORTE R

?LAST R

PLASTER SLOPE

,*

CONCRETE BLOCKS OR
STRUCTURAL CLAY TILE

PLASTER

AR
JOINT

,

Figure 137. Waterproofing - Plaster
Control joints are used lo control Method

.cracking in masonry walls. Control joints . i '
- are continuous vertical joints built into walls at points where these stresses might con-

centrate. To form a continuous vertical joint, full and half length blocks are used.

Control Joint frocks'

A

C9ntrol joints can also be formed with special control joint blocks. These blocks
have tongue and groove shaped ends and are available in half and full length units. When
half length units are not available, special carbfae saw blades, are used for cutting the
block. The blades are-installed in'Tortable power saws. When cutting blocks with
power saws, wear goggles to protect your ekes.

Sealing Control Joints
.

. .
.. Mien control joints are exposed to the weather, seal them with an approved calking

compopyi: When using calking compound, 'apply it with a calking gun having a tip
slightly-narrower than the joint, folloizing the recommendations of the compound manu-
facturer.' The compound is applied by inserting the tip of the gun in the joint, pulling
the trigger, and moving it up and down along the joint until the joint is filled. .

Calking compound can also be applied with a putty knife, although better results are
obtained with a gun. Sometirdes, oakum is used for sealing cpntrol joints. Oakum con-
sists of strands of rope (loose fibers) pressed firmiy in the joint and normally sealed
with tar applied to the joint With a putty knife.

`stnviMARY
,

The repair and reconditioning of masonry units can be prevented from becoming big
expensive operations, accompanied by extensive shutdoWns, through a scheduling pro-
_gram of preventive, maintenance. Initially, good building construction resulting from
.correct and proper handling proportioning, mixing, placing, finishing, and laying of
cementitious products ,and masonry units will do much to reduce the necessity for the
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repair of concrete and masonry Forrlater on. Defective building*construction, as well
as defecidve,concrete and masonry materials themseli,res are responsible for a high
requirement for repairing and reconditioning the materials.

quE8T16NS
.. i1. What is used to clean concrete block masonry walls?

. ...
0 ,

2.- What is the recommended method of repair fbr a hole in a concrete block wall?: .
. . . .3. Name the tools used to remove the mortar from a damaged area. .

4. What, is the mixture normally used fortUck pointing?

5. Name two commix' alternate methods of repairing a stone-wall,'other than 'replac-
ing the stone. .

1 8. The minimum depth yqu must remove from a mortared joint is?I .
, 7. What is it necessary to remove mortar stains from brick work?a

Ps
1 i 8.1; What is used to reniOve mortar from old joints that are to be repaired?..)
a ,

9. Wilat is the final step in repairing a brisk wall?. .
4

.
10. What tool,is usedlto finish the joints to proper shape?

RVF'ERENCES

1. AFM 85-4, Maintenance and Construction Methods for Building and Structures

2. CDC 55253, Masonry Specialist
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WB 3ABR55233-13I-1-P1

CUTTING MASONRY,MATERIAL

OBJECTIVE

Working as a member of a four-manteam and using a brick.hammee brick set,
trowel, and masonry saw, cut and shape bricks, bloats, and stone as specified in
the instctions provided. .A11 bricks, blocks, and stone must be cut correctly.

EQ U1PMENT
Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR552334II-1 1/Student
WB 3ABR55233-III-1-P1 1/Student
Masonry saw 1/12 Students
Brick hammer 1/Stiideni
Brick set 1/Student
Brick trowel- 1/Student k
Brick, block, and_ stone ' I/Student \
Safety goggles 1/Student

Mission I
Using the Masonry Saw

You will use the masonry saw to cut the following masonry materials:

1. Brick - cut a 1/2 bat brick, 3/4 bat brick, and a 1/2 soap (split) brick.

2. Blocks - cut a 3/4 block, -a full cut header, and a beam or intel.

3. Stone - cut and,shape.

PROIDURES

1; Safety precautions

a. Remove allsj\ewelry.

b. Keep hands away from all moving parts.

c. Keep the work area free from debris.

d. Wear gbggles while operating the saw.

2. Preoperational Check

a. Check equipnient for proper lubrication.

b. Make sure the saw blade is tight.

c. Check.the water supply.

14 3
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d. Make sure that all movable parts are free to move.

e. Check the electrical powerline.

3. Operational Procedure:I

Meahur and mark the material to be mt..

b. 1Place the material on the saw.

c. Doublecheck the safety precautions - goggles, hands, and,debris.

d. Turn on the water.

e. Start the motor.

f. Slowly move theblade into the material,
3 )

. NOTE: The blade should cut at its own speed. With a little experience
you will learn how fast to cut various materials.

g." After completing the cut, turn off the motor.

h.' Stop the waterflow.

i. After the blade stops, remove and inspect the cut materttal.

J. Repeat the procedures until you have completed all of your required cuts.

1.4(
f
Mission

Brick Hammer

pOTE: Wear gogiles while performing this project.

1. Procure a brick hanimer and cut a 1/2 bat and a 3/4 bai.

NOTE: Hold the brick in your hand while cutting.

CAUTION: Direct.the hal-Lime-1' so that the wasted pieces of the brick will he
knocked away from your body.

2. Use a brick hammer and zit a 3/4 cinic. rete block, anct a concrete beam or lentel.

NOTE: The concrete bloCk must be setting solidly on a base during the cutting.

3. Prodfre-a stone and shape and square it for setting..

ft
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Mission DI

Brick Set and Brick Trowel

44, NOTE: Wear goggles.while performing this project.

1. Procure a hammer and a brick set and cut the following building materials,.

a. Brick - cut*a. 1/2 bat,. a 3/4 bat, and a 1/2 soap (split) brick.

b. Block - cut a 3/4 block and a 2 inch piece.

e. Stone - shape and square.

2. Procure a brick trowel and repeat the procedures in step one.

3. Clean up the area.

4. aeturn all tools and equipMent to the storage area.

3
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WB 3ABR55233-111=2-p1

ESTIMATING CONCRETE BLOCK CONSTRUCTION

OBJECTIVE

Given a sketcli of a masonry project, estimge the number of concrete block.4
and the amount of mortar required to complete the project. Estimations must be
within -0% 4- 10%.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55233-M-2
WB 3ABR55233-III-2 4.1:11
Pencil
Paper

PROCEDURES

Basis of issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1 /student

I. Use the following sketches and estimate the number of concrete blocks_and the.
amount of masonry mix requied for each project.

2. Write your answers in the blank spaces provided.

NOTE: It may be necessary for you to review the information on estimating in
SG 3ABR55233-III-2 before completing this workbook.

1.

2.

34'

16'

a. Number of blocks bigh

b. Number of blocks long

c. Total number of blocks

d. Amount of mortar required (give your answer in whole bags).

8' x 20'

Block wall

20'

4
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3.

4.

a. Number of blocks high

b. Number of blocks long

c. Total nuinber of tolock.

d. Amount of mortar requiKed (giv.e your answer in whole bags)..

a. Number of blo

b. Number of blocks long

c. Total number of blocks ,
. .

6' x 9' 4"

Block wa4

9' 4"

d. Amount,of niortar required (give ybur answer in whole bags).
,

e. How many cubic feet of sand will be needed to.mix this much thortar?

cu fel.

./

4'- 8Q:

'Block wall
A'

,

a. Number of blocks high 111.

b. Number of blocks.long

c. Total number of blocks

d. Amount of mortar needed (giire your answer in whale b'agi).

e. How much sand will be needed to mage this much mortar?

5

117
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a. Number of blocks high

b. Number of blocks long

TC. Total number of blocks

cL Amount' of mortar required. (give iour ansmer inyhole bags).

4e. How much sand will be needed to make ,this Much mortar?

6

' Cid

cC

cu tf.
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WB 3131t55233-LII-2-P2'

LAYING OUT A CONCRETE BLOCK WALL

OBJECTIVE

Working as a membe of a four-man team and using specific tools, materials,
and instructions provided, lay out a site for a one-story, concrete block, masonry
structure. The site must be ready for the construction of the building..

EQUIPMENT ,
a Badlis of issue .

SG 3ABR55233-III-2 1/student
WB 3ABR55213-III-2-P2 1/student
50-fed steel ape 1/4 students
6-foot ruler 1/student
Pencil 1/student

4 / I.

Mission I

Story Pole

1. Procure a pencil, a ruler, and a piece of paper.

2. DPaw a story pole on the laver for a concrete block wall 4-feet high.

3. Let 1/4inch 'equal 1 inch.
:

,4; Have the instructor chè'ck your work.

Mission II

Lay Out a Concrete Block Structure

NOTE: The Instructor will divide the class into four-man teams.

1. Procufe a 50-foot seeel tape and 6-foot ruler.

2. Go t%the assigned area.

3. Lay out a concrete block structure wiin the openings and dimensions shown in
figure 1.

7
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32"

Ii
32-....--

1 STORY BLOCK
FOUNDATION

13.0.' X 13 -4"
FLOOR PLAN

5 0-

40" 13' 4

Figure 1. Concrete Block Structure
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oBJECTIVE

WB 3ABR55233-I1I-2-P3

CONSTRUCTING A CPNCRETE BLOCK WALL

Working individually, but as a member of a two-man team,- use concrete blocks
and construct a corner for a one-story masonry building. The finished work must he
within 1/4 inch of proper height and 1/4 inch of being plumb.

Worldng as a member of a tww-mAn team, cohstruct alock wall for a one-story
masonry structure. The finished wall must be within 4hch of proper height and
1/4 inch of being plumb.

EQUIPMENT ,

,SG 3M3R55233-BI-2
V1,13 3AB/15523341-2-P3
Concrete block
Mortar
Mixing box
Wheel barrow
Hoe

*Shovel .

#

4
' ,Mission 1

Balding A Concrete Block Corner

NOTE: Build the corner six courses high. (See figurg 2. y Use 8-15),ch block qad
strike the joints on hoth sidps. ,

I

Basis of Issue
1/student
i/student
1/student
1/student
1/12 studenti
1/6 students
1/6 students
1/6 students

\ea

51

Figure 2. Corner Construction
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,,,
The steps.to follovPvhen erecting a'concrete blOck- or sructura1 e wail

are outlined belOw. Follow the .ftep-bstep proceduretas out1ined. time
an of,the 23teps are not dlearly understood, be sure techeckwith an inqtructor

roceeding.

. La e First Corner

1 JLayotlt the bond.

Clean ale foundation;

4.

C.

szt_.

/

t.

3. Lay out the corners and strike marks on the foundation.'

4. Determine the units to be used in the first course:
(Three blocks for each 4 feet)

4

5. MIX the mortar.

6. Spread mortar for the corner Unit. .

NOTE: Be certain that the mortar is properly mix,ed before 'sp'reicting.
.

7. Lay the first corner/ock. (Make certiga.that this block is in the saine
position as when th bond was laid out.)

8. Level the' first corner block. (Test height)

9. Spread mortar for the second block.

10. Slitter the end of the stretcher block.

11. Lay the stretcher b ck.

12. Levelthe stretcherg.
V.

13. Spread mortar for the second stretcher block.

14. 4Lay the stretcher block.

15. Level the.,lead.

16. Straightedge the lead.
.

17. Lay the other side of the first

---.. It

,

' 4

Are
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13. '..Hquare the corner.

:19. Spread mortar for the strecher.

20. Butter and lay the stretcher.

.21. Livetthe stretcher. .

2". Test the height of the course

23. Strike the joints. (Ask the instructor as to the type,
vertical or head joints first.)

24. Spread mortar for the second course.

25 *Lay the corner block in, the second course.

26. Ldvel the gorner block in the second course.

21. Plumb the corner blOCk.
,

28. Adjust the corner block. (Test height.)
4

,

4.

29. Bay ie rimaining stretchers.
s

301 Level the seCond courie

31. Plumb.the second course.
1.4")

32. Straightedge,the second couise. f-
33. Test height of the second course.

34, Strike the jeints. (Again, ask the instructor as to the type.)

35. Plumb the corner.

36. Lay the third course.

3'7. Test the thiril course for.levelness,', squareness, plun4f,, height,
etc., as the first two courses. :

38. Adjust the third cOurse as necessary.

Touchi.tp all joints as neceSsary. '7

NOTE: Have thesinstkuctor check your work before proceeding.

10 3



Mission 2 -

Constructing a Block Wall

NbTE: The four corners of the building have been completed. The next step,
is to build the walls. If the four corners have been correctly constructed,
building the walls is a simple Matter\

Erecting the First Wall.Section

1. Install the line. Have the line checked by ydur instructor before proceeding.

2. Fill in the first course stretchers.

a. Spread the mortar.

1:1`. Butter the end of each stretcher block fas set).

c. Set the stretcher block.

d.. Butterboth ends of the cloatre block.

3. Testing and adjusting.

a. Level

b. Straightedge:

c. Correct height.

d. Adjust ai necessary

4._ Raise the rine

5. Fill in the remaining course stretcher.

6. Test and adjust the third course stretchers.

7. Strike joints. (Again, ask the instructor_aslo the type.)

Have the in'structor check the finished product.

12
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Cleaning Tools and Area

The instructor will give the instructions about the wall construction, such as
if it Is to be left in position or if it is to be disassembled.

(1.

1. Clean all blocks and restack.

2. Clean handtools.

3. Oil tools which require oiling.,

4. Place all tools in proper storage area.

5. Wash down the area around wall, or where wall was,built.

. 13



3ABR552337111-3-P1

ESTIMAiING STONE CONSTRUCTION

OBJECTIVE

Given the cohstruction drawing of a stone wall, estimate thewainount of stone
and mortar required to complete the project. Estimations must be within -0%

:

EQUIPMENT

So 3ABR55233-111-3
WB 3ABR55233-III-3-P1

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Study the following five sketches of masonry projects.

. 2. Estimate the number of cubic feet of stone required foV each project.

3. Do your figuring on a piece of scrap papei9.

4. Estimate the number of one sack mixes of mortar required for each
sketch.

.45. Write your answers in the space provided.

STONE WALL.

1' x 4' x 16'

a. Cubic feet Of stone

16'

Sketch 1

14
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b. Number of one sack mixes

STONE WALL

6" x 4' x 20'

a. Cubic feet of stone

20'

Sketch 2

b. .Nun:tber of one sack mixes

a. Cubic feet of stone

b. 'Number of one sack mixes

15
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k

8''

a. Cubic feet of stone

100'

- Sketch 4

-b. Number of one sack mixes
s

a. Cubic feet of stone

50'

Sketch 5

Number of one sack mixes

oft

"".

16
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WB 3ABR.55233-M-3-132

LAYING OUT A.STONE WALL

OBJECtIVE:

Working as a member Of a Pur7man team and uSing specific
tools, materials, and instruction provided, lay out a site for
a stone wall. The site must be ready for the construction of the wall.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55233-III-3
,WB 3ABR55233-111-3-,P2
50-pot steel tape
fl-foot ruler

PROCEDURES

Basic of Istue
1/Student
1/student
1/4 students
1/4 'students

1. Select the type stone to be used. Name the type stone selected.

Determine the bond to be used.

3. Prepare the foundation.

'a. Sweep the area.

b.. Wash the area with water if necessary.

4. Measure the area and determine the location of the corners.

5. Erect the corner poit.

6. Measure and mark 'the location of the door and window opening.

7. Install the guide lines.

A

NOTE: bouble-check the location of the guide lines to make sure that
they are accurate.



,

8. Place the mortar tables in position.-
/ .

,

.. ,,
9 Stock the wall area with the selectedStone.,,

,

s

'....-, ,

,

, ... 18
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WB SAB1thbZ"..144.11.1.-3-403.

CONSTRUCTING A STONE WALL

OBJECTIVE

Working individually, but as a member of a teaM and following instructions,
construct 'a stone wall for a one-story masonry building. The completed wall must
complY with good maSonry practices and be within 1/2 inch of proper height and
1/4 of being plumb.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR55233-111-3 1/student
WB 3ABR55233-111-3-P3 1/student
Mason hand tools ° 1/student
Mixing box 1/12 students
Wheelbarrow 1/6 students
Hoe 1/6 students
Shovel 1/6 students

Laying Stone

NOTE: The steps to follow when erecting a stone wall of random rubble
or quarry stone are outlined.beIovi. Follow the step:by-step procedures
as outlined. At any time any of the steps are not clearly understood,
be sure to check with an instrudtor before proceeding

1. Lay out the area of the wall.

2. Select the stone to be used.

3. Lay out thSboncr.,

4. Clean the foundOlop.

5. Mix the mo

1,

6. Prepare the ed (2 inches thick).

7. Postion the corner stone. (Make certain that the stone is positioned the same
, way as when the bond was laid out). . .

...

...

19
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8. Prepare the mortar bed and. position the bottom rpw of stones:

9. Fill the head joints with mortar and small stones.

10. Align the stone bysthe use of a level And gpide line.
.

11. Position the remaining bones and mortar to provide uniformity and appearanre.
Keep the wall straight and plumb at all times, using the same method used When
laying blocks.

124; Position the rock bolts in the top course.

13. The instructor will given yoU instructions as to whether the wall is to be-
left in position or disassembled.

14. CleamalL-the stones and restack.

15. Clean the hand tools.

16. Oil all the tools which require oiling

17. Place all the tools in their proper., stofage arda.1

18. Wash down the area around the wall, or where the wall Was built.,

)

r .

20
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OBACTIVE

sWB 3ABR55233,111-4-P1

ESTIMATiNG BRICK CONSTRUCTION

Using a construction drawing.of a mason-ry ifroject, determine the numbpr
of bricks and the amount of mortar required to complete the project. Eslimatim
must be within -0% + 10%.

EQUIPMENT . ' BASIC OF ISSUE

SG 3ABR55233-III-4 1/student
WB 3ABR55233-III-4-P1 1/student
Pencil 1/student
Paper 1/student

PROCEDURE

1. Procure pencil and paper.

2. Study each.of the following drawings.
. 4

3. Deteimine the information required. Make our calculations on scrap paper.
'

4. \Vette your antwers in the spaces provided.

2.

fe. r Ar . 4dr.r.r.ap
4 4" X.5' X 10'

BRICK WALL' 5
0.1.M./ArAF/MIIIVAIIIA4

a. Total number of bricks

b. Whole bag mixes

10'
citc-\'

PA 4 r. wArA yrnm4 FA rwA n r. d rA ri

d
%
r, 4" X 8'" X 30'j BRICK WALL
WA I/MA WA IA ////1 /MA I CIAO 2 PrA I PM

fin,

a. Total number of bricks

b. Whale bag mixes

21

133
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4.

5.

-
a.. Total number of brick

b. ' Whole bag mixes

r FA r4; ft .". IrA rA rA r ri rA 11 TA m a NI

0 4" X 8 16'
BRICK WALL

4V41411r/AIKI AlKar.:111411I A

rirA r.#4 r. d r. i vA wA r AwAr... -f-
p 4" X 10' X 24' 0 1.0
04 BRICK WALL 1

I rA rA !A I WA I/.4 I PI /A /I FAMg _L
24, I

a. Total nuinber of bLk

b. Cubic feet of 'sand

.a. Total number of brick

b. Whole bag mixes

t%

25' 1.

22

'00

p.

AftP".



6.

ON

PreMWATI25/41/ AFWAII Allr

.01.10r A WM/A Or

Floor plan of a garage building. All the
walls are 8 inches thidk andl feettigh.

/ArAi

The two side walls measure 8".X 8' X 32'.,

The back wall measures 8" X 8 X 8:

a. Total number of brick

b. Whole bag mixes

7

32'

23

a

12 P



r'X.

DOOR

,

3' X 6'

WINDOW

3' X 6'

WINDOW
4:3

e X,10' X 20'

BRICK WALL

X 6'

WINDOW

,

3' X 6'

WINDOW

3' X.7'

DOO,R

A brick wall 4" X,40' X 20' having two .doors 3' X 7' mull four windows'3" X 6'.

20'

"

-r.-
,

a. a. TOtalanber of brick in wall without the doors and win owi.'
/

, :
1:-

b. Number of brick needed/to brick in the doerssnd wi owd
., ,_!.-i ,....-.

c. Total nuniber of biick for the wall 4" X 10''X20' having twO doors 3' 'ie.'?" a
, -

a dr)

C..

LA_

1

C;

.14

ft

410

136

,

ndows 3' X 6'

o
° 2?

1:
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WB 3ABR552337111-4-P2,

tAYING OUT A BRICk WALL

OBJECTIVE
_

Working as a memberof a four-man team, and following given directions, lay
out the site for a one-story brick building. Indicate the location and size of the
window and deor-openingsi All measurements must be with k1/4 inch of given
\pecifications.

) -
EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
SG 3ABR55233-M-4 , - , 1/student
WB 3ABR55233-11[1-4-P2 1/student
50-foot steel tape 1/student

. 6-foot ruler 1/student
Pencils 1/studelit

Mission 1

Lai Out a Brick Wall

1. Prpcuie the tools you will need to lay out a briek wi311.. Name the
tools_zegYired.

- [

2. Go to the area assi4ed by the instructor.

3-; Select the type of-I-irick to be use.d. The'brick seleded is

,

. 4. ,Deterrnine the type of bond to be used.

5. Prepare the foundation.

a. Sweep the aim

b. Wash the area with viater, if necessary.

25
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*4:

6. Measure and mark the corner locationS.

7. -Take diagonal Measurements tO initire that the foundation is square.

8.- Measure and mark the window and door openings (see figure 3.).

9. . Chase the-bond around the complete foundation..
s _

00-.- Adjust the head-joint to work oUt-an even nutaber of whole-or ha1f_bricks.1

11. Position the mortar tables.

12. Stock the Work area with brick'.

Mission. ir
Prepare a Story Pole

1. Select a straight 1x4-inch board.

2. Cut the selected board 48-inches long.

4 3. Select a course counter ruler with a #6 joint measurement.

4. Lay out the dretcher courses. NOTE: Use the American Bond.

5. Lay out 7th course headers for American Bond.

6. Place an arrow' to indicate the top of the story pole.

7. Keep this story pole; you will need it later.

4.0!°'
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CONSTRITCUNG A BRICK WALL
;

OBJECTIVE
. .

W .3liblt.i0hoo-iu--1-r.,

Working individually, but as a member of a four-man team, use brick and
-construct.a-cornentor a-one..story masonry-building.:0Thelinished,work must be

c within 1/4 in& of Rropei height and 1/4 inch of being.plumb.

, Working individually, bt a3 a member of a team, cOnstrupt a brick wall for a
one-stog., ma'sonry stiucture. The finished wall musebe within 1/4 inch of proper
height ancI4/4-iiich of heing plumb. ,.00'

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR55233-111 1/student
WB-3,ABR55233411-4-P3 1/student
MixIng-box 1/12 studints.
Wheelbarrow 1/16i...students
Brick
Mortar

STEPS TO BE FOLLOWED IN gRICK CONSTRUCTION

1. Locate the position of the corner brick:

i. Close out the bond.

3. Mix lime oement mortar. (This type mix will permit the wall to be easily
dismantled later.)

4. Spread and gutter the mortar for the corner leads.

----\!yosition the corner brick. (See figure 4.)

6. Butter the head joints and lay the leads in the first course.

7. Space, level, and align the first course.-

8. Repeat steps 4 through 7 for the remaining courses in the lead corner.

9. Check the bricks for plumb straightneis, levelness, apd unitOrm spacing.



10, Check-the corner for squareness.,

11. Lay the remaining streghers in the wall as per steps 6 and 7. (See figure 5.)
..

Strike the joints. ; -,

. 13. , Remove the eicessive mortar from the brick face. DO NOT REMOVE TIM
MGHTAR FR-OM THE JOINTS.

14. Dismantel the brick wall using appropriate tools. '

15. Using mason's hammer, brick set, or trowea, remove mortar from brick.

16. Stack the bricks.

17. Clean and store the tools. J

a

Otoil%110.1.4%

Geftimrm000-047,4:3:000004%,
4-

aftLm
LIA

m000orw:
,

DOUBLE BRICK WALL CONSTRUC,TION USENG AMERICAN Wrilf THE JOINTS
STRUCK ON THE FACE SIDE. THE HEADER COURSE IS ON THE 7TH LAYER.

7

Figure 4. Completed Brick Coimer
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DOUBLE BRICK WALL CONSTRUCTION USING AMERICAN BOND WITH
THE JOINXS STRUCK ON THE FACE SIDE. THE HEADER COURSE IS
ON THE 7TH LAYER.

Figura 5. Completed Brick WRlf
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OBJECTlyE

Following given directions, inspect, clean, arid repair joints and cracks in a
masonry wall. All joints must be repaired correctly.

WB 3ABR55233-111-5-P1

'INSPECTING, CLEANING, AND REPAIRING
MASbNRY_SURFACES__ _

EQUIPMENT ,. Basis of Issue
SG 3ABR55233-M-5 1/student
WB 3ABR55233-III-5-P1 1/student
Wheelbarrow 1/6 students
Hoe 1/6 students
Shovel 1/6 students
Sand
Mortar

PROCEDURES

1. Inspect the damaged wall,

a. What c an aid tilts-damage?

b. What is the best method of repair?

2. Use a hammer and chisel to reinove thTold mortarirom the damaged area.

3. Mix mortar to match the existing wall.

- 4. Wet the block or stone. What is the purpose of this step?

5. Replace the mortar using a poinfand brick trowel.

/ IA
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(3,

6. Finish.the jOint: to appear uniform with the iorrounding joints.'

7. After the mortar has h-ad time to set, brush the excess mortar from the face
-of tlie briCks.-

8. Clean and plice the tools in their proper storage area.

.

NOTE: The instructor will provide necessary instrUctions concerning the finished'
project. 'Some walls will be left standing and others will.be disaseembled and
block or bricks cleaned and stacked in the storage-area.

7.

32
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W.W3ABR55233-IEE-5-P2

APPLYTNTWATERPROOFING AND DAMPPROOFING MATERIALS

4

Following given directions, apply waterproofing and dampprioofingirraf-erials tO-
masonry structures. The surface must be completely covered with no visible voids.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55233-IEI-5
WB 3ABR55233-III-5-P2
Brush
Waterproofing materialS

PROCEDURE

1. Inspect the area to be waterproofed.

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/stildeht
1/2 students

2. Where would you normally expect-to find waterproofing materials

applied?

3: Clean the,area to be treated.

4. Prepare the dampproofing material. .

5. Brush or roll-on the dampproofing materials.

6. Check the completed work.
NOTE: To be effective the complete surface must be covered with no voids.

4 .

7. Waterproofing materials are verY difficult to remoVe from hands and clothing.
Therefore you shpuld wear protective clothing and gloves when applying
this mate;ial.

4

(
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Dept of Civil Engineering Tng.1
Sheppard AIM, TeXas

Ai:PLYING PLASTER AND STUCCO

-OBJECTIVE

!Up4. corapletiqn.of this unit.of,inStruction,-you te-,abie to:

lay 'out a lath surface for plaster- or' stucco.

- mix and apply scratCh coat of plaster.

Mix and apply a brown coat of plaster.

mix and apply Stucco to a prepared surface.

inspeCt and repair damaged plastered surfaces.

INTRODUCTION

SG-3ABR55233-IV-1 /31-.

171.6.ugust a373

Plaster is a facifig material that is applied to walls and ceilings. When plaster is
used on exterior walls, it is called stucco. Plastering is one of the most ancient 41,

trades. Primitive man' built frame works of sticks and then plastered thenhwith mud. _

Plaster, a more lasting material, latei replaced the mud. The toois used by the early
plasters resemble very closely those used by the tradesman of tdday.

This study "guide will discuss plastering andstuccoing under the following topics,

isOOLSMATERIALS AND

APPLICATION PROCED9tES

CAUSES OF PLASTER DAMAGE

REPAIR PROCEDURES

MATERIALS AND TOOLS

Plaster as a Building Material 3

. .
Plaster is primarily used for-finishing facing surfaces. It is applied to specially

prepared bases. Early Egyptians and Greeks used lime, sand, a gypsum mix, and

1

water as,a mud in coating their structures. This particular composition had a serious
drawbag_li in that it required several days, sonietimes as long as 2 weeks, for one coat
to set. Plaster of paris and gypsum _were later used, due to their reduced setting time.

I . -
Plaster is composed of several ingredients: water, aggregate (or lightweight

I aggregate), a cementing agent or binder, and sometimes admixtures.

1 1 9
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S.

.
Plaster is applied in three coats: (1) the scratch cog; (2) the brown coat and (3)

the finish, coat. Each coat inust be properly leveled and allowed i6 set before Vie n. xt

coat is applied. If portland.dement is used, each coat will have to be moist-tured refore
- the next coat is applied. The scratch and biown coat must be moist-cured 2 days each

ind alidwiNtsodfy 5' 'days each, befdre applying the netbcoat.,Before each.coat as
thelr.evious coat must be dampened to prevent-the moisture from being

absorbed froni theIrksh plaster too fast.

When finished plaster presents a seamless, smooth surface which may b,e painted

fin .Arific,-1r papered,.

-;
Plaster Bases

Thete are several bases to which,plaster
can be applied. WoOd,, metal', gypsum board,
and masonry arythe most coinmonly used
boards. )

WOOD LATH. Wood laths art tin '# -
of wood lathes approXi '1-1/2 inches, .

wide with rough,surfaces. Thelahs are
installed on the studding, using 3 -inch spac-
ing with 'every seventh row.stagpr , .45
shown in figure .1. Leave a-space,-of /4 inch
betweeti the ends of the.laths. Wabdei laths
must' be dampened before plaster is a plied,
topreventthewbod fri;Im drawing the moisture "

4'

tfrom the plaster.

METAL LATH- Metal lath Isavailable'in severarconfigurgions, as shown tit
figure 2 below.

_

1/4 JOINTS

. -

Figure 1

SIAGGERED-EvE
SEVENT-psfy I.

,

ExPANDZO STUC&MESH LATH

I I W)#w
- eft

1111W-

AII

FLAT EXPANDED DIAMOWD MESH METAL t Arm

HEXAGONAL WIRE MESH

Figure 2

P
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The diamond-shapea metal Jaen has openings ot 5/16 x9/16 inch. Ttas used an
interior walls and ceilings. Metal lath should be coated with a rust-inhibitive pain' or
galvanized to prevent rusting.

Metal wire mesh for stucco is attached
to exterior surfaces with special furring
nails as shown in figure 3. These nails,
after.building paper or felt has been
applied over the surface, 11,41 the mesh in
place. The mesh should stand away from,
the surface at least 1/4 inch.

Both the interior and exterior diamond
metal lath haveNta correct and incorrect

7 installation posture. The Jong side of the
diamond must be horizontal. There are small cups formed at each intersection of the
diamand walls. These cups must, be pointed up so that plaster will flog down behind the
mesh andform a lock. Theplaster tends to flow off the mesh if the cups are pointed downi

GYPSUM BOARD ,LATH. Gypsum board lath is the most popular base in use today.
- It has greater advantages for installation, insulation fireproofing, and plaster bonding

for smoother surfaces than any other lath. It is avaiiable in plain or perforated sur-
faces, 1/2' or 1 inch thick, 16, 18 or 24 inches wide, and 48 inches long. It should net
be1premoistened. Standard gypsum cement plaster or gypsum wood fiber plaster con-
taining no lime should he used for the first two coats of plaster. A standard finish coat
may beised over the brown coat.

MASONRY. When plaster is tpplied to nwonry surface, it is essential that a go. 1
bond be achieved. If the masonry surface has a rough fin.ish, it is said to have a good
'mechanical bond. If the surface is dense and smooth, it will have to'be roughened. A
brick hammer may be Used to scratch and chip.the surface. T.11e marks or chips shoulr.
be uniformly spreadover at least 70% of the area.

A second method of achieving a rough surface is to use a machine specially designedt
for that puipose.

Figure 3.

fl

TyPes of Furring Nails

A third method is to apply a dashbond coat. This consists of 1 part portland cement
and 1 to 2 parts sand with enough water to give the mixture an adhesive consiStency. H
is splattered on the surface wiatetwitilfebrush. Allow the material to harden undisturbsa.

Suction is another factor in determining how'well plaster will stick to the surface.
Spray the surface with water and observe the reaction. If all'of the water is not drain
into the Surface, then it will be impossible to abtain a good bond. Lath will halie.to be
installed over the masonry surface to provide a good base,for.lhe plaLter.

Weathered masonry surfaces may absorb the water too rapidly. This causes plaster
to stiffen too rapidly and it becomes difficult to work. Spray the surface with several ,applications of water; do not soak. Take care in spraying1the entire surface with like
amounts of water. Some parts4f the suxface will draw more water than others and WilL
result in spotted' surfaces.

3
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Tools Used in the Application ot Plaster and Stucco

Plaster, as well as any other mortar material, must be thoroughly mixed anG to ine
correct consistency if an attractive and durable finish is to be achieved. Ready-a.ix
plaster needs only water be added-to,prepare the plaster for application. Job mix.ng.
however, requires large amounts of plagter to be mixed. Job mixing requires eat n
ingredient to be mixed in proper proportions'and quadtity to satisfy the job requiremen:
Mixing is accomplished by using a power mixer and mixing the dry ingredients for 5
minutes before adding water.

HAWKS. A portable pl.L.,rtn, called a
plaster's hawk, is used to hold a small supply
of plaster. The hawk, shown in figure 4, is
held near the base surface, so the plaster can
be pushed onto the/base surface.

TROWLS.. A variety of trowels, as
shown_in figure 5, are used to transfer the
plaster from the hawk to the base surface.

a

F igure 4. Hawk r

STANDARD

SCRAPER

MIDGET

MARGIN POINTING

ANGLE INSIDE CORNER

COVERING BUTTERING

Figure 5. Tiowel
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FLOATS. A variety a floats are available for finishing plaster. A smooth-.
bottomed float is used for creating a smooth finish, while carpet- or rubber-bott, aied
float is used to produce a textured finish. Three types of floats are shown in fige.re 6.

ANGI_E SPONGE
SA :0 Fi

Figure 13. 1Three Types of Floats

SCARIFIERS. A scarifier, shown in
figure 7, is usdd to rougheri the plastered
surface so that the next coat of plaster will
have something to cling to. The scarifier
corisists of a tempered flztt flexible steel
tines, uniformly spaced oh-a baSe and handle.

RODS. Severa/ types of rods are used_
to level freshly plastered surfaces. Rods
of 1" x 5 ft wooden board may be used if
commercial rods are not aVailable.< Com-

Iercial rods, shuwn in figure 8 below, are
Firure 7. icar.fier

made of aluminum or magnesium alloy, 5 to. & feet in length. The browning.rods are
used to level large flat areas of plaster. The combination rod is used for truing
,:orners and smoothing the finiih coat of plaster.

BROWNING

COMBINATION

Figure 8. Rods

DARBTES. Long floats, used to eliminate high or low spots in tl e plaster surfai e
by straightedging or rodding, are called darbies. Darbies, as showt in figure 9, m.ty
be flat and flexible, wedged-shaped or clianneI-shaped. Serrated-ecit:ed darbies are
used to toughen the surface of plaster undercoats to prepare them for the next coat.

5
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WOOD

:HAN,111 LIGED META.

LmAk4NE, SHAPED

SEFATEL",,

Figure 9. Darbies

SCREEDS AND LEVELS. Screeds used for leveling plastered surfaces are the
_ same as those used for leveling concrete.

Screeds consist of strips of wood placed verticallY frog the top to the bottums of
the walls. The screeds are adjusted to the thickness required for the scratch e .at.
Scrpeds for the brown and finish-coats are tnade of plaster.but wood screeds are used
as thickness references.

Levels are used to straightedge the plaster surface, using the screetL as edge
runners.

APPLICATION PROCEDURES

Laying out and Establishing a Thicknesi Reference

A mason does not just pick up a glob of plaster arid slap it on the wall, hoping it's f
the correct thickness. Scratch, brown, and finish coats must be of specified thicknes:- ,
if a good plaster job is 6-be achieved. The wall must be sectionalized, and`corner
beads installed. Screeds must be placed sothat the s:cratch coat is of the proper thick-
ness, developed, and ppimbed.

Base screeds are installed along the base of-the wall, and another is installed
approximately 40 inches above and horizontarwith the floor. The screeds provide
runners for the straightedging and leveling the scratch coat. The screeds should be
set so as to provide a scratch coat of 3/8 to 5/8 inches thick.

Corner beads, both inside and outside, must be installed before the scratch coat IF
is applied. The beads form the vertical screeds,, as:well as provide probiction agains-
damage.

6
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l*eparing"Plaster

Plaster is a tufictithe of several ingredients such as gypsum, lin-le, lime por:tand
cement, and lime portland cement plaster. There are tables available whic.. gi.e the
recommended portions of each ingredient for job mixing. The wredients should be
pOured in a dry state through a sieve made of ordinary window screen wire mesh,. This
will eliminate large pieces of materials. The ingredients must bu thoroughly mixed In
dry Mali. for 5 Miles in a power mixer. Water is then added until a good mix is
ittnined. A good inlx Is reeogntied by its workability and ability to stick to the plastei
base.

The ingredients and mixture pi ocedures mentioned ai,.. standaArin the pr -

paration of plaster. The quality ar.i amount of each of th... Iagredients afieCt the quality
of a plaster job.

WATER. Water used for plaster must be clean, fresh and pure. Impure c,ater will
not only affect the sthength but also the quality of plaster. Too little water in a mix will
not make the mix workabM Too much water will thin the mix too much and will not *

stick to the base. The absorbent apabilities of the base must be considered v.hen deter-
mining the amount of water to be added-tO the mix.

AGGREGATE. Aggregate must be well-graded, aean and f eek, foreign ..iatet
The aggregate may be sand or lightweight aggregate, which is n..inufaztured. Aggre-
gate adds body to the plaster mix, as well as providing waterprcafing. crack resistance
and texture qualities to the plaster.

CEMENTING AGENTS. Gypsum, lime, arid pOrtland cement plaste;are all used as
cementing agents. Each has certain qualities which make it a desirable L.gent. Of all
the cementing agents, gypsum is the most widely used.

ADMIXTURES. The basic plaster mix is often supplemented witn other m Aerials
to add strength and speed, or to retard the settin me or even change color.

Gypsum mortar tends to set too fast. Loca eather, weather al I aggregate inipari-,
ties can alter the setting time. One of the most co mon accelerators used is gypsum,
which has been allowed to set and then ground up, and added to the mix itself.

0 Keene's cement, which contains chemicals such as sulfur of potash, is added to
plaster mix to retard setting time.

Fiber or hair is used in the scratch and brown coats to add strength to the plaster.
Introduction of new plasters and base materials has reduced this practice. Ifowever.

dolor pigments may be added to the plaster-to change its color. Adding color,
however, creates problems in matching, mixing, and application. It is easier to paint
the finish coat.

Application of Scratch Coat

When applying the scratch coat, push the plaster througl. the 12tl to insure gopd
adhesion as shown in figure 10.

'7
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The scratch coat should be between
178 and 5/8 inch thick. After applying the
scratch coat between two of the base
(ground) screeds. Scarify the seCtion before
applying,plaster to tile next section. Conti-
nue working in this manner until the scratch
coat is applied over the entire area.

Serreding is accomplished ty running
a straightedge over the screeds. gne
straightedge will skim mortar from the hign
points and distribute it into the low points.
Additional mortar may be required to fill in
the low spots. A sckatch coat of Uniform
thickness can thus be created.

The scratch coat must be set semihard
so that large chunks of plaster will not be
gouged out when scarifying the surface. Scarifying the scratch coat surface ,,rovui, s
rough surface for the broWn coat to stick to.

When the scratch coat has hardened sufficiently, usually after 4 or 5 hours at 70°F
for the browrf coat can be formed. This consists of forming plaster ridges

of sired thickness, usually 3/8 inch, at strategic points over the scratch coat surface.

Figure 10, Pushing Pastei through
Wire Mesh

Application of the L.rown Coat

As soon as the plaster screeds are sufficiently hardened to support a straightedge
the brown coat can ne -applied. The brown coat is applied in the same manner as the
scratch coat. It must be leveled and scarified in the same manner as the ..,crateb coat.
Like the scratch coat, the brown coat should be hard, but not dry, before forming the
screeds for the finish coat. The brown coat should I-e no less than 1/4 inch thick.

Floating

Various types of floats may be used to create designs or patterns, or even stanoth
or sandpaper-finish a plaster surface. A more comprehensive discfission on the subject
will appear in a later lesson.

Stucco

Plaster applied to exterAor walls is called stucco. The plaster mix differs slightly
from that used on interior walls -- it must resist wakr. Portland cement. rather that
gypsum, is used since it hardens to a nonporous roc ke surface. Aggregate for stuct
can be coarser. The scratch coat can be thicker; however, the brown and finish coats
must be closer to the recommended thickness and leveled.

Preparing eAterior surface for stuccoing requires the same layout planning and ba, e
preparation as,fequired for preparing interior walls. A largesbening in the lath is
permissible, due to the coarser aggregate used.

8
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Figure 11
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Metal control joints, figure 11, must
be attached at strategic points in the wall.
These joints are designed to reduce gur-
face damage to the stuccridue to szrectural
expansion and contractidn.

Application technique for stucco
parallel thdlde used in applying plaster to
interior walls. Scratch and brown-coats
may .be applied by hand and trowel, or by
special machine which sprays the plaster
mix. Under certain circumdtances, the
spraying method may facilitate a complete
job in one or two coats.

Curing time for each coat of stucco
differs from interior plaster mix due to
the cement used. Curing time may range
ffom 3 to- 5 days. Atkmospheric conditions
cause the difference in curing timek _In

some cases, stucco will have to belr''
dampened at periodic intervals to prevent
too rapid dr filitNguring time may also
vaiy 'due to the different type of cenient
used.

Applying the Finish coat

Applying the finish coat to exterior '

plastering job is the same as appying the
finish coat tct an interior wall. ,The finisli.coat should not be less tian 1/8 inch thick.

A
smooth uniform surface is obtained by first ledeling the surface by screeding and tin-

ting in the low areas. Before applying ,the finish coat, the brown coat sh-ould be

dampened to reduce the tendency fotit to absorb the moisture too rapidly frau the
applied finish coat.

aSpecial Effects

The actual- finished appearance of the finish coat can be smooth, sandpaper or
textured finich, rough or any special design called for or within the imaginative skill of

the' masou. Stiff brushes ,'vaziout floats, mastic trowels, jointers trowels ,, burlap,
wire, rough wood or any material suited for the purpose may,be used to create patterns,
and designs on the finish coat surface. Special molds may be devised to create brick,
block, -or flagstone appearing finish. OserlappAng circles, random grooves, wood
grains, as well as the coarse vieave of burlap are just a few .of the surface finishes a

mason may create.. Special materials and dyes may be used to add colors effects, or to

give the finish a.tnarbleappearance.
,

Figure 12 shows some.of the patterns that may be created on a plaster or stucco

finish.

g .
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IMITATION 'SMOOTH -FACED STONEWORK
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Figure 12

CAUSES OF PLASTER DAMAGE

Errors, committed by carpenters, often contribute to the Causes for cracks in
plaster. Faulty construction not only weakens the base onto which plaster is.applied
but will allow excessive movement of the structural members. Faulty construction may
cause each h'itrain-on plastered wall that plaster cracks or breaks Sway from its
base. Improperly sealed walls or roof areas permit moisture to get being the plaster,
as well as moisture-inside the structure causes plaster to break loose or brack. These
conditions a plasterer cannot contrel; he can only repair the damage caused by them.

The plasterer is. not completely.innocent Of contributing to the.failure of damaged

plaster. Poor base preparation; incorrect pr.oportions of cement, aggregate, water,
poor mixing, -as well as improper application, curing and finishiqg, eventually show' up

as cracks or chips flaldng away from the walls.
.

Materials improperly. screened, imprOperly pAportioned, or iThproperly mixed,

will be considerably weaker than the mix should be. Even though the mix looks good,

applies andlinishes good, it will eventually fail..

ImproPerly spaced wooden-laths, improperly installed metal lath, or improperly
secured lath of. any material is bad news.. Improperly installed lath will not permit the

mortar to properly key itself to the litter. Improperly Secured lath may cause large
cracks to appear at intersections of lath sectibns.

Insufficient scarifying of the surface or the inadequate thickness of the scratch or
brawn coats will eventually affect the.quality -of the finish coat.

The absence of or improper wetting of the surface, whether it be- for the scratch,
brown, or finish coat, will result in poor adhesion. This causes the surface to draw
moisture irom the coat just applied, causing the plaster to-set too rapidly.,

OW.
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REPAIR PROCEDURES

Repairing plaster may range from applying a creamy plaster mixture over the
crack with a brush to replacing the lath.

*Structural Cracks

Cracks which extend either horizontally or vertically through the plaster and up to
1/4 inch wide are known as structural cracks. pich cracks must be cleaned of all lociie
materials. The crack must then be grooved.in a V shape so that the surface opening it
narrower than the base. Widen the surface crack sufficiently to enable mortar to be
removed from the lath openings. The V groove and the opening in the lath will provide
better keying and bonding of the new plaster to the old.

APPLYING PLASTER PATGH. Apply pl,aster patbh iktwo coats. The first coat is
pressed firmly into the lath and crack to near the surface. Thesecond coat is applied
when the first coat is nearly dry but not hard. The second coat is the finish coat and
should be finished to the same texture as the original plaster.

Map Cracks

Map cracks are less noticeablb than structural cracks. They extend through the
plaster but 'do not extend entirely across the plastered surfale. The cracks are small
lines covering an area from 6 inches in Width to several feerin length. This type ofcrack is usually caused by poor bonding. The cracks are repaired by painting the sur-
face with two coats of gypsum plaster. Holes in plastered surfaces are repaired in the
same manner.

Shrinkage Cracks

Shrinkage cracks, while resembling map cracks, are usually confined to the finish
coat. Such cracks are caused.by too rapid drying on the surface, insufficient troweling,
troweling while the surface is too wet; or troweling until the surface becomes too dry.
Repair consists of painting the surface with fsvo coatil of plaster mix. If the cracks do
mat take the paint, then it will be necessary to remove the plaster to the lath and build
it up Wits original surface level. The repair procedure is the same as for repairing
holes or structUral cracks.

Loose Plaster

Bulging or large craOked areas indicate loose plaster. This condition is caused by
broken bond or softened.plaster from exposure to eXcessive moisture. The moisture
may originate from a leaking roof,shroken or lealdng water lines, or leaks in sewer
drains. In this case, not only the plaster but also the moisturesource must be repaired.

While the moisture source will have to be corrected by another tradesman, the
plaster repair must be accomplished by the masOn. Remove all the loose plaster and
lath, if required (wooden or fiber lath may have been rotted by excess moisture), and
rebuild the area to its original level and finish. Each coat should be sufficiently scari-
fied, wetted and finished as 'any plastering job requires.

15.9



Remember tbat when you repair damaged plaster, you must return the surface to
its original appearance. Patch materials should resemble the original ingredients.
The finish coat should resemble the original finish of surrounding, plaster.

t

SUMMARY

.
---_

PIhst vr is applied in.three coals. each requitiiivrrertain thieltness....nriml And
pceparation before the next ilmt is applied.

r

The plaster itself must be applied over a properly prepared base. The base 1/4an-
sists of either wood, metal, or gypsum board lab or properly prepared masonry sur-
face., I

While many of the tools you will use to apply plaster are the same ones as you.use '
to apply and level concrete mortar, you will also need a hawk, scarifier, rods* darbies,
and screeds.

Plastering requires that sufficient plaster is applied to the scratch coat to'insure ,1
good key. The plaster itself must be properly mixed to create a itOod bond and finish.
The scratch coat, as well as the brown coat, must be scarifiedand sufficiently cured
before the next coat is applied. Sufficient plaster must be applied to provide an uniform
coat of minimum thickness. .

Plastering is the oldest art in the trades. New materials and tek hniques are con-
stantly adding to the skills and creative abilities of the mason.

Plastering, a term applied to applying a cement - aggregate mix to an interior sur-
face, is called stucco when applied to an external surface. Certain preparations must
be made to the wall if plaster is to have a good base.

The aggregate and cement agent
,
differ for inside and outside application. The

_
different ingredients require different curing times.

job.
Scratch, brown and finish coats are normally applied for a full plaster or stucco

The finish coat may take on any appearance the mason may desire, or have the time
or skill to create. ...

Repairing cracks in plastered surfaces requires knowledge of the causes of cracks,
as well asthe skill in actually repairing the crack. Materials used to repair cracks
should be the same as the original material. Old materials must be removed to the
extent that a good repair job can be accomplished.

,

QUESTIONS

1. The first coat of plaster is called the

2. The third coat of plaster is called the

3. What is the most cOmmon material used for a plaster base?

I

ca

,
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Fhy is a brown-coat the thickest of the three coatS ox p Ster

5: On what coat of plaster would you use a scarifier?..

6. Why Would you uie a screed when plastering a wall?

1. When would you use furring- nmls?

8. xterior plastering is called

9. Gypsum wallboard lath 1$ usect tin LI

10. Whit type of lath is usea foi exterior piaster?

11. What basic materials are used to make a good plaster mix?

12. What effect do admixtures have on plaster?

13. What procedures- insure adequate kèying when applying the scralch (oat ?

14. What is the usual curing time for the scratch coat before the bi )wn ..oat .-sr: b.
applied?

15. When should the screeds be fo:.med for the brown coat?

16. What is ihe basic difference between applying the scratch and b own coats?

7. When should the screeds for the finish coat be formed?

18. How important is clean water to a good plaster mix?

19, What is the standard plaster mixing procedure?

20. What indicates a good mix?

21. What are some of the causes for plaster cracking?

22. List the different types of plaster cracks.

23. To what extent should material from a structural cracks be ren oYed to eifect
gooci repair job?

24. What is the proper procedure for repairing map and shrinkage rachs?'

25. What corrective action must be takeh before repairing,plaster that Las bee4.,
loosened by moisture?

Mb.

26. What materials should be used to repair large cracks and holes?

REFERENCES

CDC 55253. Masonry Specialist
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INSTALLING AND FLOOR TILF

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of phis un

cut, drill, and shape, tile t ven specifications.

:
SG 3ABR55233-1V-2

instruction, you will be able to:

lay out an area 'for tile application.

instaliwall tile on specified area.

fill tile jointo to a specified depth and clean all ex.Cess grout from1/4the finished
surface.

INTRODUCTION

From ancient times man has used thin baked clay shapes (tile) to cover other struc-
tures, Specimens of tile made in 6000 B.C. exist in museums of the world. On ;limn) ,
the word "tile," as related to building construction, referred to the baked clay
used to cover floors, roofs, walls, and other structures.

Today there are several types of building material used to cover various parts of
structures and referred to as tile. In most csses, tile made from products other than
clay are identified by placing the type of material before the word "tile." Same of the:e
are aluminum, plastic, asphalt, and acoustic tile.

CLASSIFICATION OF TILE

The ceramic tile industry has adopted a classification for ceramic tile based on the
percentage of water the tile will absorb. On this basis there are four classeS of tile:

1. Nonvitreous - A tile that will absorb more than 7 percent of its weight in mois-
ture.

2. Semivitreous - A tile that will absorb more than 3 percent, but less than 1%.
percent, of its weight in moisture.

3. Vitreous - A tile that will absorb less than 3 percent of its weight in moisture.

4. Impervious - A tile that will resist the absorption of moisture.

The semivitreous and tiles must be soaked in water ,before they are laid t
prevent them from absorbing wat r from the mortar.

o
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TYPES OF TILE r' A.,-.

Tiles are made of clay an
\
d dried in a kiln. There are many types of tiles a vailable

on the market today but the most common that you will be concerned with are,gles..zed
tile, quarry tile, and mosaid tile.

Glazed' Interior Tile

These nonvitreous tiles are normally 4-1/4 by 4-1/4 inches or 6 by 6 inches square.They are used on walls and floors. Aluminum oxide power is added to glazed tile used,on floors to form a nonslip surface. -
Glazed Exterior Tile

This is weatherproof tile and is similar to glazed interior tile. The main differ-ende is that this tile has a semivitreous or vitreous body which enables it to. withstandsevere freezing. It is used for covering fronts of buildings, swi-mming\pools, etc. Itis available in the same sizes.and shapes as glazed interior tile, and can be obtained ina variely of colors.

Quarry Tile

'This impervious type of tile is unglazed and made of a cheaper grade of clay. It isnormally in earth colors of orange, red, or brown. Quarry tile is made by the process-in which the clay mixture is extruded and the tile is cut to length by means of a wire.The tiles.are then fired in a kiln (oven). Quarry tile are usually,1/2 to 1 inch thick andunderscored on the bottom. They are laid with a smooth side up and e ideal for useon floors in kitchens, entranceways, etc. , where traffic is he

Mosaic Tile
,

A vitreous tile that is popular for use on floors; bathrooms, shower rooms,
counter tops, table tops, etc. , is ceramic. mosaic. These tiles are small, multicolored
squares, rectangles, and other shapes pasted in position on sheets of paper to form apattern.

SHAPES AND SIZES OF TILE

There are many sizes and shapes of ceramic tile manufactured today; however,
there are seven basic shapes of regular 4-1/4 by 4-1/2 - inch ceramic tile, as shown
in figure 13. Trim lztles are shown in #gure 14. '

Tiles with a rounded corner or edge are called bull nose; these tiles Vre used toform the outer boundaries of the tile area.

TOOLSaAND MATERIALS USED TO INSTALL TILE

Cutting and Shaping eramid Tile

TILE CUTTER. A machine used for scoring and bregring all types of-tile vihich
come within the maximum thickness capacity di the machine. , Guides are set on the

15
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Figure 13*
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table to determine the length of cut; then tile is scoied, as shown in figure 15, bydrawing
cutter across the tile. After scored handle on cutter is pressed down, tile breaks on the
scored mark.

z_

'311

r.f-6C }1. 2.
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Figure 15. Tile Cutter
-

TILE CHISELS. Tile chisels are 1/41' wide and 6" long, and are used to remove or
cut tile that is placed on setking bed. or

-

I TILE SAW. An electric power tool with diamond or abrasive blades. It is,used
'with water as a coolant to cut thick and difficult patterns in tile. It is used to its best
advantage when a`largesnumber of cuts are involved.

TI'LE NIATERS. NipperS are used tocut tile for special fitting at corners, around
. fixtures, and special designs. There are nippers destned for cutting ceramic tile;

others arefor cutting wall tile and heavier tiles. The cutters are made of high-grade
tool steel. Some are carbide-tipped for longer servce. See figure 16 below.

c.
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Figure it,
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CARI3ORUNDUM STONE. Carborundum stone (rubbing brick) is 6" x 2" k 1" in
size. It can he a fine grit of 150 or vary to a coarse 24 grit. The rubbing'brick is uged
for dressing and .smoothing tile.

Materials

The same mastic is used to set tile on horizontal and vertical surfaces. The size
of the area to be spread is determined by the setttng time of the mastic, Since there aro
different types of tile adhesive, follow the manufactueer's instructions before using
matics.

Grout seals the joints between the tiles and gives the surface a smooth-finish. A
good job depends on a clean and neat appearance. There are many Colors used in grout-

- ing, depending on the color of tile. Do not grout more thanyou cap clean up within
setting time of the grout.

Areas subject-to moisture should be primed with a nonhardening, waterproofing
agent that will not stain or become brittle. This type willstemain a good moisture
barrier. j

On areas subject to freezing, use a frost-resistant mastic.and grout. During
installation, special Caralshould be talcèn, to fill all vdids in settingsbed and joints.

I.

,
DETERMINING TILE #EQUIREMENTS

All tile requ ements for floors and walls are estimated by the square foot. The'
number of square feet that is to be covered by tile is delermined by multiplying the-
height by the width of the wall area to be covered. The same technique is applie'd to the
floor Area in,detemining the square footage reejuired Jo cover the area.

P

,

Tile can be obtained in a variety of sizes. The 6-inch square, shown in figure'15.
is the basis f9r the standard sizes of tile. Tile shapes and sizes have been developed by

'dividipg the scjtare into.diagonal-,halves, quarters, and smaller squares as shown in
figure 18. Other.diirisions of thi =tcjuare liffo oblongs, hexagons, octagons, and other geo-

, metrical shapes hve brought about the develbyment of still other tile shapes.

6"x 6" fr

A

Figure 17. Basic 6-1nch Square
18
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Figure 18. Siies of, Glazed Wall Tiles



When trimmer, base, cap, and similar pieces of tile areused, the lineal sor running /57
foot is used as the measuring basis liar determining the number of tile required. The
number ortile required for any given length,_of course, is determined by the length of
the tile selected..

_

4

.
FLOOR AND WALL PREPARATION

Tile is normally selected for its ability to resist wear and decorative appearance.
_The very best material will neither be attractive nor sbriceable for very long ii pre-
installation.preparation was not adequate.

Wall or floor surfaces must be free of wax, oil,_ grease., dirt, and any other matter.
That might impair the sticking abil437 of adhesives aptlied 'to ,their surface. Normally,
a good cleaning with either a detergent, trisodium phosphate, solvent, or muriatic acid
will be sufAcient.

Personnel should take the proper safety precautions when using cleaning.agents.
ExCessive breathing of fumes froth some agents znay be harmful. Skin burns may also
occur if proper precautions are not observed.

Preparing mortar walls for tile installation_requires additional effort. The wall
itself must be straight. Holes and cracks must be filled with a patch material. The
surface can be smoothed by rubbing with a carborundum stone in a circular motion.

U9E OF MAS TICS

Mastic is the adhesive tised to bond the tile to the wall or floor surface. Mastics
differ in their composition, depending on the type of tile to be installed. Application

-techniques, as well:pas drying time, differ._ As a'general rule, no inore mastic should
be applied than what can. be covered within the setting time specified by the manufacturer:

In post cases, the mastic is applied with a mastic irowel held at a 50 ot 600 angle.
Enough .dhesive is applied/to cover at least 70% of the tile surface. A greater amount
of ttdhesive will squeeze out between the tile. This problem viill-not exist if the proper
troWel and application techniques are used (see figure 19).

(
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Figure 19. Mastic Trowel and Pattern
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Certain precautions should be observed when applying'mastics. The fumes given
off by the mastics may be injurious to your health if inhaled, 'aver long periods of time.
The vapors given off are sometimes flamtnable. _:Excessiqe accumulation of such vapors-
constitute a fire hazard. Adequate ventilation ikeither case is a mandatory precaution.

-, INSTALLING .

/.yThe starting point for installing the tile depends on the type,. siie,...shape of the tile,
gild the pattern to be created.. Manufacturers normally proVide a brochure-with their
productd which suggests installationprocedures for simple designs, If the suggeited
designs do not fit the desired design, then a sCalliAin, Identilifinglhe exact position of
each tile, will have to be created and followed.

Determine the number of tile required, as well as the patterns required i'hfs is'
the first step in obtaining the bestyesult from a tile installation.

TILE LAYOUT FOR WALL INSTALLATION

A good tile job, tust as any Other job the mason.does, requires preplanning and pre-.
paration. Once it has been established that tiles- will be installed, the type of floor tile
to he.installed must also be determined. Floor tile-is norma1iz installed after theé wall
tile has been. installed. .

The thickness of the floor tile will affect:
the height of the first tile course. A spacer
of the same thickness of the floor tile is.
placed under t.he base cover. Ithe top of the
,hase cove-is.identified by+ a mark on the wall.
The mark is:extended to includethe area to
'be-tiled. A level is used.to:insure
reference .tnarlseas: showtritr.figure 20..

1/ r
, SPA-CER1

'COVE SASE TILE
.

4

Figure 21'

1. "

CARi'ENTER
LEVEL OVE BASE TILt

s. ,

THIS /4 EXTEND
ALL THE WAT AROUND

TH ROOM 4..

Figure 2

Lay_the base cove tile.aiainst the wall
and insu.i.e.that the proper space exists ,

between each tile. Use a tnasolils line,
tubber or wooden spacer of the correct'.
thickness. Spacing is. no problem with tile
having spacing lugs (see figure 21 to left).

^



Adjust the tile until the minimum amount of trimming is required. All trimming /$ .?
should be done on the corner tile. When molded corner tiles are used, trim the tile
adjacent to it. Never trim formed corner tile. _

Once.the tile is adjusted, a starting poin't can be determined. A plumb line is drawn
on the wall to identify the vertical edge of the tile. The line represents a point from
which each course is started. *.

A good tile job has stKaight hori4ontal and vertical joint li'nes: Actual laying of the

tiles and procedurcs for maintaining lilumh and level joint lines are discussed in n later

iesson.

Laying out a flo,or tile installatron must be carried "out With the same precision as .

with wall layout. One wall must be selected to forth the.base refeience. If the adjacent
corner. walls are square, then they become the longitudinal and lateral base references
for the- tilet If the corners are not square, then a square reference line must be deawn.

,

Lay out the first course uf tile along
each reference line until the most satisfac-
tory position'for minimum tile trimming .

"can bt attained. Spacing.must be con-
Sidered.on floor installatibn for tile layout.
If "the tile, has no spacing lugs, then
improvised items mentioned earlier can be
used. A stick or latii,may also be marked

off and Used as shown in figure-22.

HOLD DOWN BOLT LAY TILE/0 WITHIN 1 r
OF FLOO FLANGE

: Figure 23

In the case where tile fixtures are
already installed or cannot be removed ,
then tile must be trimmed to fit the con-

of thelixture. Figure 24 shows how
til might be notched to fit around a pipe ,
as well..as araund-the fixture.-

40.

I/16" GROUT JOINT

I

MARKS

LATH OR WOOD STRIP

pre 22

Whenever tile Is installed, there
usually is some fixture or other obstacle
around or under where tile must be installed.
Trimming is -,often required. Figure 23
fllustra$es how floor tile is trimmed around
a water closet floor flange. The water clo-
set will fit over the tile when installed.

A. Go

21

NOTE-
ili-ESE TWO TILE

MUST BE NOTCHED,
-

Figure '4*".
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Job Layout

WALL TILE INSTALLATION
4e

Painstaldng work on preparing the wall ssurface for tile installation does not always

guarantee a good tile job. Wall tiling is installed from the floor up. The floor, being

the base reference for the first row of tile laid, must be level and smooth.

Once the floor surface immediately adjacent to the wall has been properly repaired.
further layout of the job can be continued. Place a leveled mark all the wty around the

room to identify the.top of. the base cove. The distance from the floor depends on the

height of the base cove4ancrthe thicknesS of the.floor, covering to be installed. Use a

carpenter'slevel to insure level line (sep figure 25):

-

PENCIL MARK'

--tBOTTOMOF TIL:E)

'LAYOUT STICK

r71,/
.- !,..

CARPENTERS LEVEL

COVE BASE-TILE
MUST BE LEVEL

Figure 25

Before applying the mastic, lay,the base.cove all around the room. 'This will enable

the tile to be cut for &proper corner fit. Do not cut corner tiles. Apply the mastic and
install the base cove. The base cove, row must be level and 'each tile properly spaced.

Starting from the.center of the wall, install' the first row of tile. Again, make sure

that the row-is reAl.and tiles axe properly spaced. tame tiles are equipped with spac-.
int lugs and will present no spacing-problems. Citherwise, use the point of a pointer

trowel, to adjust to adlost.the tiles not spaced properly. -Rubber spacers, wooden spoons,

stirrers of proper thickness, or a mason line may also be inserted as spacers between

tiles. Install each row cbmpletely the length bf.the wall, beginning in the center and .

working toward the corners. The corner tiles may be trimmedlo fit. This will keep

the tiles in a row plumb even if the corners are not plumb.
4,1
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-
Cutting-Tile

If all the tile installed were to be installed
on a flat surface without obstacles, it would
make many tile installers happy, However,
water and idrain piping', as well as wall-
mounted fixtures, wind w and door frames,/,

_provide obstacles to wi&h tile must be trimmed
to fit around.

. I
Normally, freehand draumg of the Vattern

to which the tile is to be cut is adequate since:
small errors may be covered by grout, caulk-
ing, or cover plate. A 91ore accurate pattern
can pe made by cuttinrypaper gatteni to exact
fit albd transferring.the pattern to the tile. The

/I -surface is scored to the desired pattern with.a
. simple glass cutter, as shown in figure 26.

T e job is completed by using the tile nippers.

Straight-line cuts on ceramic tile can be
a complished by scoring the surface,
he score mark over a pencil or similar item.

Th'e pencil must be on a flat surface. Place
the palms of the handi on each side oi the-
score mark and apply pressure. The tile will break
cient pressure is applied. .

1

GLASS C^,r'. .
*HEE..

SCORE THE' TILE FREEHAND
OR wITH A TEMPLATE

Figure 26
-

along the score mark when su.ffi-

161

Mosaic, Patternt

Mosaic patterns can be created by placing different coloredtiles at preplanned .
positions when tiling a wall. The pattern can be worked out by covering a floor area
with the exact tile members that will be required to cover the wall. The tile and pattern
can then be transferred tp the wall, one row ht a time.

Applying Mastic 4

Mastic.is-applied to the wall with a trowel designed to leave small gxooves on the.-
mastic surface. Sufficient rqastic should be applied to cover at least 70" of the tile
surface. Any more than 700 will tend to squeeze out the mastic between the tile joints.

Mastics are composed of toxic and sometimes flammable agents. loln either case,
adequate ventilation is a mandatory requirement.

Beating in Tile

After tiles are set, they must be beaten into place if a smooth %all surface is to be
obtained. Variations in individual tile thickn ss anti depth.to whiCh they have been set
make it fiecessary to bring the tiles into a sm th and uniform plane.

23
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To beat the tiles into a smooth surface, hold a block at one end wrih the flat.side
toward the tile surface. Move-the block over thee entire-wall surface while striking the
itock with moderate blows, as shown in figure 27 below.

Figure 27

. FLOOR TILE INSTALLATION, I

Floor Preparation

The success of a good tile floor fob depends primarily on the type and condition of
the floor. _Floor tile must have a firm. base, or the tile will work loose or crack.

If it is a new construction, that section of the floor to be tiled can be recessed, su
concrete not only can be poured to form a firm base but also provide the proper spec&
to,bring the floor tile to the same level as,the adjacent flooring (see figure 28)

FINISH 'FLOORING

" CONCRETE',
'-ri,*?";.BUILDING.PAPER

PiriscAssi

suarLOOR

Figure 28. Bathroom Floor Tiling on Concrete Base
24
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rvexisting-construction, the old flooring
may be removed down to the subfloor and
built up.to the appropriate leverwilh plywood,
as shown in figure 29.

An alternative method and;by far the
easiest method of preparing old floors for
tiling is,to cover the old floor with I/4" to
3/4" plywood. A prime cont.-usually shellac,
muSt beapplied to the _plywood before di e
adhesive is applied. This rnotho'd of floor
preparation will raise the level of the finished
floor. A determination must be made at this
time, whether floor-mounted fixtures will
remain in place or they will be raised
accordingly. If the former determination is
made, thea the fixture must be removed and
reinstalled after the tile is laid.:

MARBLE THRESHOLD
OR SHUBNOSE TILE

Figure 30, Finishing Doorway with Saddle

Applying Tile Adhesion

:Cement niortar, consisting of 1 part
portland Jement to 3 parts sand, may be
used as an adhesive when laying quarry tile on a concrete base. The concrete slab
should be wetted to prevent it from absorbing water from the mortar. The mortar is
applied to the back of the tile in small mound, one in each corner and one in the center.
An alternate method is to apply a mound to the center of the tile as sh9wn in figure 31.
This method is called buttering the tile. Cement mortar should noWe used on wooden
poor bases.

Mastics are alsoused as adhesives for quarry tile. The mastics may be applied to
either concrere or wooden base. The mastic may be applied to tiles as described above.

/63

FLOOR

....

.."'"
1/4"TO 3/4"

-0--._ ExTERIOR
FLY"000/./

Figure 29. Preparing Wood Floor
for Tile -

The door and inside frame casing !'
must be trimmed to permit the door to
open over the tile. The raised exposed
edge of the tile is closed off by installing
snub-nosed tile or a marble threshold, as
shown in figure 30.

Figure 31, Buttering the Tile

25



Setting!the Tile

Preplanning should have identified the side of the room on which trimmed tile is
least conspicuous. Set reference lines from which the first row of tile will hc ahgned
with. Aftgr butting the tile, set, space, and beat in the tile in the same manner as
beating.in ceramic tile.

Tile set with mortar should be grouted within 2 or 3 hours after being set to permit
a good b3nd to develop between the cement and gi.out. Tile set with mastics should he
allowed to set for at least 30 minutes- before grouting the joints.

FINISHING AND eLEANING TILE

Grouting Ceramic Wall Tile

Grouting tile joints is a messy procedure. It is required, however, to fill the
spaces between the tiles. The tile joirits are thus sealed and additional is achieved.

----Grout consists of white portland cement mixed with water to a creamy paste consis-
tency; it dries to a rock-like finish. It should not be applied; however, until the mastic
has set for at least 30 minutes.

While 6out is normally white, special dyes are available which can be matched to'
tbe color of tile used. The dye and grout should be thoroughly mixed and sifted througt
regular window screen before adding water. The screen acts as a filter removing all
large particles from tlie grout. The grout should be filtered before mixing with water
regardless of whether or not_clye is added.

Apply the grout to the tile surface in sufficient quantity to spread over a large area
of tile. Work the grout back and forth up and down, over the joints with'a cloth pad or
squeegee. Continue this process over the entire tile area until the grout is flush with
the tile surface. Remove excess grout from the tile surface. Allow ihe grout to set at
least 20 minutes before starting the cleaning process.

Grouting Floor Tile

Floor tile set with cement mortar on a concrete base should be.grouted within 2 or
3 hours after setting so a better bond between the mortar used and grout can be obtained.

Grout used for quarry tile may be mixed with the same ingredients as the mortar
used to set the tile or with the white portland cement mentioned before.

The grout mixture consists,of one part cement to two and half parts sand mixed to
a creamy consistency with pure wattir.

Apply khe grout, using the tame techniques as used in grouting ceramic tile. Since
the grout consists of sand, a special effort must be made to insure that the joints 'are
properly filled. Use a jointer if necessary to foice the grout ,into the joint. Allow the
grout to set for 30 minutes before starting the cleaning process.

26



CLEANING TILE SURFACES 6 5
Whether commercial grout or cement mortar is used to fill tile)oints, the final

cleaning process is about the same. The grout film over the tile surface May be
removed with a damp cloth. The tile is then polished with a dry cloth until t'be
tile color returns. Care must be taken not to remove an excessae amount of grout from
the joints. In its finished state, the grout should be just below the tile surfacenot to
exceed 1/32 inch. .4

Mortar grouting must be kept damp for 24 hours to permit proper curing and to pre-
vent cracking.

SUMMARY

The term "ceramic tile" can mean many types and shapes of ceramic tile ; glazed
tile for wall, nonglazed for floors. All walls and floors should be laid out before mastic
is applied. ,Never appy more than you can cover,before mastic dries. Cut material
should be laid to one side within easy reach. When grouting, make sure all joints are
full, neat and clean.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the differenCe between ceramic wall- tile and Ceramic floor tile?

2. When making a straight cut, what tool would you use?

3. If you were using nippers, What kind of cut would you be making?

4. When plicing a flOor, what two types of tile would be used?

5. -Where and what is grout used for?

6. what is the most common sizg of ceramic tile,?

7.: What are the lugs on Ceramic wall tile used for?

8. Where would you use a rubbing stone?

9. When using Ilhesives, why is it important not to use too much?

10. Why is it imPortant to be able to estimate tile?

11. How is base tile estimated?

12: List preparation required when applying ceramic tile'to walls.

13. Why should the base cover installation receive special attention?

14. How is the m4stic applied to the wall?
.

15. What must be done to each row `of tile before laying the next row?

27
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16. Olwrc is.thc hc`S\t place to trim tile to fit.?
.\

17. What is the main purpose for grouting?

18. What may be used as grouting Material?

19. How is grout applied?

20. Why should dry grout be sifted through a screen before adding water?
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OR

ORJC'flyE

Upon comp1etip4The workbook you will be.able to lay tou. a lath sur-
and.pr-epare fo-p1astyr6i-stutco.

EQUIPMENT

'SS.3ABR53233-IV-1
WB 3ABR5.5233-IV-1-P1
Pendils . a
Paper
Wire Lath
Nails
Screed Boards
Masqn Handtoiqs

PROCEDURE

tat

...Basis_ossue
' 1 /student

1 /itudent
1 /student
1/student
1 /stddent
1/stuarit
1 / studerit
1 /student ,

4 '

A

Mission I
. ,+. .

Norking individually but as a memberof a. four-ma tearn'arid,using
the foIlowing.,in-structions, lay out a lqh surface for. phs ei Zir stuc05, '.- . -,

, . . . .
. ,- . -6

L. Obtain' neceseary tools for installint metal fath: Li them.

, ..9

2. Secure.metal ath with appropriate securing delgice. .;
. ,k, f

', .,; ; - ;
3. What is-theclearance between the metal lath apd 4.-.1.id sheathing.?r.

L.
,

4. Should both bit rigidly secuted to building structural membets?

X SC

7

:ct

1

At.

I
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5. '4 What devices are used to control or compensate for structural movg-

ment over large cuccoed areas?

Install such deviCes if required..
e.

7. What is used to form inside and outside corners for plastered or:
.

stuccoed structures? ,
8. Install suCh devices if required.

9. What.can be used to establish thickne.ss qf the scratch coat?
,rv

M. Install such deviCes.as required or Ape cifie d.

11. 'illhat is used to transport plaster from the mixing trough to the

wall area?1. 4a. 0,
12. What is used to transfer the plaster to the wall?I

)
13. What tools are u,sed to level the plster surface?

,

1\4. What tools are used to proviae a

a. smooth finish? .

b. textured finish?
,

-IS. Clean and store tools.

/7o
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OBJECTIVE

wn 3AiiIt55233-1y-1- P2

MIXINC..; AND APPLYING A SCRATCH COAT

Upon completion of this workbook you will be able to mix an\ci apply a scratch coat
of plaster:

-EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55233-1V-1
WB 3ABR55233-W-1-P2
Pencil
Paper
Mortar box
Mixing tools

'Plaster materials
Mason hand tools /

/".

PROCETURE

.. Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/12 students
1/12 students

.1./12- students-
1/student

MISSION
-r

Working a member of a four-man team
mix and- apply/a sciatch coat of plaster.

,

1. Obtain neiesSary tools, equipment, and
.Mortar.

a. List tools required:

and using the 'following instructions,

erials required for mixing plaster

b. List ingtedients of mOrtar tobe mixedt,

.
2. Screen and mix ingrtgdients in psoper propoktions. -

3. Use hawk and trowel; apOly plaster to stud mounted lath. .. .
..1 .

a: Apply sufficient plaster to key. properly on-lath. '

b. Apptsufficieni plaster.to achieve minimum scratch coat thickness.t .

/ -, 4. Screed scratch coat.
,

3
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5. Establish thickness reference for )3cratch coat., s

NOTE: Allow scratch coat to dry but not harden before building screeds for
brown. coat.

6. Is the scratch coat sufficiently scarified to provide a.good bOnd for the brown
coat?

.,
t A411

fh

.;

4

4
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OBJECTIVE
. .

Upon completioh of this workbook you Will be able to mix and apply a brown coat
of plaster.

EQUIPMENT

WB 3ABR55233-IV-.1-P3

"MIXING AND APPLYING A BROWN COAT

Basis of Issue
SO ,3ABR55233 ?IV- 1 1/stlident
WB 3ABR55233=IV-1-P3 1/student
Penal ,

1/student ..

paper 1/student
-Mortar Box ''1/12 students

Oting tools 1/12 students
&ter materials 1/12 students
ason hand tools 1 /student

Procedure MISSION I

Working as a member of a four-man team using the following instructions, mix
and-apply a brown coat of plaster.

1. Obtain necessary tools, equipment, and materials required for mixing plaster
mortar,. .d

. , -
a. List tools required:

Litt ingredients of mortar to be mixed:

2. Screen and mixingredients in proper proportions.

3. __Mix plaster mortar to cover scratch coat.

4. Uge hawk and trowel; apply plaster to scratch.coat.

a. Apply sufficient plaster to properly,bond to scratch coat.

b. Apply sufficient plaster to achieve minimum brown coat thickness.

15. Screed brown coat.

1

5
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6. Allow brown coat, to dry but not.harcieefore building creeds for finish coat.

7. Establish thickness references forjlnish coat.

8. Scarify brown coat.
%

9. Clean and store tools and equipment.

A

,

6

1

,
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OBJECTIVE

WB 3ABR55233-IV-1-P4

1 -.MIXING AND APPLYING STUCCO-

,
Upon completion of this workbook you Will be able to mix and applystucco to a

prepared surface.., i,....... ,

EQUIPMNT

,Basis of Issue
SG 3ABR55233-IV-1 . 1/student
WB 3ABR55233-IV-1-P4 1/student

sPencil 1/student
Paper 1/student
Mortar box 1/12 students
Mixing tools 1/12 students
Plaster materials 1/12 students
Mason hand tools 1/student

Procedure

4

2

Working as a member of a four-man team and using the following instructions,
mix and apply stucco to a prepared surfaCe.

1. Determine finish coat, mix ingredients.

2. Determine type of finish coat appearance.

3. Apply finith coat to bfown coat in sufficient thickness to permit final textured
surface to be created.

a. Finish coat-thickness shOuld not be less than-118'-inch

b. Wet brawn coat, if required.
ft

4. Use appropriate-tools and techniques to create 'tilt specified finished
appearance. ,

5. Cleand store tools.

1
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WU 31\13165233-1v-1-P5

MAINTAINING AND REPAIRINd PLASTERED SURFACES

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this workbook, you will be able to inspect i plastered surface
and identify all damaged areas and make necessary repairs to bring the damaged areas
back to their original condition.

EQUIPMENT . . . ...
Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR55233-IV-1 .0 1/ student
WB 3ABR55231-IV-1- P5
Pencil ;

.,-.) 1/
1/

student
student

Paper 1/ student
Mortar box 1/12 students
Mixing tools 1/12 students
Plaster materials 1/12 students
Mason handtools I/ student

Procedure MISSION

Working as a member of a two-man team, inspect aplastered surface and identify
all slamaged areas.

1. Name the type of damage.

2. What caused this damage?

+eV

MiSjSION LI

- Working as a member of a two-man team, make necessaryrepairs to bring the
damaged areas back to their original condition.

1. Using appropriate tOols, prepare the crack for repair.

2: Determine patch material andingredient, and mix.

3. Apply and finish the repair surface.

4. Clean ana store tools.

A ,

V
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OBJECTIVE

\I.,CUT, DR L, AND SHAPE TILE

I

Upon completion of this workbook you will be able to cut,
given,specifications.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55233-IV-2
WB 3ABR55233-IV-2-P1
Pencil
Paper
Power Ti lp Saw
Tile Cutter (Manual)
Hand Tile Nippers-
Electric Drill
Mason Handtools

PROCEDURE

WB 3ABR55233-IV-2-P1 /77

drill, and shape tile to

BASIS OF ISSUE

1/student
1,/§tudent
1/student
1/student
1/12 students
1/4 students
1/student
1/6 students
1/student

MISSION I

Using both hand and power tools and following given instructions, cut ceramic or
quarry tile to half sizes Using both the power tile saw and "the manully operated tile.cutter.

_

CUTTING TILE WITH A POWER SAW

1. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

a. Rembve h.11 jewelry.

. b. Keep hands away from saw blade.

c. -Wear goggles while operating saw.

d. Keep all personnel away from working area.

e. Keep work area clear of debris.

2. PREOPERATIONAL CHECK.

a. 'Check oil.

b, Check tightness of blade.

c. Check water supply.
110

d. Check moving parts for 'freedom of movement.

9 c*,



3. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

a. Mark the-tile to be cut.

b: Position the tile.

c. Sta 1.1 the saw.v
Move the saw slowly through the tile.

4. POST-OPERATIONAL CHECK

a. Shut off engine.

b. Shut off water.

c. Disconnect power supply.

d. Arisually inspect saw.

e. Clean the saw
$

Use the manually operated tlle cfutter as demonstratea by the instructor.

MISSION LI

Using the electric powered drill and a carbide:41*d drill bit, drill a hole in a
piece of tile.

1.

DRILLING TILE WITHAN ELECTRIC DRILL

SAFETY PRECAUTIOI4S

a. Remove all JeWelry.

b. Wear goggles. ,

c. $ Keep work area clean.,

d. Keei) all. personnel clear of work area.

2. PREOPERATIONAL CHECK

ja. 64 all wiring and ground.

b. Check bit for sharpness.
1

C: Check bit for size and adaptability with material to be cut.

t_

.**
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3. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
4

a. Locate and mark the position of the hole.

b. Position the tile.

c. Drill the hole.

4. POSTOPERATIONAL CHECK

a. Disconnect pOwer supply.

b. Visually inspect drill and bit
1

Clean the drill and-work area.

MISSION HI
..... ......

Using the tile nippers, shape a ceramic tile to fit around a water pipe as illustratedin figure 1,

4

Figure 1. *Tile Shaped to Fit Around a Pipe

4
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OBJECTIVE

WB 3ABR55233-IV-2-P2

LAy OU,T AN AREA FOR TILE APPLICATION

-

Upon coinpletion of this workbook, yqu-will be able teelay Out an area for tile
application.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55233zIV-2
WB 3ABR55233-IV-2-P2
Pencil 1

Paper
Mason handtools

Procedure MISSION I

Working as a member of a four-man team
lay out an area for tile appication.

..Basis of Issue
1/ student\
1/ student
1/ student
1/ student
1/ student

and using the following instructions,

1.; Inspect selected surface for holes, cracks,' ridges, stains, oil, and waxes.

2. Repair cracks and fill'holes with amiropitite patclimateal.

3. Remove staini, oilS, -waxes with-appropriate cleaning agent.

NOTE: Wear proper protectivedevices and insure adequate ventilation.

4. Remove high spots and ridges-from mor wall with rubbing brick.\

5. Sweep down the surface to.remove sand and other loose particles.

6. List tile following Information:

a. Total area to be covered is

b. Size of tile is

c. Size of base cove
.

d. Size of cO)

sq. ft.

- *,

7. Compute the number of ceramic til) required to cover the\wail and floor specified
by your instructor.. Use a piece of scratch paper and record your answers below.

a. !slumber of base cove tile '

12 t

,

t,
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b, Number of flat tile.

e. Nuintivr: of ap- eily

,Number of outsit16..,tornerli1 e.

e. 'Number af insid* corner tile

9, .144.ui klevel line identifying_the top of the base cove (height tit the cove plus the
flaw' tile thickness.

9. Runs a plurnb line to provide a verticalTeference.

10; betePinine which end af the tile will be trimmed.

13
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- OBJECTIVE

UPon completion of this workbook, you will-be able to install wall tile on a
specified area, ,

. INSTA4.11NG WALL. TILE

WI3 3AX5135-- WI_ 2-P3

EQUIPMENT -
Basis Of Issue

SG 3ABI155233-1V-2 - i - 1/ student
WB 3ABR55233-IV-2-P3. _. 1/ student
Pencil , 1/ student
Paper - 1/ student
Tile saw 1/12 students
Tile cutter V\ 1/4 students
Mastic trowel , 1/4 students
Mason handtools . 1/ . student
Tile 1/12 students
Mastic 1/12 students

Procedure MISSION I

Using thefollowIng.instructionsinatall, wall tile on an area specified by the_
,instructor. .

_

1. Obtain necessaritools for inst4ling ceramic tile. Naine them:

!.

2. Obtain materials used when laying tile. Name them:

-3. What i the clearance of the joint when setting tile on a wall?

ta-9

14
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Nanié the tools orniaIly used,when cutting a hole in the center of a piece of tile

.
_.

What tools aeo used when cutting tiie for a straight, spooth surface? le
. .

, and ,

for a pipe. or 1.

and
r

6. What material, or materials are used to fill in the joints betweeotile?
)

or

7. Apply mastic _..ss

8. Set base cove fo reference line; space tile and level.

9! Set first row 61 tile..

Continue tile installation. Check each row for levelness, plumb, and spacing.
Trim corner tile to fit.

Beat in tile to form smooth uniform tile surface. Straighten and space tile.

Remove pastic which may have smeared over tile surfice.(

10. Clean tools and work area%

11. Return tools and equipment to th% storage area.

15
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1
INSTALLING FLOOR TILE

1

,OBJECTIVE ' .)

WB 3ABR5'6133-IV-2-P4

Upon completion of this workbook', you will be able to install floor tile On a
specified area. -

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR55-233-IV-2 1/ student
WB 3ABR55233-1V-2-P4 1/ Student
Pencils 1/ student
Pap9r 1/ student
Tile saw 1/12 students
Mastic trowel 1/4 students
Mason handtools 1/ sttfient
Tile 1/12 students
Mastic 1/12 students

Procedure

,

MISSION I

Using the following instructions, install floor tile on in area Specified by the
instructor.

1: Obtain necessary tools for installing quarry tile.

Name them:

2, Obtain materials used when laying tile. Ni.me them:

3. What is the clearance of the joint whereaying quarry tile?

4. What material, or materials are used to fill in the joints between.tile?

or'

INSTALLING.QUARRY TILE ON A FLOOR AREA

1. Determine number of tile reqUired to cover the specified area.

I V
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.1.

....II

4

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10."

11.

'-. k . filf...1 4
.. i

.Clean 'and prepare surface base... . ,
Determine 'which edge will be" trimMed.

*Set reference lines with adjacent walls.

Apply adhesive.
,

NOTE: Mastic may be applied to the entire base-area to be covered. Begin sn bne
of the corners and WORK RtWARD AN EXIT. _.

v.......,,

NOTE: If mortar ceniedt is used, properly pr pare the rile base.. ,

L;ay the first row of tile in line with reference 1iark.
,

Lay succeeding rows, properly spaced ind 'aligned with previously installed tile-
rows. ,.

.
e-

Beat on the tile to achieve a level and uniform tile surface. .
. .

, -)
Remove excessive mastic that might have smeared over tile surfaCe.

i r ,

Clean tool and worle area. .

Return all tools and equipment to the Storage area.

..

r ,

-

i

c

"\....,_

. 1

,....../

- I

I.

p,

..

4

J,

.1

.....r. I

".

c

..

. .- .
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... li

. e

(
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OBJECTIVE

/dgc/)
6VB 3ABR55233-IV-2-P5

FINISHING AND CLEANING TiLE SURFACES

Upon completion of this workbook, you will be able to fill tile joints to a specified
depth and clean all excess grout from the polished surface.,

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55233-IV-2
WB 3ABR55233-IV-2-P5
Pencils
Paper
M4son handtools
Rags (polishing)

. Grout

'Basis of Issue
1/ student
1/ student
1/ student
1/ student
4/ student
/ student

1/ studene

Procedure MISSION I

Using the following instruttions, fill tile joints to a uniformed depth specified by
the instructor; and clean all excess grout fr6rn the polished surface.

c

. Measure the amount of dry grout mix re aired,
...

2/ Remove large particles from the dry gr ut mix.

NOTE: If these particles can be broken p easily between the fingers, they can be
Used.

. 3. Sift the grout througka Oreem.

4. Arhy is step 3 imPortarit?

.5. Mix the grout to proper consistency.

a. What is the proper consistency for til grout?

b. 4Add the water, very slowly to keep fro s getting the grout too thin.

6. Apply the grout to the tile joints.

7. Ho' w do you know when yoU have' enough gro t?

8. Allow the grout to dry at least 30 minutes.

18
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Remove the grout film. Explaln tlie best method of accomplishing this task.

1

0

Polish the tile surface. Explain the best method of accomplishing this task.
J

What additional efforts should be applied to cement mortar joints to insure a good
permanent bond?s.

Clean tools and work area.

Return all tools and equipment to the storage area.

Ar
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